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INTRODUCTORY 

The Second Five-Year Plan has explained the ·philosophy of 
worker-management relationship in the following ter111s :-

"A socialist society is built up not solely on monetary incentives, 
but on ideas of service to society and the willingness on the 
part of the latter to recognise such service. It is necessary in 
this context that the worker. should be made to feel that in his 
own way he• is helping to build a progressive state. The creation 
of industrial democracy, .therefore, is a pre-requisite for the 
establishment of a socialist society. 

"For the successful implementation of the Plan, increased 
association of labour with management is necessary._ Such a 
measure would help in · 

(a) promoting increased productivity for the "general benefit of 
the enUrprise, the employees and the community, 

(b) giving employees a better understanding of their role in the 
working of industry and of the process of production, and 

(c) satisfying the workers' urge for self expressiOn, thu1 leading 
to industrial peace, better relations. and increased 
cooperation. 

This could be achieved by providing for councils of management 
consisting of representatives of management,. technicians and 
workers. It should be the responsibility of the management to 
supply such a council of management a fair and correct state
ment of all relevant information which would enable the council 
to function effectively. A council of management should ·be 
entitled to discuss various matters pertaining to the establish
ment and to recommend steps fer its better working. Matters 
which fall within the ·purview of collective bargaining should, 
however, be excluded from the scope of discussion in the 
council. To begin with, the proposal should be tried out in 
large ·establishments in organised industries. The basis of 
advance should be regulated and any extension of the sche.me 
should be in the light of the experience gained." 

These recommendations express, in general ternis, the approach 
towards the problem of worker-management relationship which 
Government and Parliament have accepted. The' approach is prag
matic and flexible. It avoids discussions of doctrine but takes into 
account the human. desire to take part in decisions ·concerning what 
one is doing and the practical necessity of recognising this desire in 
interest both of productivity ?-nd of industrial peace. · 

. . The subject is a complex .one and in order that a. first-hand 
study niay be a"Vailable of the many '[Xobiems of. detail which arise in , 

.. ; 
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giving content to the broad recommendation quoted ab_ov.e, .Govern
ment decided to send abroad a study group cons1stmg of the 
following :--

Shri Michael John, M.P., 
President, Tata Workers' Union, Jamshedpur. 

Shri J .N. Mitra, 
President, Hind Mazdoor Sabha, Calcutta. 

Shri S.R. Vasavada, · . · · 
President Indian National Trade Union Congress, Ahmedabad . 

• J •.• • 

Shri Naval H. Tata, 
Director, Tata Industries, Bombay . 

• 
Shri L.N. Birla, 
of Birla Brothers, Calcutta. 

Shri Y.P. Kulkarni. 
Director, Railway Board, New Delhi. 

Shri R.B.L. Mathur, 
Deputy Chief MechaniCal Engineers, 
Eastern Railway, 
Jamalpur. 

Shri S. Krishnaswamy, 
Under Secretary, 
Ministry of production. 

Shri D. Rajagopal, 
Personnel Manager, 
Hindustan Machine Tools Ltd., 
Bangalore. .. 

Shri Vishnu Sahay, 
Secretary, Ministry of Labour. 

Shri Naval Tata, Shri S.R. Vasavada and Shri L.N. Biria ~ere in 
the event unable to accompany the Group owing to unavoidable 
reasons. 

The Study Group arrived in Paris on the 12th October, 1956 and 
held a series of conferences with employers both in the public and the 
private sectors, with representatives of trade unions and with 
representatives of the French Government. In order to make. the 
best use of the time available, the Study Gr0up concentrated on 
questions leading to evaluation and assessment rather than those 
dealing merely· with a description of the various systems, information 
about which was already available to a large extent in the literature 
studied by the Group. After Paris, the Group visited Br\lssels, London, 
Stockholm, Dusseldorf, Frankfurt, Bonn, Belgrade and Geneva. 
Information. about the persons interviewed and the organisation~ 
visited is contained in Appendix I.. · · · · · · ·· 
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To provide a convenient focus for a proper consideration of the 
different issueS' ot detail which are likely to arise in implementing the 
recommendation of the Plan, the Group adopted, at the start of the 
study, a questionnaire which is reproduced in Appendix II. In the first 
section of the report we present a brief description of the systems of 
worker participation_ in management in the countries we visited.. This 
should be supplemented with the. fuller comparative information con
tained in the paper, reproduced as Appendix III, which the Inter
national Labour Office kindly prepared for our use. In the next 
section, we have attempted analysis and evaluation. The final section 
contains our answers to the questionnaire, supplemented by obser
vations on the ·steps necessary for creating the appropriate background 
for worker participation. 

c· _The Group wishes to take tl:iis opportunity of thanking all those 
who, in the midst of their many pre-occupations, found the time to 
meet the Group and hold discussions with it, The Group also wishes 
to thank the· Employers' Organisations; the Trade Unions and the 
Governments mentioned in Appendix I for the arrangements made for 
the study and for the very generous ho.spitality received by it in every 
country, A word of gratitude is also due to the various Indian 
Embassies which took great trouble in organising the study. 

The Group is indebted to various commentators, governments, 
institutes, federations of employers and of trade unions and inter
national organisations like the I.L.O. and the· I.C.F.T.U., whose publi
cations have been freely drawn upon, often without acknowledge
ment, in· preparing this report. We lay no claim to original research 
and that is our excuse for·this omnibus method of acknowledging our 
obligation to all those who have contributed to our work. 
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WORKER PARTICIPATION IN CERTAIN EUROPEAN 

COUNTRIES 

. ArrapgemePts for worker participation in management differ 
from country to country. The systems evolved in the-countries visited 
by the Group differ not only in form but also in the degree of partici
pation practised. In the United Kingdom and Sweden participation is 
practised through joint bodies which hav:e. only an advi5ory status and 
which have been set up by agreement generally without any legal 
compulsion. In Belgium, France, and Germany, on. the other hand, 
the machinery for participation is based on legal· sanction. and, in the 
last two countries, workers are ·represented also on the boards of 
management. At the other end is Yugoslavia, where undertakings are 
run by the employees themselves through an elected council. and a 
management board. ' 

· The systems in the different countries differ in respect ;of the 
range of subjects handled by the participation machinery in the degree· 

. of' authority exercised with regard to these subjects and finally, in the 
methods of selection of workers' representatives. In .France, for 
instance, though the functions of the Works Committees are generally 
advisory as in the United Kingdom, welfare schemes are usually 
administered. by them. Again, workers' representatives are often 
elected by the general body of workers by secret ballot, but in some 
countries the election is limited to the list of candidates drawn up by 
the Unions. There are instances al5o of direct nomination by trade 
unions. A brief account of the current" systems of worker partici
pation in the countries visited by the Group is given in the following 
paragraphs. 

United Kingdom 

Worker participation is practised in the United Kingdom through 
joini: .consultative committees set up for this purpose both in the 
private and public sectors of industry. Before the first World War 
there were· few such joint. bodies in existence. But the recommend
ations of the Whitley Committee in'l917 provided a stimulus to their 
growth. Progress, however, was slow till the second World War 
when the need for sustaining the great productive effort required by 
the war led to the formation of joint production committees on a large 
scale. The ad vantages of joint arrangements for regular discussions 
between workers and management even in the post-war period were 
;readily realised and in 1947, the National 'Joint Advisory Council 
recommended the setting up of joint consultative machinery where it 
did not already exist. In the public sector, the nationalisation laws 
required that such bodies should be .set up in the nationalised under-

4 
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' , takings or, where they already existed, full use. should be made of 
them. · 

These joint consultative bodies are based on agreements between 
the management and the trade unions. They have a variety of 
structure. The majority of firms, and especially the smaller ones, 
have a single committee which may have sub-committees. Others 
have a main committee and separate departmental committees. Large 
factories generally have a number of shop committees which elect 
representatives to departmental committees which in turn send 
representatives to the committee at the top level. Again, in the 

·large nationalised industries like coal and electricity there are joint 
consultative bodies at the National, Division (or district), and Area 
(or local) levels. 

The Committees consist normally of representatives of manage
ment and e!Jlployees, the employees' representatives being elected by 
)jecret ballot and the· management representatives appointed by the 
chief executive. A minimum length of service (usually one year) and 
a minimum age limit (usually 18 years) are required as an employee's 
qualifications both for voting and for membership of the Committee. , 
In many cases . candidates for election have to be union members, 
though non-members are also allowed to vote. For purposes of 
election employees are often grouped by departments or jobs, by sex, 
skill, trade union membership or shifts. Shop Ste'wards •. re at times 
given ex-officio representation. 

The constitution of a committee generally provides for such 
matters as the number of members to be elected by the employees or 
appointed by managements, the subjects which can be discussed, 
methods of implementing the committee's recommendations, frequency 
of meetings, payment for attendance and powers to appoint sub
committees. Meetings are generally held during working hours and 
delegates receive th.eir full earnings for the time· ~pent. 

The functions of" the joint consultative committees generally 
include the following : 

(i) The safety, health and welfare of employees ; 

(ii) Questions of training, education, works rules and codes 
of discipline and other personnel problems ; 

' (iii) Improvement in the methods of production, efficient use 
of the maximum number of production hours, economy 
in the use of rna terials ; 

(iv) Encouragement of suggestions for improvements within 
the factory. . 

There is a growing practice on the part of the management to 
consult these bodies on the state of grade, financial policy, production 
programmes, distribution of profits, etc. on the other hand; questions 
relating to wages, conditions of employment-and other matters which 
are p.or111ally the subjec~ of negotiatiol\ al\d collective bargaining are 
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excluded from the competence of these committees. 

Sweden 

An agreement was reached in 1946 between the Employers' 
Confederation (SAF) on the one hand and the Trade Union Federa
tion (LO) and the Central Organisation of Salaried Employees (TCO) 
on the other, providing for setting up of joint enterprise councils, 
which have since had a rapid growth throughout Sweden. 

The agreement provides for the establishment ·of enterprise 
councils, composed of representatives of management, salaried and 
manual or production workers in firms with 25 or more employees. 

·These councils are set up on request from either side. In large firms, 
councils have been established in separate plants or divisions, co-ordi
nated by a central committee. The size of the council varies, accord
ing to the number of workers in the concern from 3 to 7 delegates 
each selected by the workers and the management and from 2 to 3 

. selected by the salaried employees. The workers' representatives are 
chosen by elections organised by the local trade union to whicb 
the majority of workers belong. 

·The right to vote for electing workers' representatives is 
ordinarily limited to the members of the trade unions which have 
accepted the agreement. In the case of salaried employees this 
applies only when three quarters of the staff belong to the TCO. 
Candidates for election must be 21 years of age and must have been 

·employed in the undertaking for at least one year. Meetings are . 
usually held once in a quarter, outside working hours and· delegates 
attending are paid a fee. The firm provides the meeting place and 
pays the council's expenses. · 

The competence of the enterprise councils as defined in the 
joint agreement of 1946 is as follows :-

"In its endeavours to further production of ·the enterprise it 
should be the task of the Enterprise Council to deal with 
questions concerning the technique, organisation, planning, 

· and development or prqduction, with a view to making. use 
of the experience and insight of the employees. To this end 
it is •the duty of the employer to supply the Council with 
continuous production surveys, including reports of changes 
undertaken or planned or other more important alterations 

. in operating or working co1,1ditions within the enterprise, and 
of new products, new manufacturing or -working methods, 
and other -technical arrangements in so far as the revealing 
of them could not cause damage for the employer. 

"The representatives of the workers and of the salaried 
employees on the Council may make suggestions to the em
ployer with regard to matters mentioned above ..... 

"With regard to the economic position of the enterprise it is 
the duty of the employer -to give the Enterprise Council 
regular information, in so far <!s . the revealing thereof coulc! 
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.not ·cause damage for the employer, concerning business 
trends and the state of the market within the industry in 
question with special attention to the position of his own 
enterprise, and to supply information concerning the econo
mic conditions of production and possible sales. 

''The Council has the right to obtain· from the employer the
balance sheet, profit and loss statement, administration 'report, 
and auditor's report of the enterprise to the extent that the 
law requires publication of such reports." 

The Councils are also competent to discuss cases of dismissal, 
discharge or lay-off. They have, however, only an advisory status 
and questions o~ wages and other subjects of negotiation are outside 
their scope. . 

France. 

Genuine worker participation in its present form came in the 
wake of the Liberation-of 1945. Works Committees and councils of 
various kinds had sprung up spontaneously and the position was 
sorted out in 1945 and joint consultation given the sanction of law 
which prescribed that all non-State organisations must have works 
committees if fifty or more workers were employed and workers' 
delegates if ten or more workers were employed. In the public sector, 
most of the nationalised industries have workers' representatives 
on their management boards and there is provision also in the 
majority of cases for works committees and workers' delegates. 

The works committees are joint bodies which includes the head 
of the undertaking or his representative and a delegation from the 
staff varying in number from 2 to 8 according to the size of the esta
blishment. Substitute delegates may also attend meetings in an 
advisory capacity and each recognised trade union may send an 
adviser to attend the meetings. The delegates are elected in accor
dance with the system of proportional representation on the basis of 
lists of candidates drawn up by the trade unions separately for 
workers and salaried employees. Permanent members of the commit
tee are allowed full pay upto 20 hours a month plus time spent in 
meetings. 

The French works committees have advisory as well as adminis
trative functions. In the former sphere their functions include co
operation with the management in the improvement of conditions of 
work av.d living, examination of suggestions for increasing production 
and improvement in output, recommending rewards for valuable 
suggestions made by the employees and expression of opinion relating 
to the general organisation of the undertaking. The works committees 
are also to 'be consulted on _questions concerning the organisation, 
management and general running of the undertaking and are entitled 

·to give opinions on price increase, etc. Supply of information to the 
works committees concerning profits made by the undertaking is 
compulsory and the committees may make suggestions in respect of 
their utilisation. · The members of the works committees are also 
entitled to receive the same documents as are sent to the sbare• 
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holders. The works committees have the furtlier. right to nominate 
two members to attend the meetings of the boards of directors of 
limited liability companies in an advisory capacity. 

Apart from their advisory function's the French works committees 
have administrative powers in respect of welfare schemes. These 
include social, provident and mutual aid schemes, canteens, consumers' 
co-operatives, housing allotments, nurseries,,holiday camps, medical 
services and sports activities, etc~ 

The principle of worker participation bas been carried a step 
further in the public sector. The boards of directors of nationalised 
institutions of an industrial or commercial character are composed of 
representatives of the State, representatives of the Staff nominated 
by the most representative trade unions and representatives ·of the 
general interests of the country chosen, in most cases, by trade union 
federations, large-scale family associations or groups of consumers and 
users. At the head of each nationalised industry there is generally 
an administrative body and at the head of each undertaking there is 
a board of directors. For the industry as a whole there may be 
separate administrative . bodies at the national, :t;egional and local 
levels. Practically all these boards are tripartite and roughly one 
third of the members are workers' representatives nominated by the 
trade unions. 

Belgium 

The Belgian system of worker participation is based on legal 
.compulsion as in France. The provisions of the Belgian law on works 

· · councils are also similar to those of the French law. Joint works 
councils consisting of the manager or his representatives and a 
workers' delegation varying from 3 to 14 elected workers have been 
prescribed for practically all ·industrial, commercial and financial 
enterprises employing more than 50 workers. 

The workers' delegates are elected separately for wage earners 
and salaried employees by secret ballot from lists of candidates pro
posed by the recognised trade union federations. Votes are counted 
in accordance with the princiole of proportional representation. 
Though all workers are eligible to vote, only union members can seek 
election. A delegate must remain a union member in good standing 
e'!'en after electi!ln, it being ·open to the sponsoring union to reel!ll 
hm~. The councils meet on company premises and delegates are paid. 
their regular wages for the time spent in attending council meetings. 

The functions of the councils include the following :'-

(i) Expression of opinion and making of suggestions regarding 
arrangements and conditions of working and output. ' 

(ii) Receiving information on prod~ctivity and general matters. 

(iii) Receiving. information and ~ocuments permitting the council 
to ascertam the results obtamed by the undertaking. 

~iv) Appoini:m~nt 9f auditor. 



(v) 

(vi) 

<vii) 

(viii) 

· (ix) 

(x) 

(xi) 

9 
' Expresrion of OJ?inion on all questions of ·an economic 

charac;;er. 
j 

Drawi,1g up of employment rules and supervision of applica-
tion o~ industrial and social legislation. · 

Supedrision of general provisions concerning the social . field 
and establishment of principles regarding classification of 
occupational skill, dismissal and engagement. 

Annual ·holidays-fixation of dates and ·drawing up of a 
roster. 

Administration of welfare schemes. 

Safety and hygiene. 

Promotion of measures ensuring cooperation, 

The Belgian works councils share administrative powers only in· 
, respect of matters relating to employment rules and social services. 
·On all' other questions they have only advisory powers. As usual, 
·questions relating to wages are outside their sphere of competence. • • 

Germany (Federal Republic) 

· In Germany, worker participation is known as co-determination 
which is conceived as having three distinct aspects, namely, (i) eco
nomic co-determination (ii) personnel co-determination and (iii) social 
co-determinatioa. The first and the most important aspect of co
determination relates to management policy, the second· relates to 
personnel policy including recruitment, transfer, discharge, etc. and 
the third relates to determination of piece rates, working hours, 
vacations, accident prevention, sanitation, etc. There are legal 
provisions to cover all the three aspects. 

· In all share companies, except those of the mining and iron 
and steel industries and some small units with not more than 500 
employees, one-third of the members of the supervisory boards must 
be elected by the employees of the undertaking qualified to vote. A 
number, not less than two, of the employees' representatives must 
·themselves be employed in the undertaking 1 the remainder need not 
be so employed. The employees' representatives have exactly the 
same rights as those of the share-holders. · 

For share companies of the mining and iron and steel industries 
there is legal provision for parity of representation of employees and 
share~holders on the supervisory boards. The nomination of all the 
employees' representatives must be preceded by consultation with 
the trade unions represented in the undertaking and with their fede
rations 1 two of these representatives, who must be employees of the 
undertaking, are nominated by the works council, the remainder by 
the trade unions ; in neither case can the nomination be challenged. 
It is further provided that the board of management of each company 
must include a labour manager with the same rights as the other 
members of the board 1 he is not considered duly elected unless a 
majority of the employees' representatives on the supervisory board 
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v.ote for him .. 

The German works council may be considerei to be the organ 
f?r exercising fu_ nct~ons relatin!l t_o perso~nel and so al co-det~rmina
tiOn. · These councils are not JOint bodies but con •St exclusively of 
representatives elected by the workers. · Their du · es as defined by 
statute include the following :-

(i) Making recommendations to the employer for action bene
fiting the undertaking and the staff. 

(ii) 

(iii) 

(iv) 

(v) 

Ensuring application of Acts, ordinances, collective agree
ments and works agreements. 

Hearing employees' grievances and seeking to remedy them 
by negotiation with the employer. 

Promotion of employment of disabled persons and other 
persons in particular need of assistance. 

Combating of accidents, risks and dangers to health and 
making appropriate suggestions and participation in the 
application of safety measures. 

The Works Councils have the right of "Co-decision" in respect 
<of the following matters : · 

(i) The beginning and end of the daily ·working hours and of 
break~ _ 

(ii) the time and place for payment of remuneration . 
. (iii) the preparation of the leave schedule, · 

(iv) the carrying out of vocational training, 
(v) the administration of social services limited to the under

taking or concern, irrespective of ·the legal status of the . . ,. 
service, · 

'(vi) . matters relating to order and the conduct of employees 'in 
· the'undertaking, 

(vii) .the fixini! of job and piece. rates, 
(viii) the laying down of principles 'of remuneration and the in

troduction of new remuneration methods. 
(ix) 
.(x) 

(xi) 

(xii) 
(xiii) 

(xiv) 

Engagements, regradings, transfers and dismissals, 
Reduction and cessation of operations in the whole or im
portant departments of the undertaking, 
Removal of the whole . or important departments of the 

. undertaking. · 
Amalgamation with other undertakings, 
Important changes in the purpose or plan of the undertaklng 
~hich. are .not clearly- based on a change .in the market 
situatJ.on, 
Introduction of completely new work methods which are not 
clearly required. _in order to follow or promote te~hnical 
.progress, · 
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Yugoslavia 

. The Yugosla:v system has been descnbed as auto"management. 
Here the workers themselves constitute the management and there is 
no question of consultation or sharing of powers with representatives 
of private -capital. The law conferring these rights on the workers 
proclaims that the factories, mines, communications, transport, trade, 
agriculture, forestry, municipal and other State economic enterprises. 
0!-S nationaJ property, are to be managed by the· workers' ·collectives, 
m the name of the community, within the scope of the State economic 
plan. The workers' collectives manage these enterprises through the 
workers' councils and management boards. · 

The workers' councils are elected for a period of one year but 
they; or individual members, may be ·recalled before their term is 
complete. · The workers' councils elect the management boards. This 
board has the responsibility to the workers' councils on the· one hand 
and to the State organisation concerned, on the other. The manage
ment board is also' elected for a term of one year, one-third of its 
members being allowed to hold office for a second term, but no one 
can be a member for more than two consecutive terms·. While 
serving on the manall'!ment board, the members remain at their 
regular jobs but they do not receive any pay for their additional res
ponsibilities. The director of . the enterprise, who is an ex-officio 

·member of the management board and is appointed by it, is respon
sible for the day-to-day running of the enterprise. He is· removable 
on the recommendation of the workers' council or the management 
board. 

'rhe workers' council of an enterprise is elected by secret 
ballot, all the workers and technical personnel including engineers 
and other technicians having the right to vote. The workers' council 
elects its own chairman, who cannot, however, be a member of the 
management board. Meetings of the workers' council must be held 
at least once in· six weeks and the chairman may convene meetings 
oftener at the request of the management board, the trade unions, 
the director or one-third of the members. Fifty per cent of the 
members constitute the quorum and decisions are made on the basis 
of a majority vote. 

Workers' councils approve the basic plans and final accounts of 
the enterprise. They have to take decisions on the management of 
the enterprise and the fulfilment of the economic plan. They elect 
and can recall (lnd change the management board or its individual 
members. They prep~re the rules of the enterprise and exercise 
general supervision over the work of the management board and take 
decisions in regard to proposals made by the board. Finally, it is 
their responsibility to decide how the profits are to be allocated after 
the payment of the prescribed contributions to the Federal and 
Republic Governments, and local taxes to the Communes. 

The management board comprises 3 to 11 members including the 
director, depending upon the size of the enterprise. At least three
fourths of the members must be workers, while the others are chosen 
h'9m tpe technical personnel, engineers and other employees. Tile 
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responsibility of the management board is to draw. up the proposals 
fer the Annual Basic Plan and also to prepare the monthly operative 
plan. lt looks after the internal organisation of the enterprise, in
cluding job classification. Questions of discipline are its responsibility 
as also the disposal of complaints and the hiring and firing of workers. 

-The regulation of wages, the promotion of workers, the administration 
of the social insurance scheme are among its other responsibilities. 
Its most important function, of course, concerns the day-to-day opera
tion of the enterprise, so as to ensure adequate production by improving 
techniques and increasing the productivity of labour, lowering the 
cost of production, .and improving the quality of the product. The 
chairman of the management board is chosen from among its me;nbers 
but the director cannot be elected to that post. The quorum is 50 
per cent of the members and decisions are taken on the basisof.the 

'majority principle. The members of the board are compensated for 
the wages lost by ,them in discharging their responsibilities on the 
board. 
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EVALUAT!ON AND APPRAISAl 

In the preceding section, we have given a ·brief outline of the 
existing systems of worker participation in the countries which we· 
visited. In this section, we propose to give our own impressions and 
in doing so, we have largely drawn upon opinions and verdicts given·, 
to us by different persons and interests. We have not attempted to 
give full descriptive details ; our attempt has been to concentrate on 
features which provide lessons on what can with ad vantage be. adopted 
in India and what had better be avoided. 

United. Kingdom. 

The modern concept of joint consultation in the United Kingdom 
dates from fhe 1917 Whitley Report, which recognised that besides 
the conflict of interests b~tween workersand management whichi~ 
covered by union-employer negotiations, there is a sphere in which 
both sides share a common.interest. The Report, therefore, ad;vocated 
the setting up of a cons!lltative machinery parallel to the negotiating 
machinery, to promote the common interests of both sides in 
il;1dustry. 

The simultaneous growth of the shop steward movement, after 
its initial period of extremism. was over, provided workers with a 
factory-floor leadership which could effectiyely consult w.it:P,. manage
ment. 

During the infer-war peri9d JOint consultation was ignored by 
all but a few industrial pioneers. But it had a dramatic rebirth' in. 
the Secpnd World War. when management and workers found an 
obvious· common interest in boosting production. Joint Productiore 
Committees were set up throughout industry under the sponsorship 
of the .Minister of Labour, Ernest Bevin, himself a trade. unionist 
of great influence. Many of these lapsed with the end of the war, 
but in 1947 a . d.etermined effort to revive them was made by the 
Ministry of Labour; supported by the T.U.c;. and the British Emp
loyers' Confederation. These three groups meet regularly for joint 
consultation at the national level. Representatives from the nation
alised industries, where joint consultation is compulsory, are also 
brought into such consultation. 

The attitude of the United Kingdom Ministry' of Labour and 
National. Service regarding joint consultation is best described.in the 
following extract from an official publication : 

"Successfuljoint consultation .implies willingness on the part· of 
the xruinagement to treat its employees collectively as an intelligent 
and. reasonable force in the factory. In very small establishments, 
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employing only a few workers, no SP.ecial arrangements may be· 
needed for this purpose, but the advantage of having some kind of 

- formal machinery of joint consultation in all firms of any size is to
day generally recognised by good employers. 

"Although the value -of a well co-ordinated system of consulta
tive machinery is considerable, the attitude of mind with which both 
management and workers approach it remains of fundamental impor
tance. The foundation of successful joint consultation is the manage
ment's willingness -to treat its employees as an intelligent and 
responsible working force and the worker's willingness to accept the 
responsibility of contributing- to the solution of common problems. 
Both management and workers must sincerely believe that the success 
of-the enterprise will be assisted by both parties discussing matters 
of mutual interest; Joint consultative machinery must, moreover, be 
founded upon the habit of informal consultation within the ranks of 
management and between all levels of management and employees''; 

Steps were taken by the Ministry of Labour to arouse the 
interest· of individual managements and their workers with the 
~~~:-· . 

(a) promoting a fuller understanding in industry of the meaning, 
purpose· and value of joint consultation · 

(b) ensuring that as soon as the national organisation: in· art 
industry reached agreement on the arrangements which it 
considered desirable; every encouragement· and assistance 
was given· to individual firms to establish machinery · in 
accordance with it. 

With these aims in view the Regional Offices of the Ministry of 
Labour and National Service and the Regional Boards for Industry 
and their District- Committees, were asked to help in promoting the 
development of joint consultation. Information was made available 
to industry through lectures, conferences or leaflets, and by approach 
to individual firms who wished to have more direct advice in the 
matter ... Small conferences on discussion-group lines for firms operat
ing joint· consultative machinery· were held under the auspices of the 
Ministry of Labour to encourage the interchange of experience and 
knowledge of the effective working of such machinery. In some parts 
of the country these conferences have formed the basis of a continuing 
exchange of views between firms in the areas concerned. 

As far as the nationalised industries are concerned the various 
Acts by which t}ley were placed under public ownership impose an 
obligation on the management, except where adequate machinery is 
already in existenc~, to seek consultation with the appropriate trade· 
unions with a view to the establishment of machinery for the promo
tion and . encouragement of measures affecting the safety, health and . 
welfare of persons employed in those industries and for the· discussions 
of other matters of mutual interest including efficiency -in the· opera
tion-of the· industries.. . . . . . . . · . · · 

The Govern~ent also s~ught tc:i ~timulate research and to extend 
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the available knowledge of the factors which influence the success of 
joint consultation. Two major research·projects were sponsored by 
the Human Relations Panel of the Committee on Industrial Produc
tivity set up by the Lord President of the Council. One, a study 
of joint consultation in a section of industry, was carried out by the 
National Institute of Industrial Psychology. The -other was an irives.
tigation by the Tavistock Institute of Human Relations of the•probletn 
of joint consultation and communication in one particular organisation. 
The results of both these studies have been published; 

An example of the Labour MinistrY's efforts iii spreading· the 
~ospel of' joint consultation-is the preparation oi a· booklet called 
This is a true story' which contains a discussion by a group that. had 
experience of joint consultation in action. A hundred thousand 
copies of this booklet have. been distributed with the help of the 
British Employers' Confederation ·and the Trades Union ConJ!ress. 

There is general recognition fu the United Kingdom of the fact 
that effective joint consultation· is not possible without adequate 
knowledge and understanding of industrial problems by representatives 
of workers or the lower ranks of managers and supervisors. Many 
managements have made efforts to educate their workers and junior 
managers in thi:s regard and the trade unions also have taken steps to 
ensure that their members play an effective p-art as membets of joint 
consultative committees. We were ·informed that valuable contri
bution in this regard has also been made by technical colleges in 
various parts of the country ·and by conferences o~ representatives on 
consultative committees orJ!anised by· the Industrial Welfare 
Society. 

The general opinion appears to be that the joint consultative 
machinery should be voluntary and advisory. Research studies have 
indicated the wisdom of ·keeping procedure's flexible and of fitting 
them to the individual undertaking. A number ·of general ·'rules in 
good practice can indeed be embodied in a moael constitution which 
can be circulated for guidance but the relationship between manage
ment and workers has elements which are personal and special to a 
firm. The joint consultative machinery is likely to succeed best when 
it takes account of these personal and special elements. 

Emphasis was everywhere laid on ·the imperative necessity of 
developing the right attitudes. If joint consultation is adopted as a 
tiresome necessity, as a concession reluctantly granted or merely as. a 
new technique of progressive management, then it will be ineffective. 
Both' management and work-people must sincerely and confidently 
believe that the successful running of an enterprise will be arranged 
by ·both parties sitting round a table to. discuss its problems. If there 
is a fear on the side of management that its authority will be lessened 
by such discussion or a refusal on the part of the work~ people to 
admit that they have a contribution tb make to other peoples' decision, 
joint consultation will fail. . · · . · 

The following is an evaluation of joint consultation in n.ation
alised industries made in a paper produc;ed by the Acton Society 
Trust':-, 
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"When joint consultation is introduced as a result of a demand 
by the employees in a particular workplace, then one side at least is 
sure its best endeavours to make it a success. But,_ introduced by 
statute, as in the nationalised industries; it has too often happened 
that neither side knew nor cared what it was. all about : there have 
been many cases where the transactions. of a committee have beeri 
confined to drinking a cup of tea, drawing the attendance fee, and 
arranging the date of thz next · meeting. Some of the lessons of the 
Whitley experience. have apparently yet to be learnt. Possibly, on 
a similar future occasion, it would 'he preferable' to enact that joint 
consultation must be established whenever a specified number of 
employees demand it. · · 

"But perhaps the most serious omission ,in the present arrange
ments is the general failure to provide any machinery for pa&sing 
information about the work of the committees to the men they 
represent-a failure perhaps connected with· the failure of the 
(Nationalisation) Acts to n:ention the matter. With certain 
honourable exceptions, few of those responsible have given attention 
to. this crucial matter, and arrangements are left almost entirely to 
local initiative. 

"Three ·factors may be distinguished in the working of joint 
consultation which tirevents it from developing on the lines 
expect.~d. 

"The first factor is the unions msistence on uniformity of 
treatmept and their desire to apply detisions over the· largest possible 
area. 

"The Eecond factor is the. apprehensions of managemEnt. There 
appe_ars to belittle.doubt th!lt many managers are on the defmsive 
where joint comultation is concerned and ~ee in it a threat to their 
own authority and status. . . . 

"The third and the most important factor is the over-riding 
teJ;ldency of management and the trade unions to treat consultation 
as a method of exerting power, rather than as a method of exchanging 
views. As a result, joint consultation does little to secure the results 

· hoped for by many of its supporters, namely to provide management 
wjth advice and to give employees a feeling of participation. 

"Because these attituc!es are so deep-rooted and powerful, there 
is· little value in simply suggesting modifications to the existing . 
structure while they rell).ain unchanged. Indeed it is certain that any, 
proposed modifications which appeared to thre~ten the ~prerogatives" 
of either side would be rejected. Hence the basic need is for a clearer 
definition of'what is meant by "advisory" imd a genuine acceptance 
by both sides of the agreed definition. These are realities of the 
situ;1tion, but. it is not the case that they are generally recognised." 

The following is an assessment made from a different angle by an 
observer connected with conservative financial circles :-

"That joint consultation at national l~vel is frcltful need_P.ot be 
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doubted, but at factory level the story is very different, both in 
nationalised and private industry. It requires little effort to see why 
this should be so, . 

"First, it is easy to exaggerate the extent to which workers' and 
employers' interests coincide in peace time. Employers have found 
that whereas their main interest in consultatifln is to find ways of 
raising efficiency, workers are (at least initially) almost exclusively 
interested in welfare questions. The response of management over 
such seemingly trivial matters as the quality of canteen tea is widely 
taken by the men to be a test of its sincerity in introducing joint 
consultation, and it is a safe bet that unless such complaints are taken 
seriously the interest of workers in improving efficiency will.never be 
aroused. 

"S.econd, joint consultative committees are handicapped by the 
fact that they are ·precluded from discussing the subjects of most 
immediate interest to the workers-wages and working conditions., 
In fact the neat division drawn by the Whitley Committee between 
matters suitable for negotiation and those suitable for consultation 
has proved unrealistic. In a few cases, such as the gas industry, 
the difficulty has been solved by making the same body on the 
workers' side responsible for both functions. But elsewhere there has 
been continual confusion, and too often the result has been that any 
matter to which the workers attach major importance has by-passed 
the consultative machinery and become a matter for negotiation. 

"This is natural, when it is remembered that in negotiation the 
final decision is. jointly arrived at whereas in consultation the ultimate 
power rests firmly with management." That this should be so has 
been insisted on since 1944 by the T.U.C. as well as by employers. A 
joint consultative committee cannot be given executive powers. 
Quite apart from other considerations, . shareholders could then 
rightly demand representation on it. But the fact that it has no , 
executive power can lead tci serious frustration among workers' 
representatives on a consultative committee,· and to the suspicion 
that they are being used as guinea pigs in a paternalistic hobby, 

"Third, by cutting across i:he normal channels of command and 
communication in.i.ndustry, joint consultation can and does arouse the 
antagonism of powerful forces in management, the foremen and super" -
visory grades, the-trade unions and (where they are not chosen to 
represent the workers) shop stewards. Many managers fear that joint 
consultation will lead to a restriction of their prerogatives. Foremen 

' and supervisors and lower managerial staff frequently feel that they 
are being . by-passed, and their authority weakened, by direct 
contract between. top management .and representatives from the 
factory floor. Shop stewards ate usually chosen to represent the 

. workers on. committees, but where they are not chosen their hostility 
1 

to the system may be understood. 

"The attitude of the unions to joint consultation is more 
i .complex. The T. U. C. itself favours the extension of consultation 
. and takes an active interest in its development in the nationalised 
, ;indJistries. ,But many individual unions dislike consultation in private 
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industry for two reasons. First, there is the lin$er~g .suspicion-n?w · 
seldom justified-that employers may be promotmg JOlnt consultation 
in an effort to break down union loyalties and weaken their power. 
Second is the fear that if joint consultation goes too far the local shop 
stewards will become too powerful, and the authority of permanent 
union officials correspondingly weakened. 

"A fourth major defect of joint consultation lies in the apa_thy; of 
the great majority of workers--a defect shared by the trade umon 
movement itself. This apathy is reflected in the gulf which too often 
develops between workers and their representatives. Too often the 
latter, if they accept the management's view on any issue, find them- · 
selves labelled as' bosses," "stooges" or "yes-men," ' 

"Another. symptom and cause of apathy is the failure in many 
cases to report back to the factory floor the results of a consultative 
committee meeting. This failure of communication is probably the 
most imp::>rtant single cause of failure of joint consultation.· It is 
difficult to avoid the conclusion that. if management wants joint 
consultation to work it must itself assume some responsibility for 
ensuring that the results of meetings are. conveyed to workers on the 
factory floor. 

· ''Despite these formidable obstacles growing number of firms 
have been able to operate highly successful and productive consulta
tive schemes. Indeed, with all its defects joint consultation operates 
at least as effectively in this country as it does anywhere else outside 
Scandinavia, and considerably bette'r. thai;J. in countries like France, 
Germany and Belgium, where it is compulsory. · 

"In the nationalised industries, where joint consultation is 
required by statute, its development has beim neither noticeably more 
nor less effective than in much of private industry .. The same wide · 
divergencies in effectiveness and response are found. The two B.E. 
As (electricity and airways) are examples of efficient joint consultation. 
On the railways and in the coal industry on the other hand, cansult
ation has been largely ineffective owing to bad labour :~;elations 
generally a~d lack of enthusiasm in. the lower managerial grades .. 

"At regional and national levels of consultation the workers 
are represented by trade union officials. While this is 
probably . inevitable, it· ha~ a~ le!lst two unfortunate consequen·ces. 
In the first place, the drstrrbut10n of seats among unions is a 
constant source of friction, and · members of the smaller. 
or "splinter" unions may find themselves unrepresented. More serious 
is the situation which arises where the union clearly is unresponsive to 
the wishes of a significant number of its members-the Dock 
Labour Board presenting a cla'Ssic example. 

·:consultation _as carried out through u~ion officials at national 
or ~egronallevels drffers fundamentally from the consultative systems 
y;hrc~ ~ave been .ev~lved at facto~y-floor level, and it is in fact the 
mcreasm~ centri;ilisatron of collective barg_ai_ning and union-employer 
consultatr~n -.yhrch has made some for~ of Jomt consultation at factory 
level an mdrspensable feature of mdustrial life. Without ·such 
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consultation there is a gap i~ communication between employers and 
·Workers, which cannot be filled. by the vast m:m:>lithic organisations 
of un.io.~s an.d. employ~rs' assJCiations which determine wages and 
working conditions throughout a given industry." 

. Here, as in Belgium and France, the Group was impressed wjth 
the importance of bringing in the foremen· and junior management 
class in the set up foi: joint consultation. Many firms have given 
special thought to this aspect of the problem. In some places, depart-· 
mental committees of foremen and the management at the shop level 
have been set up. In others, there are arrangements for consultation· 
vertically as wdl as horizontally. · 

On the subject ~f exclusion 'of 'collective bargaining functions 
from those of joint committees, the impression we got was th:1t in. 
practice it had not been ppssible to impose· a rigid demarcation. 

As an answer to the vexed problem of dash between the trade 
unions and joint counCils, the device has been adopted, in some cases, 
of confining membership to shop stewards but the verdict on this 
device was unfavourable. In the 'expressive language of our informant, 
"a shop-steward cannot wear ·two hats". If his attitude is that of a 
participant, the members begin to distrust him in his other 
capacity. 

The practice of giving equal representation to management in 
the joint bodies is not a universal one.· Some pi:ivate firms have 
varied the size of ~epresentation in order to a void the idea that these 
committees function-on a qalance of strength or of voting . 

. We in Iildia are familiar with the problem arising from a mass 
of unsolved matters at the local level bein'g thrown up to higher 
levels. In the nationalised sector in the United Kingdom, where 
there is provision for consultation at three levels, there is generally 
provision for reference from a lower to a higher level though in some 
cases such reference .upward has been prohibited. No clear cut 
answers to the problem of overloading of agenda in the top organi
sations of consultation could be given. The British answef'. to this, 
as indeed to other problems of joint consultation, is a pragmatic one : 
"Let each undertaking work out its own method." . · 

A not uncommon practice has been for the chairmanship of 
joint councils to alternate between management and workers but such 
alternation is now going out of favour. 

It was stated that the contribution of joint committees to the 
technical problems of productivity had been small but the suggestions 
scheme had worked better. · 

In U.K., there was no questioning of elections as the right 
method of securing representation of workers. There has been no 
significant demand for nomination by trade unions, though a case was 
quoted, viz., that of coal in which the trad.e union nominated the 
candidates for elections to the pit committees. One argument quoted 
in support of the election method was that direct elections gave 
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workers interest in participation, otherwise the. tendency,!llight be to 
treat participation as an affair of the "trade um<;m. bosses . Another 
interesting observation by ~xperts of the· U.K. Mimstry of Labour was 
that so far it' had not been shown ·that there was any necessary 
connection between the success of the consultative machinery and the 
existence of a strong trade union. · 

. In connection with the question as to whether consultative 
machinery should be imposed by law, an observation made by a 
representative of the U.K. Labour Ministry is interesting. When 

· · asked about statistics on joint councils; her answer was. "We do not 
collect them. What is the good of statistics in this ~at:!=er ? You ca~ 
have a committee on paper for the purpose of statiStics but what IS 
important i; not the number of workers involved but the degree to 
which consultation formally or informally has assisted in the develop.: 
ment of. a sense of cooperation and mutual res-po?sibility. It is. the 
quality of work done which matters and not statistics about meetmgs 
held." 

We had the benefit of visits to two private undertakings where 
joint consultation has been markedly successful. The joint committee 
in one discussed production matters, trading prospects and obtained 
information about financial matters. · Retrenchment and other collec
tive bargaining matters were excluded. Rules regarding discipline 
were included in the functions of the committee but individual cases 
were excluded. A great deal of thought had been given to' devices 
for the passing back of information to the employees in general. There 
was provision for sub-committees and ·separate committees for sepa
rate functions but the broad theme was that the best consultation 
was at the shop floor, 1where day-to-day problems could be discussed. 
"The shop steward is the nexus between management and workers". 
Asked whether there was satisfactory response from the management 
to requests for more provision for welfare, a worker re-presentative, 
who had taken a leading part in the establishment of worker partici
pation in this undertaking, replied "We cannot get more funds but 
the management does oblige us with services and accommodation"-a 
reply which struck a familiar chord in the minds of many members of 
the Group. · . · 

. In the other concern which we visited, emphasis was put on 
treatmg the workers as a whole group. Here again, importance was 
attached to joint consultation at the shop floor though the necessity 
for m~re formal consultation !it other ·levels was recognised. Our 
atten~10n was drawn. to .the Importance. of developing the correct 
techmque of commumcat10n, as mformation was tbe basis of success
ful consultation. We were informed that the secret of successful 
joint consultation in this concern consisted in their moving ahead of 
problems and of discussing them in time with all those concerned and 
in management being prepared to modify their conclusions after 
con~ultati?i!-· In the expressive phraseology of this firm's personnel 
adviser, "1_omt c;onsultation should be in-built". It should permeate 
all levels, mclu~mg that o~ t~chnicians and supervisors and the impor
ta~ce of education and trammg of supervisors and of ·union represent
atives must not be forgotten.· One interesting point made- was that 
in the supervisors'-· ~;our-ses on "Training Within Industry", workers' 
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representatives should be included so that they may also know-what 
is being taught to supervisors. The management must cooperate 
fully in giving facilities to. shop-stewards for attending meetings. In 
this concern,- they were allowed to leave work an hour before the 
time appointed for meetings. On the subject of communication of 
information, notice boards were considered ineffective. There was a 
system of news-sheets but the written word was an inefficient method 
of communication. "People do not usually read reports. Communi-
cation must be oral." . · . 

The British Trades Union Congress representatives, like almost 
everybody else we met in U.K., advocated the pragmatic approach; 
They were of the view that joint councils. should maintain cooperation 
with local trade union .officials and it was desirable to leave collective 
bargaining issues to the trade unions. It was realised that the line 
defining collective bargaining issues could not be a clear one, the 
question was one of degree, bilt the broad .approach should be to 
separate the functions of trade unions and those of the joint councils. 
The trade unions were in favour of industrial democracy but the idea, 
had not been fully worked out. Some people tended to· confuse it 
with syndicalism. There was a demand for compulsory joint consulta
tion in the nationalised sector but in the private sector, compulsion 
had been rejected on the principle that· "while one can take the horse 
to the ·water, one cannot make it drink". There was complaint of 
apathy. towards joint councils. The miners, for instance, were 
apathetic, though there was no doubt about their being militant. The 
answer must be found in better 'education' and propaganda. There 
was also hostility among managers as they feared the loss of their 
rights. · · . . 

The U.K. Trades Union Congress had rejected the idea of worker 
control as they conceived their responsibility, to be to secure higher 
wages for workers and it was undesirable to combine that with 
responsibility towards the consumers. The idea of co-determination 
had also been rejected. The trade unions approved of the practice of 
labour leaders being put on. the board of directors of nationalised 
industry, though it was appreciated that they were· there not as 
representatives of labour but of the community as a whole. There was 
an obvious parallel here with Indian practice. 

The T.U.C. believes in the importance of training and,education 
but funds are limited. It organises summer schools and courses of 
various kinds which deal.with joint consultation among other subjects. 
A point was made that these were better run by the constituent 
unions than. by the Trades Union Congress, as the technique of the 
industry concerned governed the content of the training and the head
quarters organisation was not so well' fitted for taking such local 
factors into account as the local unions were. The idea of a Govern
ment department running a scheme for the education and training of 
workers was not acceptable to the British trade unionists. They 
approved, however, of the courses run by university like those of 
London and Liverpool; Regarding .propaganda, emphasis was laid by 
the Trades Union Congress also on oral communication, "The trade 
union movement grew out of its mouth and by its mouth ·shall it 
live." 
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An atcount of worker participation at the level of the ':'nder
taking has already been given. In o~d~r ~o complet~ the picture, 
mention should 'be made of worker participatiOn at the mdustry ,level 
and the national level. There exists in U.K. to-day . .an est!ibhshed 
tradition of trade union participation '?ith qovernme?t and. IJ?-du~ry 
in the elaboration of national economic policy and m .admmist~nng 
social services, There ~s a tripartite National Production AdVIsory 
Council and then there is a net work of tripartite Regional Boards, 
District Advisory Committees and Local Employ!ll~nt Commit~e~s. 
There is also an organisation known as the Bnn~h. Productivity 
Council in which the Trades Union Congress participates. , It was 
claimed that joint consultation at the 'national level has worked more 
successfully than at the lower levels as both managem~nt and trade 
union ·officials at that level have the necessary expenence and the 
spirit of cooperation. 

To sum up, the points brought out in U.K. are as follows :

There should be fleidbflity in the formal arrangements for 
participation. Attention should be ·paid to techniques of communi
cation to, worker representatives and of communication from worker 
representatives to workers at ' large. Conflict with trade union 
functions should be avoided. While there was no satisfactory substi
tute for informal consultation at the shop floor, there was need for 
more" formal methods of consultation. There should be extensive 
efforts, preferably joint;for education and training. Joint consulta
tion should embrace all levels, particularly those of junior manage
ment and technicians. And finally, "organi!.ations for jolnt cons_ulta
tion should be developed by joint consultation." 

Sweden 

DiEcussions of the problems of industrial democracy in Sweden 
were taken up with vigour during the last year of the war. The 
starting point on the workers' side was the old trade union claim for 
greater influence on the management of undertaking·s and on the 
conditions of employment. · 

However, by that ti~e the economic, social and cultural con
cepts throughout the community had undergone such changes that 
t~e more far-s~eing industrialists and the principal industrial associa
tiOns were ·mspired by a genuine interest in the creation of 
a better understanding between labour and management. A 

· nu~ber of large undertakings had in fact already established with 
their employers methods 'of regular co-operation of an advisory 
character. 

. The consultations between the Swedish Employers' Confedera-
~Ion (S~F) and the C~mfederation of Swedish Trade Unions (LO) on 
mdustna~ democracy m t~e economic life of Sweden could, ·moreover, 
at t~a; time proceed ag~I?st the ba~kground, of experience gained 
durm., the war by the Bntish production committees but with even 
greater 1 assura~ce by reason of the . co-operation already brought 
about volun~anly between the parties before the agreement on 
works councils had been arriv~d at in 1946. · , · 
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The co-operation in a wider sense between · SN and LO was 
initiated by the General Agreement of 1938 (the "Basic" or "Saltsjo
baden Agreement"), the purpose of which was to forestall projected 
legislative action in the field of labour disPutes and which was founded 
on.the conviction, held by both sides, that they ought to be able to 
solve their problems between themselves and should do so with due 
regard to the basic interests of the nation and of the individual 
citizen. The conversations which followed engendered an atmosphere 
of trust between SAF and LO and by degrees new fields were dis
covered in which the soil was favourable for similar agreements. 

'As early as in 1942 an agreement was arrived at on the rules to 
·govern the organisation of local safety-at-work services which ensured 
a more efficient information and training programme in this impor
tant sphere and in 1944 another agreement was reached, this time on 
vocational training in industry. 

When, later on, the question of industrial democracy came to 
the forefront, it was an almost self-evident starting point that the 
voluntary agreement principle should be applied. in this field also. 
The reasons are plain. An agreement can always be applied with 
more flexibility and effect than 'a statutory enactment, and the 
conditions which had to be regulated were such as to make it doubt
ful whether even very carefully worked out legislation could be of 
real value if it was not rooted in mutual confidence. 

The agreement to set up works councils was reached between 
SAF and LQ on August, 30th, 1946. On the same day an agreement, 
similar in all essentials, was signed . between SAF and the TCQ 
(Central Organisation of Salaried Employees). These agreements 
were given a framework structure, i.e. they were not to become opera
tive until they had .been accepted as collective agreements by the 
member organisations on both sides. 

By these agreements a works council has to be set up in any 
undertaking employing 25 or more persons. Where fewer workers are 
employed-the minimum being 5 employees of 21 years of age or over 
-two workers' representatives would be selected should the local 
trade union. so desire. . If in any undertaking the workers should 
belong to different unions,1and the agreement does not apply to them 
all, the agreement is operative only if not less than half the workers 
belong to unions that have accepted it. · . . 

Works councils are intended to serve as media of information 
and consultation for the purpose of : · 

maintaining continuous understanding between the employer 
and the' employed in order to achieve ;the best possible pro-
duction results ; · 

providing the employees with a clearer insight into the econo
mic and technical conditions of the undertaking and its 
progress; 

promoting security of employment for the workers and condi. 
tions of safety; health and contentment in their work ; 
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encouraging vocational training with the undertaking ; 

and in general facilitating good production and working 
conditions in the undertaking, 

Although works councils are purely advisory bodies, cooperation 
among the members is intended to serve both parties. Hence ~he 
object is to ensure that the employer and the employed consult With 
each other on such problems as are outlined above aod that the 
employees come forward with sugge~ions wh~ch may concern chail~es 
irt working methods or steps that will beneht both the undertakmg 
and those employed in it. 

A works council may owe its origin either to the employer or to 
the appropriate local labour organisation. It is made up of representa
tives of the employer, the workers and the professional staff. Among 
the staff representatives are always.included a member of the lower 
technical staff, such as an overseer or a, foreman. The employer 
himself chooses his representatives and normally selects for this 
purpose his closest associates in the management. There is nothing, 
however, to prevent him from selecting a member of the staff. Other
wise the employer has nothing to do with the selection of representa
tives of the staff or the workers. These are elected by the employees' 
own organisations within the undertaking. Voting at these elections 
is confined to such workers as are members of 1 organisations which 
have accepted the agreement on works councils. For the staff special 
regulations apply in this connection: if not less than three-quarters of 

, the staff belong to an association affiliated to TCO only the organised 
staff are allowed to vote. If on the other band, these conditions do not 
apply then botl! organised and r,morganised staff are entitled to vote. 

The agreement sets up certain standards for eligibility to mem
bership of a works council. A council member must be over 21 years 
of age and should have been employed in the undertaking for at least 
one_ year. Further, he is expected to have a sense of responsibility, 
sound judgement and be familiar with working and production con
ditions in the concern. 

Members of a works council are protected by the agreement 
against measures which the employer might take for the purpose of 
preventing them from carrying out the tasks devolving on them by the 
provisions of that agreement. 

Special rules are laid down relating to the time within which a 
question for discussi<.>n at a meeting has to be notified to the chairman, 
the calling of meetings· and the agenda. Minutes have to be kept of 
all meetings and produced in three copies but nothing is said in the 
agreement on any specific form of presentation. ·. 

A works council may on certain questions hear the evidence of 
experts1 whether from within the concern or outside it. If an outside 
expe~ 1~ to . be. heard the council must be unanimous in inviting him, 
Also, It IS w1thm the com~tence of a counc!l to appoint a sub-commi
ttee to report on any special matter. 

The agreement requires the employer to inform the works council 
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of the financial position of the undertaking and of the general trade
situation and market conditions in the industry ai: the time. Such 
information is provided, inter alia, with the aid of material placed at 
the disposal of the employer by SAF. 

The works council is also able to claim access to the annual 
accounts of the undertaking, if it is a limited company. This implies 

. that the employer must give a verbal exposition of all accounts leading 
up to the balance sheet. It is open to· the representatives of the 
employees to make proposals to i:he employer on economic and finan
cial matters affecting the concern. 

On the production side the works council is requked to -deal 
' with questions cif technique, organisation, planning and development. 

The employer has to furnish the council with continuous production 
surveys embracing reports on completed or proposed conversions or 
other major changes in production methods or working conditions 

' and other technical developments within -the undertaking. In these 
matters due attention has to be paid to the experience and ideas of 
the employees. 

The representatives of the employees have been granted the 
general right in the agreement .to bring forward suggestions on pro
duction techniques. Over and 'above this general right of initiative a 

. procedure has been worked out whereby any worker may submit to 
the works council proposals for changes in working methods or other 
arrangements or measures designed to benefit the undertaking or its 
employees. The submission of such suggestions to the works council 
provides a guarantee to the workers of fair consideration being given 
to these proposals. If the employer adopts what has thus been sugges
ted the intention is that a reward shall be given to the initiator. The 
decision on this point, as also on the nature · of the reward, rests. 
however, with the employer alone. -

- . 
The agreement further contains rules on the procedure to be 

followed by the employer when dismissing or laying off workers. 
Notice of dismissal or lay-off where the employment has lasted for 
not less than nine months is to be given by the employer to workers 
belonging to a union that is a party to the agreement fourteen days 
before the decision takes effect. The employee _has then the right, 
if; he wishes to make use of it, to bring the matter up for joint dis
-cussion in the works council. 

A works council has also to consider questions relating to the 
health and safety of employees while at work. But in .this field the 
council has to keep in c)ose touch with safety committees and others 
having special obligations in this field. Other duties devolving on a 
works council are- promotion o£ order and discipline among operatives 
and encouragement of vocational training within the undertakin~. 
Subjects outside the sphere of activities of a works council incluae 
wages and agreements between employers and the employed and in 
general any questions which are normally dealt with by the industrial 
organisations. · 

A mcml;>er of a works council may not divulge or make use of 
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· any technical or economic facts of which be is informed by virtue of 
such membership and which be knows to be trade or business secrets. 

In 1945, interest was sho;.,n by the employers and a book on 
cooperation with labour was published by them. In that book tb~ 
employers were urged to take the initiative in creating better co-oper
ation with their employees. The importance of the latter's being 
kept well informed by the management was stressed. A few of the 
larger concerns formed on their own initiative joint committees which 
on the one hand served as vehicles of information from the employer 
and on the other enabled consultation to take place on both technical 
and social problems. 

Notwithstanding these efforts employers were not unanimous 
on the question of the value and importance of organised consultation 
in. workshops and factories through the medium of such special insti
tutions as works councils. All employers -no doubt expressed the 

· <lesire for close relations with their employees but various :reasons 
were advanced for doubting their feasibility. 

However, the Council of the SAF adopted from the outset a 
positive attitude to the conception of works councils. In order that 
the agreement should be fully undenstood by the members of the 
association, and to ensure as far as possible that the councils should 
function efficiently and along right lines, a special department for works 

·council questions was set up at the association headquarters in Stock
holm. It is the task of this department to engender and maintain an 
active interest in the work of the councils and to give advice and ' 
directives for getting the best out of their deliberations. The Trade 
Union Organisation and the TCO have alsci established corresponding 
departments at their own headquarters. 

In 1950 SAF opened its own school at YxtahoL for the purpose, 
among other things, of training employers' representAtives for works 
council duties. The trade union movement from the very beginning 
set in motion a far-reaching information and instruction programme 
-for the members of the works councils representing the employees. 
~d most unions have organised courses of various length in which 
the study of the principles of agreements, specialised industrial subjects 
and economics of management form an important part of the curricula. 
In LO's own courses, held at, the Labour College, which is maintained 
by LO at Brunnsvik, such subjects as factory or workshop democracy 
and management economics take a prominent place. Special courses 
in management e.conomics have also been organised by·LO with good 
results. The employees' attitude to these specialised economic problems 
has throughout been factual and objective. A very large number of 
group' conferences has been. called by yarious sections of industrial 
workers for the purpose of discussing the practical business of the 
works councils. Out of the 2 million odd kronors' annual budget 
(roughly £140,000) of the trade union movement's educational acti
vities a very substantial portion is absorbed by the subject "factory 
democracy." A varied series of books and pamphlets have in the 
recent past .been published by LO and • a special booklet, 
"Foretangsnamndema" (The Works Councils), is being regularly distri
. buted to all employee representatives on the coun<;ils, 
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Great importance is. attached in labour ranks to the employers' 
undertaking to furnish- information on production and economic 
questions. The knowledge thus gained is regarded by them as the 
basis of effective collaboration in the councils. Amongst employers the 
problem of -how best to .explain and interpret a company's accounts 
to their employees has throughout been much debated. SAF has 
prepared a useful guide setting out the various ways in which the 
financial position of a concern -may be popularly explained. It is 
stated in trade union quarters that the information, in kind and extent, 
furnished by the employers, on the subject, has been found adequate 
by two-thirds of all the works councils functioning at present. So 
far the number of suggestions put forward by the employees relating 
to business .economics has not, however, been appreciable, The 
.reasons for this must, in the first place, be looked for in the inherent 
difficulty in propounding advice of pra,dical value on the economic 
dispositions of an undert:tking, but also in a large measure in the 
essential lack of business knowledge and experience on the part of the 
employees. ' 

While suggestions from the operatives on economic questions have 
been few, the reverse is the case with matters relating to production 
methods. The information given bY the employers about proposed 
new· methods or changes in .manufacturing technique often sets in 
motion a lively debate. The number of suggestions put forward for 
improving production methods, transport arrangements, safety 
measures, amenities, etc·, has been considerable. The number of pro
duction suj:!gestions quite substantially exceeds the number concerned 
with amenities. Some union groups have in their returns recorded as 
many as four times the number of production suggestions compared to 
those ·on am~nitief,. 

The statistically measurable incidence of suggestions apart, there 
is evidence of an "invisible" but progressive activity which expresses 
itself in greater care of plant and tools, economy in use of consumption 
articles,. improvement of minor details, higher average quality of 
manufactures, etc. · Hence the operatives' contribution to what is 
known as day-to-day rationalisation has been most valuable. Beyop.d 
the direct utility of a suggestion there is also the psychological satisfac
tion felt by the workman whose suggestion has been accepted and 
adopted in practice. 

The amount of the award, which is settled by the employer after 
consultation with t~e works council, has hitherto varied between 25 
kronor (£1.15s. od.), and 1~000 kronor (£70)-in exceptional cases even 
more. A relatively large number of suggestions has gained an award 
of 200 (£14) to 300 kroaor (S20). Reasons are certainly not lacking 
for building high hopes on a progressively widening usefulnesS' of the 
principle of initiative. It is, naturally, possible to establish a clear 
connection between the provision by the employer of ample inform
ation_on production and economic questions and the extent and 
quality of the operatives' suggestion output. 

Amenity questions have had a prominent place in works council 
discussions. These have covered the standard of working premises, 
sanitary -and hygienic conditions, -staff rooms, etc., but .also the 



relatio1,1s between tbe various sections of employees in the concern. 
The works councils have contributed appreciably to the well-being of 
tbe operatives in their work by the factual and positive direction 
given to the consideration of the subject at council meetings. 

And finally, the works councils h~ve successfully dealt with 
many problems affecting such diverse subjects as vocational training, 
safety-at-work and time studies. 

Wh~ judging the results achieved so far by the works councils 
it must be borne in mind that tbe realisation of industrial democracy 
is a long-term objective. There have been psychological obstacles 
too in the way of a rapid extension of the idea, Moreover, the 
responsible organisations have not deemed it desirable to force tbe 
pace of council formation but have preferred to foster its steady and 
methodical growth.. The fears, once prevalent, that the works 
councils would find it. difficult to keep wage questions and party 
politics away from their deliberations, have happily proved unfounded. 
It may be only natural tbat suspicion and doubt still tend to cloud 
relations here and there, thus slowing down the consummation of 
candid co-operation between the parties. But the incidence of owner
ship has played no decisive role in this context, for progress has on the 
whole been the same in State-owned as in privately-owned under
takings. 

Factory executives, foremen and staff have, generally speaking, 
proved to be less active in their council work than the operatives. 
The .suspicion that the councils would assume the function of 
"Courts" in management problems brought about a cautious attitude 
from the start. But as developments have not justi,fied such fears the 
interest among these groups has steadily growl?-. 

. One of the, tasks-of the works councils which has caused difficul
ties in -its practical execution has been that of bringing the council's 
activities to the knowledge of the rank and file· of employees. Both 
the main organisations and the managements are trying to meet this 
important requirement in various ways : increased personal contact 
between members of the councils and the employees, comprehensive 
reports, staff journals, special works council notices, works socials, 
·etc. Close contact between the work![ councils and the employees is 
an essential condition without which they cannot function 
adequately. 

_ Works councils have so far been tested only in conditions of 
industrial boom and full employment, with a general recognition of 
the need for increas~d and more efficient- production. What will 
happen when a slump comes cannot be. prophesied. The outlook, 
nevertheless seems favourable. The functions and activities of the 

· works councils have from the very beginning been viewed realistically 
by the parties. Both their potentialities and their limitations have 
been recognised. The vast majority of employees have realised clearly 
the importance of giving the employers regular and dependable 
information about their concerns and their manifold problems. By 
means of the opportunities for initiative given to the employees the 
latt~~ lJ,;~.v~ l:>een ;~.l:>le to show their readiness to aid prod1.1ction • by 
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useful ideas, thereby helping both the individual . undertaking and the 
nation. 

Typical of industrial relations in Sweden was a joint meeting 
which we had with representatives of the Employers' Association 
(SAF) and the Confederation of Salaried Employees (TCO). It was 
obvious that these various organisations had learnt· to work together 
as a co-operative· team and the atmosphere of conflict and acrimony 
was absent. At tnat meeting we were supplied with a paper jointly 
prepared by the heads of the Bureaus for Works Councils in the SAF 
and LO from which we have reproduced freely in the foregoing para
graphs. The fact that there was a joint agreed paper by represent
atives of employers and employees and that both organisations main
tain special Bureaus for works councils manned by competent officials 
is itself typical of the. Swedish attitude to this aspect .of the problem 
of industrial relations. . ·. · 

An evaluation of the Swedish system of joint cousultation made 
in 1953 by the International Confederation of Free Trade Unions is as 
follows: • · 

"The workers' suggestions have so far· proved to be. the most 
successful result of joint consultation.· Workers are constantly bringing 
forward written proposals on questions of production· methods and, to 
a somewhat lesser extent, upon transportation, safety and welfare, 
Twice as many suggestions were submitted in 1950 as in the previous 
year. Out of 12,300 suggestions in 1952, rewards were paid for 5,697. 
Many employers are convinced that, apart from productive suggestions,· 
there is a general improvement in the care of tools, economy of 
supplies and quality of product-all resulting from the psychological 
satisfaction of workers whose suggestions have been accepted. 

. \ . ' . . '·.. . .. 

The workers' interest and the flow of workers' suggestions are in 
proportion to the a:'mount of information £urnished by the employer 
and the care and skill with which it is presented. The majority of 
employers realise the importance of giving regular, dependable infor
mation and in turn they have benefited in terms of production and 
goodwill. The workers' new opportunities for initiative have been 
used to the advantage of both sides and of the nation as a· whole. 
There can be little doubt that this form of Industrial Democracy has 
already taken deep root. · 

"The Swedes point out that . a voluntary agreement is more 
flexible than a statutory enactment. They are convinced that the 
confidence of both sides is more important than carefully worked-out 
regulations. They have ·been satisfied with a steady growth of their 
joint consultation movement and have.not tried to force its pace by 
legal compulsion. The Swedish workers regard joint cons.ultation as a 
step towards complete Industrial Democra·cy, whereas the employers 
regard it as a healthy, productive safeguard against more radical 
measures. Whilst thus differing in their motives for supporting the 
consultative system, both sides agree that advancing economic life 

, cannot q!sregard problems· of productivity aPd welfare in the 
:workshop .• ·· 
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The following extracts evaluating Enterprise Councils in Sweden, 
from "Industrial Relations in Sweden"-By Prof. Myers, is also of 
interest: 

"The councils have been a very useful channel of communication 
betwzen management and representatives of production workers and 
salaried worhrs. The foremen are also represented; but their role 
does not seem so imp:Jrtant and perhaps this is one cf·the weaknesses. 
For the salaried and productive workers, however, the meetings have 
been a source of much information about the company.' The signi~ 
ficant thing h~re is that this information presented by management is 
more likely to be believed and · accepted by employees in the council 
meetings than it would if management had initiated the information
sharing in its own way. The context in which information is received 
is very imp:Jrtant, and .since the labour organisations originally asked 
for these councils and sdught an agreement about' them, it is undoub
tedly true that workers and salaried employees have · more confidence 
in what management presents to these meetings than if Swedish 
management were trying· indepepdently to "sell the company"' to the 
employees. · 

"If Swedish management wants to preserve the confidence which 
most workers and union represmtatives new have in the information 
value of the enterprise councils, it must avoid giving the impression 
that anything is "being held back". The best way to do this is to be 
completely frank and honest , ·there is no other satisfactory 
al temative. Refusal to answer questions will only arouse suspicion. 

"There'is a danger in any form of commuication or information
sharing that the process is always one-way from 'the top down. 
Unless those to whom information is given have full opportunity to 
rais~ questions, and are encouraged to do so, the .novelty of receiving 
information only may soon wear off. · 

"Management in Sweden, runs the risk of losing the confidence 
and the loyal efforts of workers if it denies them the opportunity to 
participate in the discussion of production questions which affect the 
success of the enterprise and their job security. 

"Another way, is the development of some method of &itaring th~ 
gains directly with the workers in the plant. 

"It is not clear whether the Swedish labour movement expects to 
broaden enterprise councils into branch or industry councils, arid this 
uncertainty about ultimate objectives hangs like a cloud over manage
ment's approach to the councils". 

"Finally, the councils in Sweden seem to ha:ndle some of the 
functions which are handled by more informal local union-manage
_ment conferences in America. Complaints about wash-rooms, lighting, 
safety, etc., would normally be raised through the grievances procedure 
or in discussions between the management and union representatives". 

We asked various observers about the secret of the· Swedish • 
success in joint consultation and in establishing good industri.a1. · 
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relations generally. The reasons giveQ. were many. For one thing, in
dustrialiation came to Sweden at a lat;;r stage and it could, therefore, 
escapes &orne of the consequences of the rigid attitudes which were 
general in many parts.of Europe in the last century. Trade unionism 
came simultaneously with the development of industry. There is, 
again, a tradition of egalitarianism and widespread interest in economic 
matters. There is a high degree of organisation, local as well as 
central, both . among the employers and employees. Fire-brands are 
generally frowned upon and leadership on both sides is extremely 
enlightened. The unions are very powerful and the fact that there 
has been a Socialist government for 20 years and that there is close 
connection between the Socialist party and the trade unions has had 
its influence in the present development. Both parties come to the 
table with the express object of achieving agreement. One of the 
causes of moderation may perhaps be the fact that labpur's own party 
is in power. For example, the Government has recently been worried 
over inflationary wage demands and the unions have shown ~ppeci
ation 'of their responsibility for the economic situation of the country. 
Some years ago, the unions' attitude would have been that it was the 
Government's job to look after the stability of the national economy· 
but that is not the position now. 

An observer from India cannot but be struck by 'the great 
difference between the Indian practice regarding Government 
intervention and the one· prevailing in Sweden. One of the cardinal 
principles with the employers and the Confederation of Trade Unions 
in Sweden is to keep Government intervention out in order to preserve 
their.autonomy .. To quote one of the representatives of labour whom 
we met at the joint meeting mentioned above : 

' 
"I mentioned the words "autonomous". I would like to sttess . 

that word, because it indicates what, no doubt, is the most character
istic feature of the Swedish trade union movement, viz., its functional 
autonomy. In this country we, on both sides, are strongly opposed 
to out-side intervention in the activities of the joint organisations of 
trade unions and employer. We oppose any form of legislation con
cerning the structure and functions of the organisation. The associ
ations are self-governing organs to a higher degree, I thirik, than in 
any other country. We are opposed to any system of compulsory 
arbitration though, of course, disputes over matters of interpretation 
and application can quite appropriately be handled by the Labour 
Court or by a private arbitration board." 

. Nationalisation is not a very live issue in S~eden, as unions 
have found that they can obtain satisfaction from big private. indus-: 
tries. There is strong pressure from labour for the passing on of 
information but not for part,cipation in management. The works 
councils have functioned rather like the joint production committees 
in United Kingdom , they have done good work but for a real ex
planation of the success of Industrial relations in Sweden, one should 
look elsewhere. The vital element in Sweden is its system of bipartite 
negotiation between the employers and highly organised trade unions 
of educate4 well-paid workers who have developed a tradition of 
cooperation rather than one of conflict. 

. ' 
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An illusrration of the lack of conflict is the number of. cases 
which go up to the Labour Co\lrt. "J;'he number ~or the whole of 
Sweden scarcely reaches three figures m a year. It IS true that these 
are-cases relating only to the implementation of the agreements and 
that unlike in our country., "interest disputes" ,are not subject to 
adjudication. But even. so the contrast with ou_r fig~res of simil~r 
applications under. ~ectwn 33(A) of the Industrial Disput":s. Act IS 
very marked. Sigmficant also was a remark made by an offipal cor
responding to our Chief Labour Commissioner. "The correct attitude 
for me and my officers when a dispute arises'', he said; "is the attitude 
of calculated lazine,ss; we do not believe in energetic intervention". 

It will be noticed what we in this country have the disadvantage 
of rival trade unionism and of comparatively weak federations both 
of labour and of employers. The Swedish Federation of Employers 
can impose a penalty on a dissident member. We have also the· dis
advantage -of low wages and of lack of education among workers. 
But we have. one feature in common with Sweden. Like Sweden, we 
do not have to combat the old doctrinal position regarding the roles of 
employers and workers. Like them, we do not have to establish in the 
public mind the right of labour to organise, to bargain collectively and 
to have a voice in the operation of industry in practice. These demo
cratic ideas are not treated as hereby in an,y influential quarter. We 
are fortunate, therefore, in that our big effort at industrialisation will 
start in an atmosphere in which these ideas are generally accepted. 
There will be questioning on the plane of practicability but the 
underlying philosophy being settled we can use the opportunity to 
avoid the crystallizing of hostile attitudes which have afflicted indus-
trial relations in certain other countries. 

1 

The Swedish experience points to the necessity of encouraging 
strong trade unions, of building up a satisfactory system of collective 
bar~aining and -settlement of disputes, and of an energetic campaign 
of ' education" of all the parties concerned. In Sweden the initiative 
in this regard has almost. entirely been that of the e~ployers and 
workers. In-our country It may be necessary for Government to take 
an active part in the field of "education", using the word in a broad 
sense, to cover all those aspects which will fit the worker to be a 
good trade unionist, a good citizen and a good participant at the 
council table. · · 

France 

The French system of worker participation is mainly based on 
legislation, though there are instances of machinery for this purpose 
being set up by collective agreement. In order to understand the 
system, it is necessary to view it against the back-ground in which it 
h~~ d~veloped. Ap~rt from t.h~ gener~l French preference for co
?~Ication, for reducmg to wntmg. and m precise language whatever 
IS ~tended. ~o be do~e, account must be taken of the strong syndi

.calist tradit~on whic;h. the French workers have inherited. For 
example, while t~e Bnttsh Trades Union Congress rejects the principle 
.of wo;kers'. shanng of managerial responsibility, there are no qualm! 
on this subJect among the French workers. The second factor whic:b 
has played a large part in determining the·shape which French legis-
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Iation has taken is the sharp break which the events of the Second 
World War brought about in the development of the public sector. 
The period of Occupation, the growth of the Resistance and the cir
cumstances of the. final Liberation of 1945 have all played their part 
in affecting the form as well as the content of participation. Workers' 
organisations were disbanded or driven underground during the 
Occupation and a most important role in the Resistance was played 
by workers, many of them belonging to the extreme left. .Many 
owners or ·managers had worked for the occupying power and at the 
moment of Liberation they left a vacuum which had to be immediately 
filled. We were informed of instances in which the staff of these 
undertakings, guided by free union organisations which had suddenly 
appeared from their underground existence, took steps to prevent the 
destruction of their factories by the enemy,'"'guarded them, kept them 
working. or re-started them and while doing so succeeded in some 
cases in increasing production. Thus there were established, sponta
neously on the initiative of the workers, liberation committees or 
union organisations which iii practice assumed the powers of manage
ment of these undertakings. Sometimes these committees came about 
as the result of agreement between the workers and unions on the 
one hand and the management which had remained on the spot on the 
other. A few months after the Liberation there were a number of 
bodies playing a part· in the management of undertakings in diverse 
ways. Some of them had a legal basis, others were founded by colle
ctive agreements and others again resulted from a de facto situation. 
Their powers, constitution and working were not governed by any 
uniform rules, but one common theme ran through all these efforts, 
workers were not going to accept the old position that" it is the 
exclusive right of employers to manage." Government support came 
first through an Ordinance in 1945. This Ordinance was soon supple
mented by provisions in various nationalisation laws. Works Commi
ttees were enjoined by law and these were given administrative 
powers in respect of welfare matters, their representatives were given 
the right to attend meetings of the boards of directors in the private 
sector and workers' ·representatives ·were given an equal status with 
the representatives of the State and of consumers on the management 
councils of nationaliSed undertakings. 

One result of the developments described above was that while 
in certain other ·countries unions and employers had the opportunity 
and the time for evolving a system of joint consultation or participa
tion through the conference method, the French system was introduced 
through the compulsion of law and circumstances and lacked the 

. secure· basis of mutual understanding developed over years. Workers 
. have tended to look upon the rights so far secured as only a halting 
first step ,towards full workers' control and employers have tended to 
view them as concessions extracted under duress. 

Another complicating factor that affects the working of the joint 
consultation system in France is the multiplicity ·of trade union orga
nisations. The biggest trade union federation in France is the 
Confederation General due Travail (CGT). In 1947, however, there 
was a split in this organisation. The Force Ouvriere (FO), which is 
socialist, . broke away from the main body because of communist 
demination of the CGT. Next in importance is the Confeder\ltion 
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Francaise des Travailleurs Chretiens (CFTC). There is, again, a 
Separate federation which groups together repre<;entatives of all 
sectio!}s of supervisory anJ managerial staff. The diff~rent sections 
of the labour movement have varying attitudes towards the works 
committees and are· separately represented on them. As the central 
organisations are often suspicious of or even hostile to one another 
the workers' delegation in the works committees can hardly be a 
coherent group. As a matter of fact, the members often ·attempt to 
out-bid one another and this inevitably vitiates the atmosphere ·of 
constructive cooperation. The instructions issued by workers' 
organisations for the guidance of their representatives on the works 
committees often require that the activities of the representatives 
belonging to rival organ~ions should be carefully watched. 

It is also relevant to take note of the attitudes of the different 
workers'' organisations towards the existing system of worker partici
pation. In the years before the split in the CGT and even up to 1948 
that organisation cooperated . in the working of works committees. 
Even today the CGT is ll-Ot opposed to these committees. We were 
informed that though the CGT did not consider that the presmt system 
even remotely satisfied the legitimate desires of workers, it did serve 
some useful purpose. The verdict, however •. was so full of reproaches 
against the employers that our impression is that in practice there 
is little cooperation round the table. Certain other parties ·made 
the allegation that the CGT regards the works committees as a 
forum for partisan activities and economic obstruction rather than 
as a means of increasing production. An allegation was also made 
of communist mem\)ers utilising the funds for ·social services placed 
at the disposal of these committE\eS for the purpose of financing 
communist ·organisations. We are in no position to comment on 
these allegations but it was clear that other workers' federations 
were suspicious of the activities of CGT in relation to works commit
tees and that the employers viewed the participation of this organi
sation with particular hostility. 

So far as the FO is concerned, its attitude appears to be one 
of critical support to the works committees. It is not satisfied with 
the functioning of these committees and has a feeling that the powers 
given· to these committees are not adequate •. According to the FO the 
obstacles in the way of proper functioning of the works committees 
are the following :-:-

"(i) Lack of goodwill on the part of the employers : 
It is certain that employers, uneasy about this reform 
from the first, have done everything they could to deflect 
the workers from economic activity. 

'~(ii) Attitude of the Communists : , 
The Communists have used the works councils as a place 
for dispensing political propaganda. 

"(iii) Attitude of the other workers: 
The free trade unionists, determined to be active· on the 
economic plane, very early found themselves trapped 



"(iv) 

"(v) 

"(vi) 

"(vii) 

"(viii) 

"(ix) 
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between a two-fold opposition (from employers ·and Com· 
munists) which succeeded in slowing down t~eir efforts. 

Inadequate training-scepticism : 
There is no doubt that the necessary training has not been 
made available to the members of :works councils. When 
the texts were promulgated, very few active trade unionists 
had been given preparation in economic problems. The 
considerable difficulties encountered have led to a certain 
scepticism as to the actual ·possibilities .of the works 
councils. 

Overmucn so.:zaz a;tivities : 
An astute manoeuvre on the part of the employers consist· 
ed in directing the activity of the works ·councils towards 
an excess of social achievements-sometimes . useful but 
often useless which lead to wasted efforts and, :what is 
more, are dangerous. We may add that the time devoted 
to this end is lost as regards economic activity. 

Complexity of the problems : 
It is certain that many difficulties of assimilation arise 
when the workers are supplied with complex documents or 
information, which all too often are over·complicated. 

Lack of. technical aid : 
We in France thought that we had 'this aid, through the 
intermediary of chartered accountants w.ho; · in accordance 
with the Ordinance of 22 February 1945, were to assist the 
members of the works councils. unfortunately,· iNe have been 
deprived of this possibility by a verdict from the Supreme 
Court of Appeal. In practice, only the works ·councils of 
limited companies may benefit from the aid · of chartered 
accountants. In tlie other works councils, there is rio 
possibility of technical aid. Furthermore, as certain 
documents may not be communicated· outside the enter· 
prise, the trade union· federations ·cannot easily provide 
this technical aid. · 

Inexactitude and shortcomin/!s of texts: .. 
The .texts contain such vague formulae that they enable 
the employers to evade fhe obligations which the legislations 
thought to .impose upon them. 

Professional.secret : . 
The employers manifestly abuse the ··protess!onal secret" 
protectimi provisions which in the first place were meant 

· to cover only manufacturing secrets. Now-a-days, any 
pretext is good enough to declare (wherever information 
is requested or a document is called for) that it is a manu
facturing secret. 

''(") In too many cases, the works councils have considered 
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that they could replace the trade union organisation as 
regards entering into contracts. To our way of thinking, 
it is for the trade unions to conclude collective agreements, 
wage agreements, etc. The role of the works councils 
should consist exclusively of participating in management 
and of exercising supervision." 

/ . 
The CFTC also is not satisfied with the ex1stmg powers of 

works committees. It demands more effective participation by wage 
earners in the management of an enterprise and a corresponding 
sharing of profits. The CFTC agrees with the FO that the commit
tees have failed to live up to the expectations because they have 
been diverted to the social rather than economic activities. 

As far as we could ascertain it the employers' attitude was one 
of criticism. They complained of too much interference by Parlia
ment ; it was stated that in the last few years as many as 4,000 Bills 
on labour matters had been under consideration. . 

Works Councils had not been a success as the right atmosphere 
was lacking. The unions had failed to Jind the right type of repre
sentatives. The C.G.T. stood for class war and the non-communist 
unions had not proved equal to them. Management aL~o was to 
blame- it had failed to prepare itself for such work and had . not 
taken sufficient initiative. At least half the works councils existed 
on paper only. What was needed was greater effort by management 
and supervisors for imparting 'information' and 'education'. 

The trade unions devote a great deal of attention to the 
guidance of membets of works committees. The following translation 
of an extract from a monthly journal issued to rank and file of the 
Confederation Francaise des· travailleurs Chretiens gives some idea 
cf the points which this trade union considers important for trade 
union members of works committees. There is no reason to doubt 
that the other trade unions would broadly subscribe to the CFTC's 
views, although there might be some difference in emphasis . 

. Extract from "Formation" of CFTC of November, 1955 :--

" ........ .It appears necessary for the CFTC to take particular 
care to promote a constructive policy if this magnificent possibility, 
which emerged from the Resistance, is not to become ·another lost 
illusion. That is why the rank and file should be supplied with the 
lines of a policy which the trade union representatives adopt on the 
works committee. \Vhat is needed in the first place is an adequate 
knowledge of the undertaking. For this purpose, statistical and other 
information is required, in particular a bout the following :- -

No. of workers employed: hourly-paid (men and wome-n) 1 

· monthly-paid (men and women) ; supervisory staff (men and 
women). 

Recruitment : (Local workers, foreigners, peasants, etc.) 
Qualifications : Labour, skilled worker~, possibility of promotion 

to supervisory grades. 
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Sources of supplies : (Whether they depend on another factory 
or firm for stocks or supplies. 

Customers : (one or several) 

Fuel use_d : (Coal, oil, electricity, gas etc.) 

Nature of work or manufacture: (Conversion of metals, cotton 
weaving, etc. 

Nature of Company: . (Private, or public) and of factory 
(establishment or undertaking) . . 

·Connection with other firms : (Financial groups, trusts, common 
management, etc.) · 

Economic position : (Importance of its markets, competitors). 

Economic evolution : (Reduction in business, stagnation, ex-
pansion). · 

Influence on Employers' Federation Atmosphere: (Attitude of 
management, workers, o.ther unions). 

Balance of forces within the undertakmg: (Prepare graphs con
taining variations, in numbers. votes given to the different 
Confederations at elections, etc.) 

The traae union representatives should gather this information. 
collate, interpret and analyse it, to ~ee if it indicates, for example, a 
leaning towards such or such a Confederation and why. When this 
work has. been done the trade union representatives can then formulate 
a policy. 

·The policy of the trade union representati.;e's with regard to the 
works committee has three aspects :-

Economic Aspect 

Under existing legislation, the committee· s role is purely con
sultative, but it is very important one. The statute of 1945 provides 
for compulsory consultation of the committee on the management 
and progress of the undettaking. The trade union representatives 
must obtain the.information set out above. Few employers give it 
willingly, so it .is necessary ceaselessly to harry the management. It· 
is difficult to know all the details but one can gradually obtain a 
certain amount of information such as changes brought about in the 
factory and their effects. It is more valuable to know how the factory 
or undertaking is progressing than to know its profits. 

Social Aspect in the Undertaking : 

· Knowledge of the conditions and organisation of the work. The 
main end of this is the lessening of fatigue. Our task is not to propose 
new forms but to check existing ones. The Scientific Work Organ
isation is a technique ; its aim should be the improvement of conditions 
of work and increase in wages ; our aim is to see how it is applied. 

Safety and health in the factory are the responsibility of the 
' 
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trade union representatives of the works committee. · This is a sure 
way of attracting new members to the union. Lastly, it is necessary 
to control engagements and not leave them to the mercy of an 
arbitrary employer: 

Social Aspect outside the Undertaking (Social Welfare) 

The sections of the works committee running social welfare must 
be considered as a means of training trade unionists. They teach them 
how to run economic affairs, but care must be taken to ensure that 
the running of social welfare does not become the be-all and end-all 
of ·the works J:ommittee. There can be a great number of welfare 
activities (there are 30 at Michelin). 

Particu:lar points to watch are :-
(a) Housing : 1% of wages goes to housing fund. (900 million 

francs per annum in the Lyons region). Study the best 
ways of using these sums in collaboration with the Housing 
Commission of the Departmental Unions. · 

(b) H C'liday Camps: Some undertakings;mainly those run by 
CGT, want children to go only to the camps run by the 
undertaking. Thh is against ,the spirit of the CFfC who 
.consider that children should be able to go to any holiday 
camp approved by the social security organisation. 

(c) Canteens, leisure, etc. Set up the organisation necessary for 
a knowledge of the undertaking ; this will require the colla
boration of the three unions (industrial, clerical and super
visory staff). Regular meetings of the delegates and union 
members will be necessary within the undertaking or 
outside· it.' • At a preliminary meeting it will be necessary . 
to decide on questions to be raised and to consider the 
questions put by other organisations, and the general attitude 
to be adopted during 'the meetings. This attitude can be 

· modified during the course of a meeting by the delegate, if 
need be, but be will have to take account of it, because the 
trade union representatives have the right to control and 
even criticise the actkm of the members of the ·works 
committee. In view of this the role of the union delegate is 
very important. ·It is important that, so far as possible, he 
should not be elected to the committee ; it is better that he 
be a shop steward, as this .will enable .him to enjoy legal 
protection and have sufficient time to • deal with his 
responsibilities. 

Finally, the trade union representatives must define a long-term 
policy, which must· be in accordance with the line laid down at the 
last confederal congress, to establish an economic system for the 
worker. They can, for example, study a firm's balance-sheet' which 
shows an increase in profits and from this work out the right of the 
worker to partake in these extra profits. ' 

It is ·essential that our policy be made as widely kno\vn as 
possible so that the woi:kers know what we are doing and the ends 
f9r whic;h w~ ar~ ~trivin~. These are ;~ 
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On the social plane: Centro! of work organisation, hours, ne 
methods, work bonuses, hourly output, etc, Provision for unemplo· 
ment, pen~ion·s, etc: . 

. On the economic side : · Demanding information from tl 
':mployer. Economic suggestions and training of representatives in tl 
light of a knowledge of the problems to be faced. Finally,· making 
judicious choice of candidates for elections. · 

It must not be forgotten that the task of the CFTC represent 
tives is varied. Shop stewards must be ready tQ make claims ; tl 
!Dembers of the safety'and health committee must press for tl 
Improvement of conditions of work ; the tasks of the works committ1 
members are of a more general and constructive nature. Each of tl 
members of the committee must be a specialist in his own line. It · 
the responsibility of the trade union representatives as a whole : 
work out the duties of each individual and analyse .and coordina· 
their action, and to watch that no one takes a position 'different fro: 
that of the union through lack of information or training."' 

A brief de~cription of the provisions made in the laws nationali: 
ing cettain industries on the subject of worker participation h! 
already been given. The essential points of interest to India are th! 
the Council of Management is nominated by government. In t:b 
case of Coal, Gas and Electricity, there are 12 members ; 4 represer 
the State, one being the nominee of the Minister of Finance, one < 
the Minister of Economic Affairs, one of the Minister of Industry an 
Commerce and the fourth a joint nominee of the three Ministers, 
individuals are n,ominated by virtue of their . competence in t:b 
industrial and financial fields including 2 who represent the consume1 
and 4 are workers" representatives nominated by the most represent! 
tive trade unions in the industry. The responsible Minister has t:b 
power to refuse to accept the nomination of an individual worker re 
presentative but in practice the power is seldom used. We understoo 
that the Minister exe.rcises some discretion in fixing the n.umber to b 
allotted to the various "most representative trade unions" 

Varying verdicts were given to us regarding the value of worke 
participation on the . councils of managemeht. The employers gene 
rally believe that this participation has been of little practical signifi 
cani:e. On the other hand, the representative of the FO who met u 
considered that this participation had had an important effect iJ 
guiding policies and in "making relations easier". According to hiD 
great care was necessary on the part of trade unions·to see that th1 
State representative did not dominate the management unduly. Th, 
general opinion, .however, appears to be that the contribution made 
by worker representatives has not been as effective as it was expectec 
tci be.· One probable reason is that many worker representatives arE 
pot fully equipped to deal with the complicated questions that comE 
up for consideration at the level of these councils and tend to accep1 
the status of passive -partners. One competent observer, wl;lo agreed 
with this verdict, suggested that an additional possible reason of the 
ineffectiveness of workers' representatives on these councils was thai 
the llnior.s generally considered works committees to be of mud 
(lreatl!r importance th!ln the repres~ntlltic;m Qn the Co1,1nc;il of Mana· 
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gement because while the Council's activities appeared remote to the 
union works committees were closer to the centre of things. The 
fact that the unions do not devote much attention to discussions of 
the activities of workers' representatives on these councils is also 
significant. On the other hand, it was agreed generally that any 
attempt to curtail- the powers or the proportion of workers' _represen
tation on the councils would be strongly resisted by the umons. 

Whatever may be the contribution made by the works commi
ttees or the workers' representatives on the councils of management 
in the economic sphere, there was agreement that the part played by 
these committees in the field of welfare had generally been a success. 
The workers generally appreciate in this field the changeover from 
the regime of paternalism under which welfare institutions depended 
upon the employers, who planned, financed and managed them. Par
ticipation in this work also provides a kind of apprenticeship for 
workers in the art of management. 

The intervention of works committees in the management of 
welfare scheme takes the shape of direct management, of participation 
and of supervision. Special bodies are often set up for running 
welfare schemes which are directly managed. These bodies are 
responsible to the works committees. In respect of the schemes 
which are bodies corporate at least half of the members of the govern-· 
ing body must be members of the works committees. W arks commi
ttees supervise the management of mutual aid schemes as also centres 
of apprenticeship and vocational training including schools for 
apprentices. Welfare schemes are financed mainly by the employers' 
contribution, though there is sometimes , contribution by the workers' 
also. In the nationalised Gas and Electricity industry, we were in
formed of an interesting legal provision for securing adequate funds 
for welfare : a certain percentage of the total income was set apart 
for the various welfare schemes. 

Another sphere in which worker participation appears to have 
produced results is health and safety. Industrial undertakings ·emP
loying 50'or more-' workers are required to have Health and Safety 
Committees on which the staff is represented. The functions of such 
committees include inspection of establishments to ensure compliance 
with legal provisions. regarding health and safety, organisation of 
mstructions regarding fire and first aid and investigation of accidents. 
Though these committees are entrusted with specific functions they 
are, to a certain extent, integrated with the works committees and 
often operate as their sub-committ~es. 

There was recognition, both among trade unions and public 
authorities, of the need for training worker ·representatives in the 
business of management and arrangements have been made for imp
arting such training to members of works committees particularly in 
respect of economic and financial questions. · · 

The main trade union centres have used, for the training of 
members of works committees, the organisations of workers' education 
already existing, such as, the Confedetal Centre for Workers' Educa
tion of the CGT and theW 9rkers' C91lege of th~ CFTC

1 
both fm,II\.ded· 
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in 1932, or hav': set up others for this definite object such as the 
Permanent NatiOnal Committee on Training for Leadership of the 
CGT and trai~ committees of the CFrC. 

. The essential object of the CGT National Committee on Train
mg for Leade~ship, set _up in 1945, is to prepare .organised workers 
for ~e!Dbersh1p of cer~am bodies. With this aim in view, it organised 
a trammg programme m three stages. The first, intended particularly 
f9r I;Dembers .of. works committees, is provided through the CGT 
d1stnct assoc1at10ns ; the curriculum is covered bv 25 to 30 lectures 
the ~ext of which has been 'sent to the district associations by th~ 
Na~l?nal. Co':Dmitt~e. T~e second stage-training for duty as union 
off1c1als IS g1ven m Pans ; the courses are attended by men ·and 
·women who have passed through the first stage of training and have 
be~n. sent forw'!rd by the district associations. The third stage
trammg for serv1ce; as representatives of the trade federations on 
national advisory 'agencies or on the boards ot nationalised under
takings and industries-is given, also in Paris, to candidates specially 
selected by the federations. · · 

The FO has likewise set up a workers' education centre, which 
supplies documentation to study centres, workers' ·colleges, ete., 
which have been established under the Confederation's central bureau. 
The CFrC has a comprehensive scheme for training of a similar 
character which includes training of members of works committees, 
in which the respective trade federations take part. For this purpose 
classes, study circles and aU-day courses ·are organised at each level
in undertakings and by the local and district associations of the Con
federation ; programmes relate mainly to the structure and manage
ment of the undertaking, Apart from the·· classes and courses 
properly so-called, most usual form of training is the study in common 
of practical cases with which delegates have had to· deal. The whole 
train~g scheme is under a special confederal committee, assisted by 
regional, district and local committees, with a monthly circular from 
the confederal committee to serve as a link. 

The big labour organi~ations have also published a number of 
pamphlets, etc., which not only explain and comment on the relevant 
laws and regulations, but also give information regarding the admini
strative and financial organisation of undertakings-a.subject about 
which workers know little but which is most important for informed 
study and for the comprehension of balance sheets. In 1948 the CGT 
started a monthly review devoted to works committees. The 
congresses of these organisations also pay regular attention to the 
question of works committees. . 

-To sum up, our impression of the French system of worker 
participation is that it is rather formal and rigid. There is indifference 
and even hostility on the part of many employers which has yet to be 
got over, and over the whole field hangs the cloud of division in the 
ranks of workers' This division permeates even spheres of activity 
where there need not be any conflict. Features which are of special 
interest to us are the provision made for welfare and the general 
success which has been achieved in its joint administration and also 
the work gone b;v 1:rade union or~anisations in preparin~ members for 
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effective participation. In spite of the varying verdicts on the value· 
of worker representation in the management councils of nationalised 
industries, our conclusion ·is that though such participation may not 
have produced striking results, it has at least served to give satisfaction 
to workers. Such p>trticipation· may make it easier for the unions to 
depart from the postures of conflict which are common in a situation 
where one party is exclusively responsible for management. 

Belgium 

A number of works councils were set up voluntarily in Belgium 
between 1945 and 1948. In many cases, the initiative came from the 
employers, and in others from the trade unions. Some collective 
agreements were made with provision for the setting up of works 
councils. An important aspect of these voluntary councils was their 
relationship with trade unions .. In Belgium, as elsewhere, the relation
ship between works councils and trade unions is a matter for delicate 
adjustment. A system of works councils which wouU weaken.the 
trade unions and thereby .weaken the collective strength of workers 
would be looked upon with suspicion by the well-established trade 
unions and fail on that .·account alone. The voluntary councils in 
Belgium, therefore, usually consisted of appoin~ees of trade unions in 
addition; of cou.rse, to the representatives of management. . 

Following the urge for increasing workers' control, Belgium 
passed a law in 1948 which provided for a Central Economic Council at 
the national level, for Industrial Councils at the industry level and for 
Works Councils at the undertaking level. A noticeable point is that 
the initiative for the establishment of works councils has been laid 
upon the employers. Employees' representatives are elected by workers 
of the undertaking by secl'et ballot. The position of the trade uniop.s 
is supported by enjoining that election will be from lists of candidates 
submitted by the most representative organisations'· of the employees. 
Another feature is that in the lists submitted by the most represent
atives trade union or unions, separate representation is ensured for. 
salaried employees as distinguished from wage earners, representation 
being in proportion to num ~rical stre.ngth. The apportionment of 
seats to various lists is done in accordance with the principle of pro
portional representation. The tenure is for four years. This ensures 
continuity and helps the members to acquire the ability to participate 
effectively in the work of the council. 

Apart from the usual function of the council; 'uch as the right 
to receive information regarding productivity and progress of the 
undertaking and its financial results and the right to make suggestions 
or'objections regarding measures likely to affect the conditions of work 
a and output in the undertaking,- it has also the right to frame rules of 
employment, to supervise the due. application of legislation intended 
for the protection of labour and to consider the principles regarding 
dism:isEal and engagement. These features are significant in view of 
the theory held in many other places that the rules regarding hiring 
and firing and conditions of work should be matters within the field 
only of the trade unions. 

Under the rule-wakin(l powers of the law.of 19481 provision was 
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made by p.n Order of the 13th June, 1949 for fixing the number of 
employees representatives on the works council according to the size 

. of t~e undertaking and for adding the functions of the Safety and 
Hy~1ene Committee to t)le other functions, if the works council so 
destted. It was provided also in these rules that the agenda would 
contai~ any question falling within the purview of the works council 
for which a member made a request in due time, but there is some 
doubt whether in practice the employer does not exercise the right of 
excluding items at his discretion. 

In Belgium, as elsewhere, the question of drawing a precise line 
between workers and managerial staff is a difficult one. We in India 
have developed no particular theory on the subject but the recent 
amendment of the Industrial Disputes Act includes supervisors· draw
ing less than a prescribed rate of pay and excludes those performing 
managerial functi9,ns. No clear principle can be evolved from this 
as to which side of the table certain categories of the lower managerial 
staff should occupv. In Belgium also, difficulty has been experienced 
in drawing a line between the lower supervising staff to be represent
ed on the worbrs' side and the higher staff qualified to represent th~ 
management. 

' Having. prescribed the establishment of works councils, the 
Belgian law left a good deal of flexibility to the councils themselves 
as re.;tards procedure. As a rule, the councils meet on company 
premises and delegates are paid their regular wage rates for the time 
lost. The empl6yer qr his representative is the president and a 
worker delegate is chosen.as secret:.ry. Trade unions desire i:hat the 
law should lay down a precisely defined procedure but employers are 
opposed to any rigid rules on the subject. 

· It is usual for the worker representatives· to meet separately 
before the council meeting, usually at the plant and during working 
hours. At these' meetings, their representatives try to settle a common , 
programme. The problem arising from the existence of rival trade 
unions arises here also. When two trade unions are more or less 
equally . balanced, they both send their representatives to the preli
minary meetings of workers' representatives but when there is one 
union which is preponderant, representatives belonging to the minority 
union are quite -often excluded. · As may be expected, when there are 
two unions equally balanced in strength, friction arises but we were 

· informed that where one union is much stronger than the other, the 
existence of rival unions does riot cause too much difficulty in practice. 
There is a lesson herz for us in· considering where tci begin experiments 
in setting up councils of. management. ' 

In theory, questions of wages or systems of wage payment or 
similar matters which normally fall within the field of collective 
bargaining are to be lef~ out of. the purview ~f works . c~:mncils but 
we were informed that, m practice, some collective bargammg matters 
did creep in inspite of the legal provisions. 

The question arises as to how ll decision is reached in cases of 
disagreement in t.he council. Most councils work on. the basis of 
unanimous decisions w?ich, of course, leaves many quest10ns unsettled, 
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The works council has no right of veto on decisions taken by the 
management but it has powers of decision in regard to social matters 
and welfare. 

The socialist General Federation of Trade Unions, which is one 
of the two important federations in this country, has -treated the law 
of 1948 as the first step towards economic equality and social justice : 
Its demand is for. workers' co-determination in the enterprise, the 
industry and the economy in general. In part~cular, this Federation 
places emphasis on the right of the union to inspect the books of the 
company with the aid of outside accountants. As a corollary to . this, 
there is a demand from the unions that there should be governmental 
control of accountants and accqunting procedure, as without such 
control, the right to inspect books and accounts is considered to be of 
little value. The Confederation of Christian Trade Unions, which is 
the other important section of the trade union movement in Belgium, 
also considers the law of 1948 as only a step on the road towards 
economic democracy. In its judgment, success has been. attained only 
in some establishments where the' employers have been cooperative. 
Workers in most establishments are disappointed in the councils. 
Many employers, while fulfilling their legal• requirements, have tried 
to dodge the spirit of the law. The workers felt that suggestions 
made by them were not given due attention. In some cases, workers 
also were at fault. They have tried to use the councils-( there is a 
parallel with the French experience on this point)-as an instrument 
in the class struggle. Many worker delegates were not well prepared 
for their tasks and others expected too much. Nevertheless, ·on the 
whole, the trade unions did not express disapproval of the system of 
works councils and their programme is for building these up rather 
than breaking them. Conflict between works councils and the trade 
unions is avoided partly through division of functions and partly 
because the majority of workers' representatives are _also . active trade 
unionists. 

According to the International Confederation of Free Trade 
Unions, the voluntary councils which were set up before legislation in 
1948 have been at least a moderate success, the workers attempting to 
increase production and the employers trying to improve wages and 
working conditions. Difficulties have arisen because of lack of edu
cation of the workers, irregular meetings and distrust on· the part of 
certain employers. And important influence has been the existence .of 
an active trade union in the plant at the time when the works council 
came into being. Wherever an active tradition of [collective bargain
ing already existed, the works council was quickly integrated into that 
tradition and was generally regarded by the workers as another channel 
for claiming their just rights rather than as a means of joint consult
ation between workers and employers for furthering their common 
aims. 

An impressive feature of trade union activity in Belgium is the 
importance which is attached to the training of workers for their 
duties as trade unionists and as members of works councils. There are 
schools, seminars, evening classes and a regular system. of supj>lY ~f 
information through bulletins and .magazines and newspapers. An 
interesting development is the emphasis on productivity. The christian 
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trade unions ru.n a technicaf productivity school and apparently attach 
a good deal of Importance to it. 

In all the enterprises ~onc_erned, according to the ICFTl:,J "the 
work_e~s have taken an active mterest in bettering their working 

. cond1t10ns. They have also shown an interest in local production 
problert;~s which touch their immediate activities, but in only a few 
enterpnses has it been possible to get worker participation in general 
problems, such as a redistribution of the labour forceof control of 
hiJ:ing_ and firing. . It is still too early to judge the works councils 
established by law smce 1948. Although they are actively supported by 
the trade unions, many of these councils have been weakened by the 
workers' lethargy. The workers are preoccupied with their wages-a 
question left entirely to the trade unions. Many employers do not 
cooperate arid. some are down-right hostile. The climate of joint con
sultation to mutual advantage has not been achieved by either side in 
large sections of Belgian industry- especially in heavy industry. 
Most employers communicate barely the minimum of information 
required by the law. • They resent the fact that the trade union might 
learn their trade and financial secrets. Certain el!lployers, however, 
attempt to·. present full information in a form readily understood. 
The workers are' quick to feel the atmosphere created by the 
employers. · · 

"Workers' productive suggestions are forthcoming in commer
cial and financial enterprises . with . salaried employees and in 
enterprises which already had voluntary works councils before 1948, 
but very few suggestions are made in industrial enterprises. Belgian 
industrial workers and employers are both imbued with a class out
look. The skilled workers, especially, hold an ideal of cooperative 
participation in the management and in the profits. But they-know that 
the employers· oppo&e any such ideas, and many of them refuse to co
operate or to submit productive suggestions under the present 
system. 

"The worker .delegates have not hesitated to put forward 
demands for improvement of working conditions, and in many cases 
the employers have recognised their competence in this field and have 
shown a willingness to accept suggestions submitted by the works 
council which had previously been rejected when brought up·in the 
course of collective bargain;ng. 

"However, this happy relationship does not often carry over to 
questions concerning the organisation of wor~ ~d production .. -:r:"he 
majority of employers seem to resent any cnt1c1sm of the ex1stmg 
regime. Such an attitude is often eii;couraged by the super_visory ~t~ff, 
whom in turn the workers cons1der to be the enemies of JOmt 

• ~ • . 'J ' 

part1c1pat10n. 

. "The legal provisions concerning the ·rights of works councils 
in this field-( engagement, discharge and lay-offs)-are vague, and 
have led to a number of conflicts .. The worker delegates consider that 
they have the legal tight to propose ~pecific ~ules. Manage_ment holds 
1:hat the works councils h11ve only nght to g1ve general adv1ce, but not 
to handle specific cases. Certain employers. have entrusted works 
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councils with the contr<U of lay-offs, but none have been willing to 
give up their control of hiring. 

·"There is controversy over the intention of the law (in regard · 
to social matters) the trade unions claiming that all social activities 
should be manag~d by the works ·councils· There is ·also a sharp 
divergence as to what the term "managa" · (gestion) should mean. In 
some cases the works councils have assumed full control over ·cafe
terias, sports, insuran·:e funds, libraries and nurseries. But in most 
commercial enterprises the management has retained control, the 
works council, for the ti:ne being, only giving its advice. 

"The law gives the works council the right to draw up shop 
rules-a right highly appreciated by the workers, because it gives them 
an oppottunity to express their opinion concerning questions related 
to their daily work. For some works councils this has become the 
principal field of activity. 

"The Belgian law of 1948 promises much in the way of economic 
democracy, but its actual provisions are loose an:i inadequate. The 
law is vague concerning both the procedure and the competence of 
the work> coW1cils. Belgian law provides neither for minimum 
accounting standards nor for certified public account,.nts. The workers 
would like to have each departmen~ or division represented on the 

. council, but this result is not attained by the list system used under 
the 1948 law. Whether ot not to include foremen and supervisors in 
the employers' delegation is also a hotly disputed problem. 

"The majority of Belgian enterprises have not yet found the 
common ground necessary for successful joint consultation. The 
majority of employers-and even those in favour of works councils
are opposed to the trade union monopoly in presenting candidates, 
and they feel that the workers' delegates are not sufficiently instructed 
for their duties. Employers, in such a mood, barely furnish the 
minimum information required by law and make no genuine effort to 
cooperate with their workers. In centain enterprises, however, a 
good spirit reigns and the works councils are producing valuable 
results. It is interesting to note that the proportion of successful 
works councils is greater among those org11nized on a voluntary basis 
before the passage of the 1948 law. Most workers and employers 
declare that they favour the principle of joint consultation, despite 
their frequent criticisms of the present system.'.' 

The Employers' Federation gave us the impression that the 
provisions of the limited worker participation .laid down in the law of 
1948 are generally accepted. They are, however, anxious about the 
extension of the law to small undertakings employing only 50 persons. 
Persons able to run works councils are not likely to become available 
in such small enterprises. This point, about the size of the undertak
ing in which works council§ should be set up, is of im-pottance in its 
application to India. There was a fear that the workers' representatives 
on the councils tended to act too much as representatives of the trade 
union and there was insufficient "undertaking mindedness.'' A reform 
suggested was that where the trade unions did not have adequate 
~J.ffi!iation amo::1.g the workers the list of candidates should not be 
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to their nominees. It WlS claimed that though at- the start 
works councils, not all managers were good at the technique 

-C..=i:mation an :I communication, there had' been ·a steady improve
ment in this :respect. Similarly, worker representatives suffered in the 
beginning 'from the dislika of coming forward to express views but 
here ·also there had been improvement. There was re=ognition of 
the unbm' efforts for the "e:lucation" of workers and mention was 
made that Jinny -employers had shown enthusiasm in guiding and 
helping the councils. There was diffi=ulty over the ,field ani metho:l 
of communication. There was fear that information about an under
taking would be divulged to the pre]udice of the undertaking. 
Efforts had been made by the employers' associations to "educate" 
their constituent units. The problem of bringing in supervisors at an 
early stage and thereby reducing their antagonism to decisions taken 
at the meetings of the works councils had been solved by the arrange
ment that 'they would be kept informed of the matters coming up 
before the works councils. There were also arrangements for parallel 
contact with them. The employers, as a whole, opposed the extension 
of the p:>wer of decision to works councils in economic or financial 
mafters. · On the subject of electi9ns, there was a feeling that nomi
nation by the unions would be a better method of securing employees' 
representation, as owing to union rivalry elections tended to produce 
friction. · · . 

As part of worker participation, mention should also be made of 
two councils which have been set up at the national level by legislation 
enacted in 1948 and 1952. Both are consultative bodies. One deals 
with general economic questions and the other, known as the National 
Labour Council, deals with what were described as social questions. 
Both Councils include equal numbers of employers and workers. The· 
appointments ate made by the Government from the lists :rubmitted 
by employers' associations and trade unions. The law of 1948 also 
provided for Joint Industry Councils which, in practice, have been 
set up in three or four important industries. These bodies are similar 

-to our own Indian Labour Conference, Standing ·Labour Committee, 
the Labour Panel of the Planning Commission and the Industrial 
committees. We heard no criticism of the work of these bodies 
except that the formality of the proceedings led to too much talking 
"for the record". It was clear; however, that the really important 
questions regarding worker-employer problems were settled by direct 
negotiation between organisations of employers and employees. For 
example, at the time of our visit, important negotiations were going 
on between the Confederations of Employers and fhe Unions regarding 
the wage level. It was in these bi-partite meetings that· real business 
was done, though the advisory councils mentioned above have their 
own value as a forum for tripartite discussion. 

A firm impression left with us was that worker participation in 
management could be successful only as a supplement to a well
established system of collective bargaining. Without strong and 
·co-operative trade unions, schemes for participation wduld probably 
remain merely paper schemes. Strong trade unions were necessary not 
merely for safeguarding fhe interests of workers but a!s:> for making 
participation w=-~k. Clash of interests between works Councils and 
trade unions s~10u!:l be carefully avoided and in this ccnnection, the 
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Belgian device of election of workers representatives from trade union 
lists is worthy of note .. Another point brought out was the desirability 
of getting higher 'paid workers into the unions in order that at least 
two class interests might come together and the necessary expertise 
find its way into the workers' delegation on the organs of participation. 
Another suggestion in this connection was that the set of workers' 
representatives who did bargaining work should be different from 
that engaged in consultative work. Against this is the argument that 
in practice it is not possible for trade ·union leadership to throw up 
two sets of people for these purposes. No ready made solution to 
this problem can be presented and practical working alone will 
provide the answer. 

The Belgian experience, as indeed that of other countries, 
strongly points to the need for adequate preparation in setting up a 
system of works councils. Too hasty a start on a rigid legal basis will 
be prejudicial. Some valuable suggestions were made to us by the head
quarters of ICFTU on this subject. It was. suggested that in the 
beginning, while worker participation might be made mandatory in 
certain industries, in others it should be made dependent on a demand 
from the workers or trade unions. Discretion regarding the compul
sory application of legal provisions for setting up works councils 
should vest in Government and some of the criteria which might be 
adopted in choosing the undertakings where such councils should be 
started are : 

(i) existence of a strong trade union in the undertaking : where 
there are rival -unions balancing each other, the councils are 
less likely to be successful. · 

(ii) the industry should be an important one performing a 
significant public service, 

(iii) the industry should also be a stable one ; and 

(iv) undertakings which are too complex should be avoided. 

Legislation should provide only for the frame-work and even in 
framing model rules, functions and powers could be divided into two 
sets, one set ior application in the beginning during what may be 
called the period of development of joint councils, and the other for 
application whe~e conditions were ripe for fuller participation. 

Germany 

1 The German system of worker participation has been conditioned 
by the history of that country. In the confusion and chaos following 
the first World War, works councils sprang up as a revolutionary 
elements independent of the orthodox trade union movement. A struggle 
ensued between reformism and the revolutionary current and as in 
tl:Je events after the second World War the battle was fought largely 
over what w~uld be embodied in the law to be framed by duly consti
tuted authonty. In the event, the reformist social democratic wing 
won. For example, the-Weimar constitution only vaguely provided 
that "workers and salaried employees are invited. to co-operate.with 

' 



the owners, with whom they shall equally sha~e the right to control 
the entire economic development :of the forces of produc4on." 
During the Hitler regime, works councils disappeared and German 
workers still have vivid memories. of the part played by big business .. in: 
financing the Nazi party. In the .words of Ludwig Rosenberg,. a 
leading. theorist of the German Trade Union Federation "those 
experiences. have shown us that political democracy alone is not 
sufficient to prevent 'captains of industry.' ·._from financing political 
crime and from liquidating democracy. As the granting of right$. of 
co-determination to workers se·ems to be the best way of solving this 
problem; we workers demanded that Parliamznt should . pass ·the 
necessary legislation to bring about the realisation of this plan." 

Another factor which should be borne in ~ind ~ that, as in 
France, the end .of the last war_found the-private sector disorganised 
and in some disrepute. The need for rebuilding the industries and for 
rehabilitating· the economy was immediate and urgent and there were. 
no organisations of private employers· of any authority and standing, 
with whom the methods of collective agreement. could have been. 
tried in an atmosphere of calm stability. . . · 

In making the demands which the workers did after 1945, they 
had one motive.other than that of controlling the captains of industry. 
In the words of Rosenberg "we are of the opinion that the retention 
of a peace-loving democracy and its system of Government is depend
ent on its success in integrating in a genuine way all levels of :the 
population. If democracy· is to be assured as a way of life. and as a 
form of Government, then a practical solution of the problem of 
capital and labour must be found. The mass of the working classes, 
must not be employed as objects but as subjects in. the economic 
system-they must know that industry is working according to their 
desires in order to improve their standards of living. They must 
bear: their share of the responsibility for it and they can only do so 
when they have . the right to participate in· the determination· 
of its policy". While repeating the point about labour not being a 
commodity, the representatives of the German Ministry of Labour. 
further explained that the object of co-determination as ·hitherto 
practised in Germany was conservative and not introduction afrevo-· 
lutionary changes. Since unions were centralised bodies, full worker 
control in the supervisory boards would have upset the economic 
order as it was being developed in that country. "The object was 
not worker control but balance of power. Ultimate control regarding 
training, technical possibilities, search for markets and the like was in 
the hands of the representatives of the shareholders". 

In judging the development of worker participation in Germany,. 
two other . features must be borne in mind : the traditional devotion 
of the German worker to his undertaking and his phenomenal will to 
work.· Both have contributed not a little to: the success, as measured 
by• production, which German· in(iu~try_ has _achie~d. in the last fe~ 
years. The influence· of co-determmatton m brmgmg about this 
result is, ·however, difficult to isolate. 

The first organ of worker participation in Germany is the work£ 
counciL These· councils are not joint councils as in France, Belgium,. 
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U.K. and Sweden. They are purely workers' committees and do not 
represent management at all. Their principal duty· is to handle grie
vances. Though they are organisations of workers alone, they do not 
supplant trade unions. The latter negotiate industry-wise agreements, 
while the works council may negotiate supplementary agreements'on 
questions of local interest. Apart from handling . grievances, these 

'councils have helped also in-improving communication between mana
gement·and workers and from workers to management. Meetings are 
held on company time and the employer and trade union officials both 
attend them. · · 

It will be noticed that as far as handling of grievances or' comm
unication of information is concerned, the works council in Germany 
is very much like a local trade union elsewhere. The Law (the Works 
Constitution Act of 1952) has, however, given these councils some 
further rights1· which have been summarised in Section II of this 
Report. In case agreement cannot be reached between the council and 
the management ·in respect ·of these rights, there is provision for 
decision by a conciliation committee. The conciliation committee is 
to be composed of assessors appointed in equal number by the employ
ers and the works council and of an independent chairman accepted 
by both sides. If no agreement can be reached on the selection of 
the chairman, he ~s to be appointed by the chairman of the Labour 
Court. The conciliation committee is entitled to adopt decisions by 
a simple majority. 

The works councils also participate in the administration of the 
company welfare schemes but the amount of funds donated by the 
company is for the management to decide. ·It does not appear, however, 
that in practice, there has been much dispute over the administration 
of these schemes. 

As regards the power of veto over personnel proposals-we under
stood that the works councils do not often veto transfers or promo
tions and the veto against hiring has been used mainly to exclude 
Nazis. Although the law prohibits the use of the veto for political 
reasons, some vague reasons can usually be assigned. On occasions, 
however, the works councils have interfered with the hiring of even 
top managers. · 

· The jUrisdiction of the works councils does not extend very 
much into the economic field. For economic matters, the Law of 1952 
made separate provision. Every undertaking whicb normally . has 
more than 100 permanent employees is required to establish an. 
economic committee which is entitled to receive information on the 
·economic affairs of the undertaking drawn from the records in so far 
as this cari be· done without risk to the trade secrets ·of the concern. 
Noticeable is the provision that the ·members of the economic com- · 
mittee are required to keep silent on matters -which may affect the 
competitive capacity of the undertaking •. Economic .matters include· 
methods of manufactUre and work, the production. programme, the, 
economic situation · of the concern, the production. and· marketing· 
situation and other circumstances mate11ially affectip.g the. interests· 
of the employees. The economic committee ·is to consist of 4 to 8 
membeJ;S who must belong· to the concern· and ·of whom at least one · 
. . . . ' . ". . ~ . . . . . . 
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must be a member of the works council. Members are required to 
preserve secrecy and at least half the members should be appointees 
of the works . council. If a majority of the members of tl:ie economic 
committee are aggrieved about the supply of information which they 
are entitled to receive under the law, the employer. ilnd the works 
council are required to settle this by agreement. ·If they also cannot 
agree, there is provision for arbit:ration. · 

. In case of_jmportant changes which. ma:(:invq~ve. substantial 
drsadvantages for.~e 'Staff, the works council has a :right of codecision. 
These cover' reduction or cessation of portions in·fhe'whole or impor
tant departments of the undertaking, removal of a substantial depart
ment of the undertaking, amalgamation, changes in the purpose and 
plan of the undertaking "which are not clearly based on a change in 
the market situation" and the introduction of completely new work 
methods "which are not clearly essential for technica1 progress." In 
cas2 of disagreement, there is provision for mediation; The me~iating 
body is to consist of assessors from each side and an: independent 
chairman. If this body cannot reconcile the parties, it is required to 
publish its own ,proposals for settling differences. The sanction behind 
the proposals of the mediating body is that of public opinion. · These. 
provisions are of special interest to India in the light of the controver
sies which usually arise over 'rationalisation'. The lesson appears to· 
be that such ·disputes should be anticipated and consultation. and 
mediation sought at the proposal stage.. ' 

In practice the works councils do not appear to have been much 
utilised for increasing productivity.· One reason for this may be the 
fact that: they are not joint bodies. But perhaps the more basic cause 
is the legalistic approach to labour-management relations which 
appears to have become traditional in Germany. The councils rest 
on the law and there is a tendency "to freeze relations with manage
ment into a legal pattern". Also perhaps the controversy which has 
engaged employers and trade unions in recent years over legislation 
for co-determination has had some share in diverting attention from 
the full possibilities of participation through the ·existing machinery 
at the undertaking level. 

German trade• unions attach a great deal of importance to co· 
determination in economic matters. A partial concession to this 
desire is to be found in the provisions made in the Works Constitution 
Act of 1952 regarding worker representation on the board of super
vision. · One-third of the members of the board of supervision of a 
joint stock company are required to be .the employees' representatives. 
These employees are appointed by election. · 

· The provisions regarding elections are of interest. To guard 
against representation going to outsiders, there is provi~on regarding 
the minimum number of members who must be workers m the under-· 
taking. There is provision for separate representation for salaried 
employees. The minimum representation fat the minority group (that 
is to say, the smaller group between the two groups of wage.-earning and 
salaried employees) is prescribed. There is also provision for repre
sentation of women. Works councils and employees are each entitled 
to propose ~sts of. candidates .. The list is_ to contain not more than 
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twtce as many names. as there are vacancies. ·The list of employees' 
candidates must be signed. by at least one-tenth ·of. th~> ~>mnlovPP<. 
TJ:lere are also provisions for revocati~n of representation 

·These elaborate pro;,nsions are .. an ·illustJ;ation of the .. great 
difference which exists between tbe··German attitude and that in U.K.·. 
or Sweden on the subject of codification. We were unable to obtain 
a VE;rdict as to whether this r1gi.dity has, in .any. way; influenced the 
succe_ss· pf,these org~ns of participa~iort.. Per-haps die'; experience is too.· 
recent for any such verdict to.be given. . ·· . .. , ... ~ . . . 

Mention has been made earlier in this ReJ?Ort of the danger of 
jealousy between the trade unions and local organs like joint councils. 
In Germany no suspicion was expressed about the provisions regarding 
works councils or those regarding worker representation on the super
visory boards. As an important member of the Railwaymen's Trade 
Union put it, "we regard these organs as. an elongated arm of the 
unions." A possible explanat,ion of this attitude is. that in practice it 
is the active trade unionists who play a leading role in the work of 
these special organs and that collective bargaining matters largely fall 
within the purview of the unions. · 

Though economic co-determination has been in the fore-front of 
the demands of the German labour movement for many years, after 
the war the unions concentrated first on getting co-determination in 
the· vital coal and iron and .steel industries. The demand was backed 
by the threat of industry-wide strikes and the result was a law passed. 
in 1951 which provided for co-management by workers through repre- · 
sentation on the boards of supervision and managing boards of ·under
takings in these industries. This law provides for a board of 
supervision consisting of representatives of stock-holders, of employees 
and of independent members. Representation of workers must include 
at least one salary-earner and the position of works councils and 
trade unions has been buttressed by the provision that worker repre
sentatives on these boards are to be nominated by the works councils 
after consultation with the relevant trade unions and with the central 
federation of the trade unions. A noticeable feature is that wage
earners and salary-earners form separate categories of electors. · The 
central federation of trade unions can object to a nominee of the 
works council on the ground that "he could not be relied upon to co
operate responsibly in the work of the board of supervision for the. 
good of the undertaking and of the national economy as a whole." 
The reference to national economy in this context is worthy of note. 
If the works councils over-rule the . objection by a simple majority, an 
appeal can be made to the Minister for Labour who has the authority 
to make a final decision. The electoral body consists of members of 
the works council but nomination 'of two of the worker representatives 
may be made by the central federation also after prior consultation 
with the unions in the undertaking and with its works counciL There 
are to be three independent. members-one each to be elected by 
members of the works council and by the employing interests, 
the third, the key-member, is to be elected by the members, of the 
works council on the nomination of the other members of the board of 
supervision. If a simple majority cannot be secured for· such nomina
tion:, a conciliation committee intervenes and in case the conciliation 
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committee does not succeed final decision rests .with . the Regional 
Court of Appeal.· · · · ' .. 

· These comphc.ared provisions represent an attempt .to, <;odify 
a system of .checks andbalances which,. while supporl:ing the interest of 
labour as organised ih trade unions and iii an apex confederation, seeks 
to avoid undue importance. being given to trade union 'bosses' .on the 
one hand and the share holders' rePresentatives on the other. · 

The conundrum arising ft;om. doubl~. loyalties- which has led .the 
British' Trade . Union Congress ,to disClaim responsibility for manage
ment has been the subje¢! of argument here . also. . All ,members of 
the poard have equal rights and duties and are not .legally bound .bY 

.any ·mandate or instru.ction. .InJaci:, however,. the worker memhers 
act .dn the instructions of the org.a'nisatiqns which nominate ·them and 
have, therefore, 'an obligation both to the enterprise and to the. trade 
union from which th~:Y come: No criticism was, how~ver, expressed 
to us that this. duality of obligation had, in practice, led to 'any serious 
dead-lock. One explanation of this may perhaJ?S lie in ,the nature of 
the functions of the superviSory board~. These boards .do not cor
respoi;J.d, .for instance, to boards of . directors in the United Kingdom 

.. and it appears that matters which come up ,before them relate .only to 
,certain li~Dited supervisory functions such as the authorisation of large 
expenditures, dividends and "the liliing · of certain key personnel, 
including members of the board of .nianagelllent. In these .matters, 
.the duality of obligation' need not perhaps present .a serio).IS. problem, 
Another explanation may be that German.workers so far haye been 
so devoted . to recons~tucting their. economy ,tpat anything which 
wouldretard production bas been. frowned upon. 1 Voting in the~e 
boards has ra!'ely been on the basis ·of shareholders' . representatives 

. versus labour representatives .. "One explan<Lcion of this· remarkable 

. fact may be that inost important issues are .first taken.up by the 

.management board (which is described in the next paragraph) and 
r~ach the boards of supervision only after the former has worked out 
an agreement." The Iabour,dii:ector.o£ the management board plays 
an, important role in lobbyin,g support for propo~als which have 
received his imprimatur. qua member of the .management board. 
Labour and management have also developed other ·useful techniques 
and procedures to prevent a head on collision:, controversialissues are 
postponed or merely 'qoted:. The device of ·delegation to ad hoc 
committees has been developed;. the recommendations of such 
CO,!Illnittees .are pas,sad. by the 'board. with greater Case tha!J, if each 
member had to record his wte on the issue itself,, w,hi~ keeping .an 
eye on his constituents outside. When people have the will to .avoid 
conflicts, a great deal of give and take is possible. Fields·of power are 
informally divided : the labour representatives have more say in certain 
matters and the shareholders' l'epresentatives in others. · One curious 
result of these practices, we w~re informed, was that while voting was 
rarely split between shareholders: representatives and labour repre
sentatives as such, there have been more cases of the latter being divid
ed among themselves, the cause doubtless being the varying allegiances 
of the members to .the trade union,: ,the , industry uniol\ gr the works 
council. 

· . More. import;mt th;m represent<ttiou 011 tP~ supervisor~ board 
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is a 'provision peculiar to Germany which ·needs special mention. The 
Law•of 1951 requires the appointment in coal and' iron and s:eel~nder
takings of a labour director on the management board wh1~h · IS the 
most important deciSion-making body in a German corporation. The 
labour member of this board has the same rights as the other members 
and is in special charge of matters connected . with ma~agement
employee relations. The .number' of the ot~er members ~s us~al~y 
two and they are in charge of the commercial and · technical s1d~s. 
The labour director is nominated by the union in consultation wtth 
the plant works counciL The board of management is ·supposed to 
act·on the principle of· joint responsibility. The question naturally 
arises as to how directors, some of whom owe loyalty to the share
holders and some otberi·to the workers, can. C:J"operate in· handling 
inlportant ·problems ·_like those connected with wages, disciplinary 
·action, grievances· or lay-off on which labour usually has separate 
and strongly..held points of view.· The explanation of how/the system 
has been made to work is to be ·found partly in the quality of personnel 
placed by the unions in the position of labour directors

1 
and partly 

in the system of compromise which has been evolved .in practice. 
The unions have tried to place in these posts the most suitable 
persons they· could find, persons who were well acquainted with the 
problems of the industry and who were, at the same time, dedicated 
trade unionists. Choice has not been confined to active office-bearers 
of the trade union alone. Selection has been made from office~bearers 
of works · councils, foremen, technicians . including engineers, the 
managerial staff of the headquarters office of the .trade unions. "Out 
of 81 members, only 2 were professional politiCians". We believe 
this statement was intended to convey the inlpression that managerial 
ability, coupled with the possession of the right .outlook, was the 
real test of selection. T)leir representatives of the German Federation 
of Trade Unions considered that the men they had selected were men 
of outstanding quality who could not be corrupted by the attractions 
of office. Directors get emoluments much higher than those of 
ordinary workers and to-counteract possible suspicion of their turning 
into careerists an arrangement bas been made for the· surrender of 
part of their emoluments towards a fund for the benefit of ·workers. 
Apart from the quality of the men selected,· a Practical compromise 
appears to have been made whereby day-to-day decisions are divided 
among the three directors. Each side permits the other to operate 
comparatively freely in the areas of their primary interests though 
this must ·be at the expense of joint responsibility. The labour side 
gains some important advantages but management also retains a 
significant ~hare of" its former prerogative~. There is· a recognition 
of mutual mter-dependence and compronuse by "horse trading" is 
common : "Y au .accept m~ proposal, I will accept yours." In recent 
years, workers m these mdustries have improved· their conditions 
considerably and they give credit for this to the labour ,director 
system; Wages and salaries have risen higher in iron and steel 
than in other comparable industries. Also voluntary , social benefits 
have risen substantially. · 

It is· a difficult system for an outsider to understand but produc
ti_on figures ~bow that it ~s ~orked n'otwi~hstanding the ·constant 

. d1le~a wh1ch the labour cfu:e~tor must face _m his relation~hip with 
the UillOn and the w9rks ~ouncil on tlte one ~and and his obligation to 
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. the undertaking on the other. In practice, the system has not bad 
any revolutionary effect. The labour directors have not usually upset 
the customary hiring and selection methods, the suggestion systems or 
the safety rules. There bas been better communication between 
planagement and workers and fewer strikes and few cases of grievan
,ces taken to the courts. Most cases were settled at relativelY low 
le1.1'els within the companies. 

· · To complete the picture for nationalised undertakings, mention 
may be made of the Staff Representation Act of 1955, which provide~ 
for the setting up of staff committee at there 1evels For example,· in 
Railways in addition to a quarter of the seats in the Administrative 
Council being reserved for workers representatives, there would be 
a staff committee at the level of the workshop, another at the district 
level and then there is a central staff committee ·at · the headquarters · 
level. The members of these committees are elected on the principle 
of proportional-representation. The term of office is two years. The 
committee elects a board for current business. · There is provision for 
separate representation for the various groups. Delegates of trade · 
unions can be invited to attend meetings of the committee as advisers. 
The chief of the .unit is required to meet the staff committee once a 

·month. at· a joint conference. At these conferences, "matters con
cerning the ·organisation of the work in the unit 1 jn particular all 
incidents affecting the employees, shall be dealt w1tb. They shall 
discuss disputed matters with an earnest desire to reconcile their views 
and shall exchange suggestions for overcoming differences of opinion," 

-The general duties of the staff committee are to propose measures for 
action benefiting the unit \lnd its staff, to ensure implementation of 
laws, of agreements and internal regulations and to remedy grievances. 
The committee are entitled to see the documents which they require 
for the exercise of their duties. In case of 'disagreement between the 
management and the committee, there is provision for appeal to the 
next higher authority. · 

There are certain matters called 'co-decision m~tters' in which 
the agreement of the staff q>mmittee is necessary. . These . are usually 
on the lines. applicable to works councils, and in case of disagreement 
between 'the staff committee and the management, there is, as in the 
case of works councils, provision for· a conciliation committee which 
may give an award by a majority vote. 

An interesting provision regarding civil servants was brought to 
our notice at our meeting with the management of the federal Rail
ways. In the· railways, workers are divided int6 civil servants and 
wage earners: The working conditions for the latter are determined 
through negotiation with trade unions but the working conditions 
for civil servants are laid down by law. In the staff committees 
mentioned above, civil servants and wage earners are represented 

·separately; A curious point is that it is not occupation which decides 
. what a civil servant is. The term 'civil servant' represents just a 
status and it is permissible; in certain cases, to acquire the ·status 
on application by the· worker. Civil servants are usually better 
paid and have permanency with provision for pension on retirement, 
They h11ve1 however; no right to ~trike, · 
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·We were informed that in the German Railways, there was little 

.class feeling between different grades of employees unlik~ . our own 
division between officers and the rest. One result of th1s was that, 
.quite often, the higher paid members were elected to repres~nt workers 
'on the staff committees. 

Our impression of the German experiment is that, on t)le whole·, 
it has worked. Germany is free from the problem of nval tr~de 
unionism and good working arrangements have been made regardmg 
.the division of functions between the trade unions and works copncils 
as al~p !egarding coilaboration between them. Throughput, the system 
runs the theme of checks and balances and though the employers 
con,tinue to criticise the labour director system and though there , is 

. the apprehension that his dual and apparently contradictory role will 
lead to difficulty in times of crisis when retrenchment, lower wages 
and increase in productivity may be necessary for survival. the general 
climate of opinion appears to be .one of sympathy. The German 
worl~er' s feeling for his plant and the fact that in spite of lo~ wages 
and·bad food, he has done a wonderful job of rehabilitation of industry 
.are factors which have impressed both employers and le!!islators.. An 
observation of the German Minister for Labour is worth quoting in 
.this connection. We asked.him whether he would have made any 
.changes in legislation 'if he were to start on a clean slate. His answer 
was that he woul~ make no change in what had been done. However, 
i~;~ considering further extension of co-determination beyond coal and 
i,ron and steel which are basic monopolies, he pointed out that the nature 
.of the industry. concerned must be born~ in mind. If the industrv depend
ed on export, great caution would be necessary. The Minister's verdict 
was. t?at on the whole, the Trade Unions wer~ satisfied with,the present 
posU:JQn though there was demand for extensiOn of the present legis
lative provisions to. industries like the chemical industry. A period of 
preparation was needi!d and this was understood by workers-the Ir.ain 
claims of the Trade Unions at present were for shorter hours .. of 
work and better wages. There was also a demand for co-determina
tion at the natioDal level, that is to say, for some . kind of economic 
•council £or dealing with broad matters of economic policy in which 
labour should have an effective voice. 

For purposes of comparison may be quoted the observations 
made by .private employers regarding labour directors. According to 
them, some of these were not competent and, in any case, they suffer
ed from division of loyalty. Asked whether there was an alternative to 
the present a)!rangements, · a·suggestiou was made that more powers 
should be given to supervi~ory boards and less to boards of manage

.ment. In other ,words, whlle labour w;ould have more hand in policy 
making it §hould have less control over day-to-day management. . 

This may be .contrasted witb the views expressed at our inter
view with the management of the G~rman Railways, "It is likewise 
beyond·ell doubt that the promulgatiOn of these Acts in considera
tiol_l of the extr~J_Del~ difficul! conditi~ns following the wo,rld war, 
has been of d';CJSJVe mfluenc~ m promotmg reconstruction activities 
.and. coordinatmg efforts designed to help both the employers and. the 
employees. . This revitalised method of de?ling with employment 
problems, founded on legal precepts, is b;v G~rm;m s~aqd<!rds, ~h~ 
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most modern 5ystem yet devised to nullify the inevitable fric.tion 
occurring between employers and employees." 

Significant also is the trade union attitude. In. the words ,oj 
Rosenberg "it is without.doubt only right that through the introduction 
of. su.ch metqods,. changes may have, to be made in trade union 
practices. They will have to adapt themselves to those condition~ 
under which they will have to operate' and just as these· will continue 
to change extensively in tl\.e near future so must the methods adopted 
by the trade unions in their struggle also change with the times, if we 
do not want to find purselves attempting to use the remedies of .the 
past to solve the problems of the pre5erit.'~ One is reminded of the 
parallel theme developed by some of the trade' unions in our own 
.country which ·have abjured the. strike as a normally acceptable 
.method of sett~ement of employer~emplovee disputes. 

To sum up,.Germany is evolv.ing a'new form of· industti~l rela
tions somewhere between .the traditional relations under a system of 
private property and those under complete so,::ialisation. This ha1 
involved a change in trade union attitudes .. The organisations and the 
attitudes evolved· are very· much the result of German conditions and 
are not necessarily repeatable in another milieu. A number of factor! 
have affecte!l the situation. There has been, for instance, the compul
sive need for rebuilding the economy. Public·opinion has generally been 
sympathetic to the workers' demands on account of the great work 
done by them under adverse conditions. The trade unions, again, 
'have shown ~mode~ation and had persons of guality in their ,ranks for 
manning the organs of co-management .. Above all, working solutiom 
.have, in prac~ice, been found for enabling parties owing allegiance to 
divergent interests in the economy .to work together even though 
these arrangements, in reality and logic cut across the principle of unity 
in decision-making, All these factors have made the system work so 
far. Even if there be no proof that it has directly led to better pro

.ductivity, it has at least provided satisfaction to the workers. Whether 
the system will be able to stand the stresses of more difficult times OI 
whether it is capable of extension to. industries where the .dement of 
competition js greater, it is too early yet to say. , 

Yugoslavia 

The first impression one forms of the way in which the 
Yugoslavs are re-shaping their economy is that of a great laboratory. 
New forms of social and political organisations are being evolved and 
assiduously expounded. There has been a sharp break with the past. 
The end of the war left many of the normal organs .of the national 
econ0 my disrupted or destroyechnd the vacuum had to be rapidly 
filled. This was done under the guidance of a strong disciplined party, 
which, hardened by years of harsh fighting, was not afraid of bold 
action:. The organisations which were adopted at first were ·modelled 
on neighbouring Stalinist Russia. Industries from which owners were 
expelled or expropriated were taken over by the State and run by a 
centralised bureaucracy. In 1948 came a break with the U.S.S.R. and 
a remodelling of the methods which were to he adopted for attaining 
the declared objectives of democracy and socialism. Why this was 
4on~ i§ Q¢3~,d~sc;:db<;!l;i in th~ following exposec;l b;v- ~;~~delj, :a leading 
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the"orist of the Party. 

"The old Constitutional system rested on a more or. less centra
lised system of administrative apparatus. At th~ time w~en this 
system came into being, this was necessary, because 1t was poss~ble only 
in this way to c.Jnc~ntrare material resources on the most basiC tasks 
in order to create m~terial , conditions for further development. 
Certainly, this system has on the whole given positive results. If we 
are renouncing it today this does not mean that we are doing so because 
we consider that we made a mistake at that time, but because we be. 

-lieve that we have attained on the whole the desired objective and 
that thus we can go further. 

"The indispensability of a further step in the development of 
socialist relations does not proceed solely --from the· need of our 
economic develop:nent and the ecqnomic interests of our workers, but 
has also its deep political reasons. However 'much the old system 
was necessary, it r~presented at the same time a permanent danger 
of becoming burea11cratized, a danger of suppression and restriction 
of the socialist initiative of the working masses, a danger of 
bureaucratic -centralism and bureaucratic particularism, both pheno
-mena being only different manifestations of a single process : in one 
word, it contained the danger of preserving and enlarging state-
capitalistic elements in our social economic system. · 

"In the period after the enactment of the 1946 Constitution 
tne socialist consciousness of our -workers continued to develop. 
The working masses gained_ a great deal of experience from their 
new socialist practice and began gradually to liberate themselves 
from many old ways. And not only that. In the first phase of our 
developments, when the state_ administrative apparatus as the adminis
trative-operative organ managed affairs of common- interest even 
in the economic sector, the idea of 'common interest' was for the 
working masses an exclusively political idea and not an economic 
one also. - The participation of every individual worker in the 
management of factories and other economic organisations began, 
however, to teach our working man how ·much his personal economic 
and social interests are closely linked with the success of the 
community as a whole in its economic and social development. 
This consciousness of the working man i11 our socialist production 
has not only powerfully mobilised the working initiative ·of i:he 
working men and women but has also called forth their resistance 
against further bureaucratic intervention."· - , . -

· What has developed now is what the Yugoslavs describe as. 
direct democracy. A basic principle of this is decentralisation. 
In the sphere of administration direct democracy has· led to the 
constitution · of Peoples' Committees, District . Committees and 
Communes, all of which· have been endowed with real power. ·In 
the field of industrial enterprise, direct democracy finds expression 
in the system of workers' management which has been briefly out
linec;l in Section II. The system is however so novel that a further 
description is necessary to under5tand its implications. - _ . 

The basic law on the subject-is the -l11w of- 1950 on :the Manaee-
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me~t of En~erprises by Work Collectives: Even before the proinul
gatton of thts Jaw, there had been attempts, mostly on the· initiative 
of Gov":rnment Directors, to associate workers with the running of 
enterprises. ln. 1949 the Economic Council of Government and the 
Central Committee of the Trade Union Federation advocated the 

. formation of workers' Councils and by the middle of 1950, 520 
· such Cou!lcih h'ld. been formed. These Councils, however; had only 
consultative functtons .. It is claimed _that their· working afforded 
the country the necessary confidence ·to go forward with the more 
fundamental law of 1950. · . · 

. Th~ work":rs exercise the right of management th~ough> the 
Workers Counctl, tbe Management Board and the Director of the 
ente~prise. In small ·enterprises with less than 30 workers the entire 
body of · workers performs the functions of the workers' Council. 
The tenure of the Council is one year. In the interest of continuity. 
it is proposed now to raise the period to two years. · The number of 
members on the Council is prescribed ·by the statutes of the 
enterprise, with the proviso that it may not be less than 15 or 
more than 120. The general body of workers may recall individual 
members or the whole Council at their discretion. Further control 

·is exercised at· general meetings of workers convened by the Trade 
Union-or by the Council, at which the results obtained in the 
enterprise and important problems relating to its organisation and 
op~rations are discussed, The Workers' Council is not obliged to 
adopt the recommandatiolls made at these meetings of the general 
·bo:iy;· but it is bound· to giv~ reaso,s for non-acceptance. · The list 
of candidates· for election to the Council may be submitted by the 
local' Trade Union 35' well as by a minimum proportion, namely 
1/lOth, of the total number of workers in the enterprise. In addition 
to complete lists of candidates, incomplete lists ma)l also be stib
·mitted, in which case the number of proposers must be at least one• 
half of the number fixed for complete lists. A distinction is drawn 
between workers ·employed in the production processes and others. 
The lists of candidates must· contain a proportionate number of both 
categories. 'Voting is secret and election is by the number of 
VOtes secured by each. candidate. The Council takes decisions on 
basic and key matters of organisation and management, such as the 
-drawing up and amendment of the statutes of the enterpri~e, the 
wage and · salary scales, the economic pro-gramme, distribution 
of that proportion of the profits which remains at the disposal of 
the enterprise, the use of fun~s which can be handled ~u:onomous~y, 
the election of the Board of Management and supervlSlon over tts 
work. Administration is in 'th~ hands of the Management· Board 
consisting of 3 i:o 11 members, who are elected by the Coun.cil on 
a one year. tenure. An interesting provision is that "in •order to 

·ensure the proper composition of the Management Board and to 
prevent bureaucratic distortions of the nature of management by 
workers" at least three fourths of the members must come from 
among those workers who are directly' involved, in production or 
in the basic economic processes of the enterpnse. To prevent 
the growth of vested interests a new Board may have dnly one
third of the previous year's members and no one can be a member 
for more than ·2 consecutive years. Members are protected against 

·dismissal or tranSfer· without their consent. The · services of the 
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members of the Workers' Council and. the· Management Boa'rd are 
honorary: Members .are, however, entitled. to ·compensation for 
lost .earning~. · 

Execution of policy is in the hands ·of the Director. He is, 
,howeve~, not merely an organ of workers' ~anagement, ,b';l~ is also 
the representative of the State. He has d1rett resl?onsibihty · for 
·seeing that th~ enterprise functions in accordancE7 .with t~e re~ul<l;
tions and if he is called upon l:o implement .a dec1s1on which, m Ius 
judgment,"is contrary to the regulations, he is boul?-d to s.ub[l\it . it to 
the People's Committee of the Comnmne. He h1mself IS appomt~d 
by this Committee on _the basis of a public competition and on 
the recommendation of a Commission in which only one-third are 
representatives of the Wor)ters' Council. The Cquncil may ask for 
the replacement of a Director, but iri that case also the procedure to 
be followed· will be the same as that prescribed for appointment. 
The Dir.ector is in charge of hiring and of allocation of jobs. He 
can also decide O!l dismissal, except· in the case of Executives, who 
are dismissible only by the Board of Management: There is provision 
for a disciplinary court, whose members are appGlinted by the 
Workers' Council. · A worhr has the right to £ile a complaint with 
the Management Board against a Director's decision regarding work 
relations. 

The Yugoslavs · pcfint o~t that in these arra!lgements they .have 
-evofved the correct compromise between ,the hierarchical prinCiple, 
which is necessary for efficiency,_ and the principle of democratic 
control. At his job the worker has to carry out the tasks entrusted 
to him .PY his superior, as a member of the general body, he.has the 
right to ;vote and be elected. to the highest organs of the enterprise, 
he has the right to take the initiative and make suggestions either 
at meeting's of the general body of workers or directly to individual 
memb_ers of the Workers' Council or the Managel!lent Board. A 
worker elected to this Council or the Board also. participates on 
an equal f9oting in. the solution of the basic problems of the enter
prise.. "A division can be made between manage111ent functions 
and those of handling the wmk process". .The former function is 
performed by the workers' collective 'acting, throug1J,· the · Workers' 
. Council and the Management Board, the second· function is one· of 
implementation, of technical operations. This is the responsibility 
of the Director and ·his Executives. This system, it is claimed 
ensures the necessary independence and initiative to. the Directo~ 
and the technical. leaders while the knowledge . and experience 
.of the workers are harnessed for management at the higher 
level. ' · 

. Some explanation is also necessary of the position of the enter-
prise in .the general e~onomy. A measure . of regulation was clearly 
necessary, as otherwise these numerous pockets. of self -government 
wo1,1ld have led, to confusion. Regulation was particularly necessary in 
the context of State pla:nning which itself had to undergo a change • 

. Formerly state . plannmg was completely· centralised and gave 
detailed . assignments to. the eJ:lterprises, .. Under. the law of Planned 
J:r1a~age~ent a11d National E;conomy, _1951, planning_ was reduced .. to 
.. bas1_c_ onentatiO!l of ecoqom1c deyelopmellt and t9 .the de~e~winatiQil 
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of gener.al conditions of industry and the material obligation of the 
ent~rprise towar.ds the community" . .This orientation .is determined by 
social plans adop~ed by the Federal National Assembly, the Republican 
National· Assemblies and by the People's Committees .(to be described 

· later), each in its own territory. The social plans give ·a survey of 
the, economic 'development durjng the preceding year, . forecasts of 
dev.elopment .,and t_r.e1ds 9£ e~orioniic policy'· ~or die ~lanned Year'· a.s 
weU a.~. ~he, ~5c:>n<,>m1c m,~tr~.IIl"\1'\ts, _aQd_ .me~eyures. for J;\le .~m~!e.me.l}.,tatio1i 
of _ tq~t, p;p;:ticu!ar .. pohcy ... ,A.pa~t. ~rom the genet.al .. pl'Icptatwn_ ;o~ 
ecq~_om!c ?eve~ppment PY, t\le.se soc1at. plans, t~e : rights of the State 
organs, It Is claimed; are restricted to the adoption of laws and regula'
tions determining the organisation and business of enterprises and 
to supervision ot the implementation of these regulatioP..s. Consistently 
with these regulations and the social plans, the enterp,ises are entitled 
to do business independently. They can determine· the production 
policy and programmes and the various elements on which depend 
costs. They are free to conclude contracts and at prices of their 
choice. They can have thei'r own personnel policy and subject to the 
limitations mentioned in· the following paragraph, they· can fix the 
wages and salaries of their workers and other employees. They 
are guided by market clemand. and by !?rofitabi!ity, They have to 
compete.· In ·this way,' ''it is claimed, initiative· and enterprise are 
ensured, while the interests of the community as a whole · are 
safeguarded. 

· There are regulatiOns about assets and profits. The enterprise 
is required to keep up the value of tlie fixed assets allotted to it at the 
time of its founding. The .value of fixed assets . written ' off against 
depreciation is credited to the Dcpreciation.Fund, which· can be used 
only for replacement · or for large-scale repairs. If any part of the· 
assets are sold, the price must be credited to the. Depreciation Fund. 
Compensation of the nature of rent is payable for the use of the assets, 
this goes under the Account "Interest" against "Fixed Assets" and is 
determined by the Federal Social Plan as a percentage of the undepre
ciatcd value of the fixed assets. The Federal Government puts this 
money into a fund and uses it for financing new capital expendi
ture. Similar colllpensation is payable for what are considered revol
ving assets, namely, raw materials, semi-finished goods, finished goods, 
monetary assets except those set apart for capital expenditure. Short 
term, seasonal or other special credits may be obtained on mutually 
negotiated terms from the State Banks'. A tax on profits is payable to 
the Federal Government at rates determined by the Federal Social 
Plan. IIi l'l56 the rate was 50%. There are other claims also on 
profits. A certain percentage has to be credited to the Reserve Fund 
and a part of it goes to the Commune or District according to a ratio 
fixed by the Federal Social Plan. The balance remains at the disposal 
of the enterprise, part of it being used to provide wl).at in our .coun!IY 
would be called bonus to workers. That part of the profit which· 
remains at the free disposal .of the enterprise may be used for 
rationalising production, for housing and .for other welfare measures. 

. If an. enterprise works at a loss, it_ m';lst first draw upon its 
Reserve Fund. If. the Reserve Fund 1s madequate, the Peoples 
Committee of the Municipality must step in to see whether it can save 
the enterprise. IC solvency is unlikely, the enterprise is wound up. 
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Pay regulations. fixed by the Workers' Council require the. 
agreement of the Peoples Committee of the District and of the Trade 
Union. In case of disagreement, there is provision for arbitration. 
Payment is usually by results and it is claimed that pay scales have 
been based on job evaluation, 

Spacial bonuses are payable to workers for special success in 
lowering costs, in improving organisation or the qualit~ of output. 
These incentive bonuses ate prov,i'ded for in the IllY regulations and are 
announced in advance. As a rule, the bonuses are individual, collec
tive bonuses being given only when it is impossible to identify the 
individual's contribution. 

. To obviate the danger of wages. being raised unduly, thereby 
burdening the community with the liability of insolvent enterprises, 
there is provision in the Social Plan regarding the total amount which 
may be distributed as wages. 

· There is some· doubt now whether the system of remuneration 
outlined above is in step wich the present rie~ds. According to Mr. 
Marcovic of the Fe:leral Executive Council, it lacks sufficient incentive 
and a revision may b~ necessary. A greater differentiation in favour 
of experts has also been advocated. · 

The organisation of self-management at the undertaking level 
is supplemented by economic ·chambers and associations with which 
the enterp:ises are nrtical\y linked. ''At present with t.he existence 
of workers' self-management, State agencie• only exercise superv!sory 
functions over enterprises, administrative forms of management are 
being replaced by demo~ratic forms of self-management. A certain form 
of democratic Ullity in the economy is, however, necessary for, in 
addition to the regulatory and planning functions of the Centre, there 
are many other functions in the economic life which have to be settled . 
centrally, though not necessarily by Government". Centralisation is 
necsesary in functions such as, co-ordination of activities in the 
technical improvement of production, assistance in the co-operation 
of enterprises, organisation of joint auxiliary specialised services and 
organisation of training of cadres. These activities cannot be perfor
med by individual Councils· of enterprises and hence the formation of 
economic Chambers and economic associations as a form of self
management within industry. Apart from giving joint services to 
their constituents, these chambers also help in acquainting the State 
~dministration with their problems and in cooperating with them in 
the preparation of legislation and social plans. They also endeavour 
t 0 see that within their sphere, legislation is implemented. A new 
development has been the entrustment to these Chambers of certain 
functions of the State administration itself, particularly those relating 
to. trade and agriculture. · 

At present Chambers have. been formed for variot:is economic 
branches·.· For some, there ·is only one Chamber for the whole. 
country,. for example, the Federal Industrial Chamber the Federal 
Cham be~ of Building Industry, .the Federal Chamber of Transport and 
the Federal Cb.amber o£ Foretgn Trade. ·In .oth,er branches, e,'g., 
Commerce and. Trade, tliere. are orJ!an1Sat10ns at variou• lev .. Jo: 
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District Chambers; Republican Chambers, ·and the Feaeral Union of 
Chambers. Memb~rship of Chambers is voluntary except for the 
Federal Chamber of Foreign Trade and tbe Federal Chamber of 
Transp:>rt. Th~ decisions of 'the Chambers are binding . only after 
the relevant workers' Council has given its consent to them. In the 
case of functions transferred from Government, however, the. decisions 
are binding. State agencies e. g., Peoples' Assemblies, Peoples' 
Committees, Executive Councils (to be described later), supervise the 
work of the Chambers and cim modify their decisions if they are 
contrary to the' existing legislation; Everv Chamber must have an 
Assembly and ail Administrative Committee. The oSS~mbly consists 
of representatives of enterprises elected by the Workers' Councils. 
The Chambers also usually have Tribunals of Honour to settle 
disputes arising from infringement of good business practice. 

Our impression of the work of these chambers is that apart 
from providing common servic~s and a forum for developing common 
opinion, they are ~ol: particularly important as "organs of power". 

. To complete the picture, mention should also be made of the politi
cal organs of administration with which .the self-governing organs of 
workers are closely interlinked. "The l:asic political territor~al unit 
and the basic cell of the social and political order" is the Commune. 
The next unit is the District, which is the equivalent of a "Commu· 
nity of Commerce". Anhe next higher leyelcomes the Republic and 
finally there is the Federation. The h,ighest org'lns of administration at 
the Commune and District level are Peoples' Committees and at the 
level of the Republics and the Federation, the National .Assemblies 
and the Federal. National Assembly respactively. These bodies are 
bicameral, one of the chambers being elected by all the citizens on 
direct and secret vote and the other- chamber, ·called the Council 
of Producers. being elected by representatives of producers. 1'he 
Councils of Producers in District> and Communes are elected by the 
members of the. Workers' CouncilS and oth~r self-managing bodies 
of producers and the District Councils elect the members of the Coun
cils at the Republiclevel. For the purpose of representation, Produ 
cers are divided into two groJips: the group of industry, commerce and 
handicrafts and the group of agriculture. The numb~r of seats for each 
group is proportionate to its contribution to the national income. On 
this principle the representatives of industrial workers outnumber agri
cultural representatives by two to one. though the great bulk of produ
cers are agriculturists. This is defended on the ground that a man's voice 
in the fortunes of his community should be proportionate to the value 
of what he contributes to the national income. It is possible, . however, 
that the relative political importance of industrial workers and of 
agriculturists may also have contributed to this provision, In orthodox 
Marxian theory, the industrial proletariat h~s a special role.· 

Both chambers have equal rights in matters such as the passing 
of scici&l plans and of other regulations and decisions concerning 'the 
nationa~ economy as a whole, the passi?g of law~ _which regulate . th~ 
economic systein or its parts, the makm g of dec1s1ons on labour . r~hl
tions' aiid soda! insurance, 'the promulg3tion or alterations of the cons
titutions of the Republics· ot'tl;ie Federation ·or the statu_tes o~ 't)le 
Districts or Communes. ~~rtaii:i. questicins:I·ei'!-ting~to.'the' work of e,co.::. 
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nomic units government organisations and self-governed institutions 
are within the separate field of the Cuuncils ·of Producers. Yugoslav 
administrators attach great value to the contributiun made by these 
Councils "to the work of government. 

In all federations different problems of divison of f~nctions arise. 
Who is to have the key powers ? Who' is to· ,have the residuary; powers, 
the federation or the constituents? Here instead of th~ usual two, there 
are· four tiers of government, the'commune, the district, t.he Republic 
and the Federation and one would expect more than ordmary debate 
and difficulty over demarcation of powers. We were informed that in 
reality it is the Federal Assembly at one end a.n~ the COilJ.mune~ at· the 
other which are important; the other organs have at pmsent only com
paratively minor powers. 

Slightly different arrangements for self-government have been 
maE!e in regard to services like Railways, Posts and Tele-Communica• 
tions and Electricity where centralisation is necessary. Railway 
Workers'. self-management was introduced at the beginning of 1954. 
Workers' Councils and Administrative Committees in basic units e. g., 
railway stations, workshops, engine sheds. had existt>d, but they. had 
only consultative functions. The first step was to divide the railways 
into separate enterprises e.g., one enterprise for passenger and goods 
transport and the other being the entt>rprise for the maintenance of rol
ling stock and equipm,ent. These enterprises are under the manage
ment of the Workers' Council, the Board of Management and the 
Director in the manner already described. There is a similar organis
sation at the· basic unit level of stations, workshops ·etc. Management 
at the top level is in the hands of an administrative committee consist
ing of 20 to 30 members. This Committee is· .elected by the Workers'· 
Councils of the enterprises. The Committee ensures the application 
of uniform transport and technical rules, co-ordinates the time-table 
and supervises the enterprises. The immediate head is a Director .. All. 
the various railway systems are then united into one Federal 
community of Yugoslav Railways. This also is administered by an 
administrative committee elected by the administrative committees of 
the separate railways. At the head of management at this level is a 
Director-General nominated by the Federal Executive Council to 
which he is responsible for safety. We were informed that in practice, 
a well balanced system of delegation of authority to the Directors and 
Director-General has been developed. The arrangements in Posts and 
Tele-communications and in Electricity are similar. · 

· Speciarconsideration has been given to the problem of self
management in large complex enterprises. Here need was feltfor the 
introduction of organs of self· management in particular works and 
ground-level organisational units of the enterprise and therefore in 
addition to .the Workers' Councils at;d the B~ard of Management 'for 
the enterpnse, as a whole, Workers Counctls, and, in some cases, 
Board of Management have been set-up for units also. There was a body 
of opinion. th~t the ~ntroduction of direct democracy at these levels 
would pre1ud1ce umty of management. The pre-dominating opinion, 
however, 1s that '?rgans of .s~lf-manaj!ement in units like workshops 
should h!lve the nght. of dectston. when the policy of die enterprise . as 
a. whole 1s not preJudiced. In th1s way it is believed , tbat the high 
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organs will devote themselvr.s to the settlement of common problems 
and important m·atters, while a large number of workers would be 
allowed to take direct part in the management of work with which 
they are immediately concerned. 

To an observer used to an 'economy of private enterprise, there 
will immediately occur certain difficult 'problems. The first obvious 
question will be as to how reconciliation is obtained between decentra
lised control of undertakings by workers and the interests of the 
community at large. Is central planning consistent with such decentra
lisation ? Then, again, the question would arise as to how in this age of 
technology, management by a Workers' Council can enable Yugoslav in
dustries to keep up with the times. One can understand an enlightened 
Workers' Council successfully keeping a running concern going, but 
can the system produce that far-sightedness combined with risk-taking, 
which is necessary for progress ? Successful management tequires the
abilit_y to take unpopular decisions. Who would take such decisions 
with a Workers' Council in full control? Would not the Council
controlled Director be tempted to take the path of least resistance ? 
Then, again, as w:e know in our own country, faction is the besetting 
vice of committees and often prevents them from taking wise decisive 
action. How would this danger be avoided? And finally what would 
·be the role of trade unions in such' a set-up ? Would it not involve 
the weakening of organised labour? It is on the Yugoslav answer 
to these problems that the' Group concentrated. ·We cannot claim 
after a four-day stay that we are in a position to provide an indepen

-dent assessment. The candid·answers given to us by all those whom 
we met in Yugoslavia, however, did help us in trying to form a picture 
of the system. The present institutions are not three years old yet 
and the Yugoslavs themselves do not consider the picture to be in any 
sense a final one. For them direct democracy is a dynamic concept 
which is to be continuously reviewed and modified according to 
developments. If, therefore, our analysis is halting and inadequate, 
part of the explanation will be the extreme youth of the new 
-set-up. · 

. Some answer has already been given to the first question relating 
to the place of dP.centralised self-governing enterprises in any orderly 
economy. There is a great deal of regulation by law and rules, and 
control by Peoples' Committees. It is not possible for any independent 
Workers' Council to hold the community to ransom. · If for no other 
reason the market itself would not permit it. The internal market is 
free, and by regulating imports, Government can control prices. The 
external trade is centrally controlled. There is a sales tax and extra 
profits made by enterprises by raising prices to the Central Exchequer. 
The State also exercises control through the central general plan. The 
enterprises can indeed prepare their own plan but these are expected 
to be in harmony with the general plan. The latter determines the 
size and distribution ,of the total national income, the level of invest
ment and the percentage of income to be <;!>ntributed by the different 
undertakings to the State, It also stipula"'tes compulsory minimum 
standards for the utilisation of productive capacity in the various 
sectors of economic activity. The National Central Bank and the 
Central Banks of the Republics exercise firm check over the financial 
system. It is only within these strict limits that there is devolution, 
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Another indication of the causes ~f conformity is perhaps to be 
found in the following recent exhortations from an influential 
leader:-

" I£ we desire to secure the realisation of the political couise 
which lies at the base of the'construction of socialist relations in our 
country, we must also secure strict control in connection with adher
ence to and execution of the laws and plans, and the decisions founded 
upon the laws and plans. .This task has been entrusted to the Sta~e 
administration. We cannot, however, be content with present condi
tions in that sphere. In some cases, the apparatus is too weak in per
sonnel or else it is wanting in organisational development and solida
rity. Frequently, there is vagueness as regards powers. It ha:s 
happened in individual cases that even the unlawful acts of the 
Republican Executive Councils have been traced only after1 a long 
delay, not to speak of certain acts of the Peoples' Committees, the 
control of the legality of whose acts is particularly weak and slow. 
Such facts make for different acts o€ open breaches of social discipline, 
such as had been the subject of discussion a:t the last plenary meetings 
of the League of Communists of Yugoslavia and the Socialist Alliance of 
the Working People of Yugoslavia. We have developed a ramified mass 
mechanism of self-government. We have .created. a healthy material 
and political base for the motion of socialist social forces. However, this 
is not enough. Very necessary is constant effort on the part of both 
the leading socialist political organis~tions, the League of Communists 
.and the Socialist Alliance·of the Working People, and on the part of 
the responsible State and other social organs. This effort should first 
consist m Wdtching things, in th" offering of assistance, in explaining, 
coordinating and canalising. Today, there is too little of this". One 
must not overlook the cohesive influence which can ·be exercised by 
the large numbers of 'ideologically unified members of the Communist 
League, who form the backbone of the self-governing bodies. 

· Under the Yugoslp.v system, certain amount of overlapping is 
inevitable, for there is comparatively free competition within a broad 
frame-work. There have been allegations of unco-ordinated or un
profitable use of resources. Annual financial allocations made to the 

.. autonomous enterprises have not always been put to the most useful 
purposes. We heard of a case where an individual enterprise took up 
production of a particular variety of goods when a surplus of these 
was already available. There is also unhealthy competition among 
enterprises to obtain State contracts and sometimes a less technically 
equipped enterprise gets the contract because its tender is the lowest. 
There was a controversy recently over the giving of a contract for 
the supply of wagons to a factory which was not equipped for that 
work, while factories better equipped for that purpose lost the 
contract becaus<> of higher quotations. Allegations have been made 
of wa.steful competi~ion f;om factories . which wanted to take up 
new lines. ~f production Without developmg the old ones. According 
to the off1cml organs of the Trade Unions, · Our Councils are new and 
lack routine. No practical conclusions have yet been drawn from 
experience to serve as guiding principles. 'There is still a lot of 
indecision, futile attempts and haste, anarchic confidence and bureau
cratic mistrust. In addition to weaknesses of this kind which are the 

. result of inexperience and .lack of routine, there ar~ also essential 
'" - ... ·- l.-. 
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short-comings which arise from the incompleteness o£ the system. 
Here is a tendency to obtain economic advantages at the expense of 
another worker, factory or commune." The Yugoslavs do not' con
sider these defects . to be general or fundamental. The need for 
organisational measures to remove them is, however, recognised. 

On the second point, namely, whether the committee system can 
produce the required ability to take risks and to take firm and prudent 
decisions, no general answer. can be given with confidence. We 
were informed that production had in no way suffered and there 
had been hardly any case of loss. The index of overall production 
in industry IOse from 100 in 1939 to 208 in 1954 and the ratio of 
export has changed largely in favour of manufactured goods as against 
agricultural goods. The Yugoslavs believe that in the present system 
the workers have an incentive to enlarge and modernise their enter
prises- "To the Working Collectives are left a part of the funds at 
their independent disposal and the Commune and the RepubliC' and 
the Federation also provide funds for investment for modernisation 
and expansion. To the question whether the Working Collectives 
will be interested in using these resources to effect modernisation 
and expansion, the answer based on experience so far is in the 
affirmative They are interested in that direction because that makes 
for improving competitive strength; for co-ordination of production 
cycle, for increasing returns, for greater employment and more 
national production". We were informed that ratinnalisation propo
sals met with favour. 

According to an independent observer there has been a general 
improvement among workers in the art of self-management though 
the results h~ue not been uniform. In the more backward 
areas, the level of development is not yet high and there in practice it 
is the Director and his technical assistants who run the industry. 
We have described earlier the special provisions relating to the 
appointment of . the Director. He is not- appointed by the 
Workers' Council alone nor is he removable by it without the 
concurrence of another organisation. · It would appear that the 
Director is the key figure in this system. In the first flush of enthus
iasm, some workers' collectives thought that a Director wa~ unneces
sary and day to day management could be exercised by a Committee. 
Working results have, however, shown the worth of the Director 
and Directors of proved capacity are much sought after. AU Direc
tors have of course not heen of the same quality. "Some have been 
time-servers and SOllie mere assenters". But on the whole, the ver
dict given to us was that there had been general improvement both 
in their capacity and in their relations with the Councils and the 
Boards of Manag~ment. There has also come about grea~er recogn'i
tion of the worth of highly qualified technicians in the beginning, 
as in our country,. the '·m,istri' was often considered the equal of the 
trained engineer. 

The theoretical position of the Workers' Collective, the Council, 
the Board of Management and of the Director is explained in the 
following quotation from a recent official publication ; 

"Although it is nowhere laid down formally, ultimate ·9~niority 
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in an enterprise falls to the working collective. It is the working 
collective which elects and relieves the members of the Workers' 
Council who manage in its name. The working collective is not free 
to annul, formally and directly, the decisions of .the or~ans of mana
gement since this would introduce insecurity m therr work and 
har..dicap operations .. However, given ~hat t;Jle. collective ~ay .at 
any time relieve its elected repre~entat1ves, It Is. able to VOice Its 
disagreement with the decisions taken in a· practical mode, and to 
manifest it in a highly efficacious mode. Although a working collec
tive does not formally annul the decisions of the Workers' Council 
at its m,eet'ing, the very fact of disapproval being voiced in regard to 
a decision provides the incentive to the· organ of management to 
reconsider such a decision. . Thus far very few cases were recorded 
of the organs of management adhering to their original attitude in 
the event of disagreement with the collective to· the extent of com
pelling the latter to implement its basic right- recall • 

... If one were to pose the question thus : who is senior - the 
Workers' Council, the Managing Board, or the director of an enter
prise- in the. sense of who was accountable to whom, then the 
answer would be that Workers' Council was superior over the rest, 
since the director accounts to the Managing Board for his work and 

· must abide by its decisions while the Managing Board is accountable 
to the Workers' Council and its decisions must conform to the 
conclusions of the Workers' Council. · 

"There is yet another· detail, if one may call it that. The 
Directo't alone may decide and issue orders independently, individually 
and directly, whereas the members of the Workers' Council or Manag
ing Board may bring decisions and resolutions only collectively at their 
sessions. Beyond the sessions and beside them, individually they have 
no rights greater than those of any worker on the same ·job. This 
kind of inner organisatiOn is indispensable for the sake of the homo
geneity of an enterprise, of its internal discipline and the realization· 
of thE'! unity of the production process and ·management." 

"It follows then that dem~cratic self-government of the producers 
was supplemented and co-ordinated with the role of direct leader in 
modern production, a 'leader having the indispensable rights and 
powers yet one restrained in his basic action by the decisions of the 
collective organs of management." . 

We had the benefit of a visit to the headquarters of a great 
Motor W arks near Belgrade. The Director was a former worker 
who had qualified as an Enqineer. · The members ·of the WorJ,ers' · 
C~uncil ap'(Jeared to 1:1s. to be e.ducated persons and quite capable of 
underst~ndmg the bu~mess which came before theni, The council 
were. kmdenough to read out to us some of the minutes of their 
meetmgs. The atmosphere appeared to be no different to that 
prevaiJ!.ng at ~ meeting o~ ~he Executive Committee of a large Co
operatJve Society, . and It 1~ p2rhaps ~n this description that the 
answer t~ the. questiOn posed m the previOus paragraphs is to be found. 
A Committee ~Ystem of m~pagement will work, if there is a good. 
Manage~ and If t~e C?mmittee mem~er~ ar~ sufficiently enlightened 
1:9 let him work with mqep.endence w~thm his field while not 'allow-.. 
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••• ., ~·~ w u~w~~ ·the boss. The absence of class feeling and of 
large inequalities in income also helps in creating the appropriate 
social setting for auto-management. And not too far in the back
ground stand the trade unions and the party to supply leadership and 
unity of purpose. · 

. The question would still arise as to how new Industries and new 
factories are being developed, for, obviously existing enterprises 
would not be inteJ:ested in setting up a new enterprise the manage
ment of which would go to another set of workers. The Yugoslavs 
recognise this and responsibility for investment in new enterprises 
and new industrial branches has been placed on the local community 
and in the case of large projects, on the Republic or the Federation 
or·' both. This responsibility also flows from the special needs of 
comparatively undeveloped regions. The communes and i:he districts 
have an income of their own from which they can make new invest
ments according to need. Credit can also be~obtained from the State 
Banks. 

To an orthodox trade unionist, the pdsition. of trade unions in 
the Yugoslav set up is puzzling. There does not seem to be any scope 
for collective bargaining over wages and conditions of work, nor 
would there appear to be any recognised position for trade unions in 
the settlement of grievances, which is the other major preoccupation 
of unions in most countries. The role of trade unions has been the 
subject of a lot of exposition by Yugoslav theoreticians and Public 
Relations Organisations. The following extract from an official 
publication called "33 Questions and 33 Answers" gives an adequate 
description of what the Yugoslavs are aiming at: 

"The trade unions serve to assist and support the workers' organs 
of self-government in enterprises, they also are the organizers of con
trol over the work of such organs, and they are the organization that 
trains the direct procedures for participation in such organs too. 
In this way the unions form part of the mechanism of self-government, · 
its indispensable constituent. Besides that, the unions sometimes and 
in some spheres are in themselves a factor of self-government, one of 
the organization of self-government. 

"This is particularly marked in the implementation of the pay 
system. In the enactment of the wages and salaries schedules, which 
includes rates for all work posts and jobs, the Workers' Council, the 

·People's Committee and the union jointly participate. Such a schedule 
is an instrument establishing the inner relationships in. the distri
bution between the workers and other employees, between the workers 
occupying t)le various work . posts:· at the same time the schedule 
forms recognition on the part of the community of determinate pay rates 
for different jobs, subject to the qualifications o£ those performing 
them and the nature of the assignments. Consequently the wages and 
salaries schedule represents a kind of collective agreement between 
the local community and an enterprise, better said, an understanding 
between a working collective, the District and the union regarding 
the pay rates at every economic enterprise. And since disbursement 
o£ salaries is subject to realization o£ an income, better said, since 
salaries have to be earneq in the first place, . such ~ schedule . also 
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stands for an internal understanding of a working. collective on . the 
distribution of the joint earnings and the regulatmg of pay relation
ships in connection with the distribution of the income realized. 
Both the Workers' Council, the People's Committee and the union 
organ are anxious to reach an agreement such as wili provide the 
best solution concerning the pay relations at an enterprise, as will 
conform to the interests of both the working collective, the local 
community and the working class as a whole. Their agreement 
differs from a collective agreement not merely in that it is not con
cluded between parties with conflicting interests but . in that the 
participants in the enactment of the wages and salanes schedules 
do not assume mutual commitments, as is the case with collective 
agreements. 

"The Trade-Union organ participating in. the enactment of these 
schedules, being more often represented by the District Union 
Council and less ofren by the Republican CommittE'e of a union, 
appears in a certain measures as an organ of self-government and 
assumes responsibility for the conduct of the wages policy. The 
Local Union Councils, where their participation in the proceedings is 
concerned, act towards co-ordination of the pay rate relations on 
their territories, the co-ordination of salaries between enterprises of 
different branches on the. territory of the local community. The 
National Committees and other higher trade-union leaderships operate 
in the sense of co-ordinating the relations among enterprises of one 
and the same branch of industry and between them and communes. 
In effect both the ones and the others are pledged in principle to 
endeavour that equal rewards be paid for equal work, that the exis
ting differentials be not excessive or unwarranted, that such differen
tials be the result of better work and better operations bv the 
individual enterprises and not of varying criteria in establishing the 
individual pay rates. 

"The unions by right participate in the Commissions on salaries 
in the economy (district, town, republican, and Federal ones). These 
Commissions are the organs of the state administration for questions 
of pay and are charged with assisting enterprises in the application 
of the pay system and with controlling and securing its enforcement. 
Likewise, the unions are inevitably represented on the arbitration 
commissions designep to bring final decisions. iri the cases where the 
People's Committee, the Workers' Council and the union organ fail 
to reach agreement on some wages and salaries schedule. . . 

The unions are pr~paring to take over yet other public-legal 
. functions : they are to become one of the chief bearers and managers 
of the labour mediation service, and they are likely to assume certain 
other similar functions as well." 

Developing the same theme, the Chairman of the Confederation 
of Trade Unions explained that though old attitudes still lingered, a 
~ew type of wo~ker was .now emerging. ~e did not need the protec
tion of trade umons, whtch now had functions of a different character. 
They were not "organs of power" but helped to guide and maintain 
automanagement. On the one hand, they presented the workers' view 
before Government and Parliament, oQ tile otller ther helpeq iq tq~ 
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explanation of national policy to workers. The; advised on the distri
bution of resources, attempted to prevent monopolistic tendencies and 
coordinated the interests of different categories of workers. They 
carried on a wide-spread and intensive campaign for education and 
guided the Councils with their experience and greater knowledge. In 
particular, they exercised influence over the selection of members of 
Workers' Councils. 

. Membership of trade unions is voluntary and at present over 85% 
of the total number of workers are members. This would appear to 
indicate that these organisations have a necessary place of their own. 
According, however, to an evaluation made in 1952 by the Internation
al Confederation of Free Trade Unions, the position is not altogether 
a voluntary one:- "All the Unions are affiliated with one national 
centre controlled by the communists. 'Norkers are not permitted to 
organise trade unions of their own choke which would be.independent 
of the communist dominated centre. All the activitie~ of the unions 

· are in accordance with the instructions issued by the Regime; As in 
all communist dominated countries, the trade unions assist in the 
development of production plans laid down by the Governmenr." As 
evidence of the fact that Yugoslav Trade Unions are not free, .the 
I.C.F.T.U. paper further points out; "In spite of very low wages, the 
unions have never called a strike and they have never protested 
against voluntary wor.lc done for very little, if any, payment." It is 
also alleged that· members of trade unions are favoured in the allo~ 
ment of work, in social insurance benefits and in regard to certain 
welfare measures .. Whether these cirticisms made in 1952 were valid 
then or are valid now we are not in a position to say. According to an 
independent observer who has visited a number of works, the prevail
ing atmosphere is not one of constraint. In spite ·of control by law 
and regulations and by the Peoples' Committees, there is a wide field 
of independence for the workers of an undertaking. I£ extra profits 
are made, part of them can be used for adding to wages. Another part 
can be diverted.to welfare. The part invested in the undertaking it
self would improve future prospects. In these circumstances, it is 
probable that the loss of the right to strike would not be much missed: 
one can hardly strike against oneself. Furth~r-more, through Produ
cers' Councils, in which workers have weightage, they have a say in 
determining the nature and extent of the controls which limit the 
independence of the undertaking. On theoretical grounds at least, 
there is a great deal to be said for the altered role of trade unions in 
the special set up of Yugoslavia. What the impact of outside organi
sations in practice is on the actual working of trade unions, workers' 
councils and producers' councils, we cannot assess. 

Here as in the other countries we visited, great importance 
is attached to workers' education. Apart from technical instruction 
imparted through industrial s7hoo.ls organised by trad~ uni<!ns and 
in many cases by the undertakmg Itself, workers are jl1ven mstruc
tion in economic matters relating to management. We spent an 
impressive evening at the Workers' University at Belgrade which 
has been started by the trade unions. The University is housed in 
an unpretentious building and even our ignorance of the local 
language did not prevent us £.rom ser~;sing the atmosphere of sincere 
endeavour which pervaded lt. Dunne the last three years, ovet 
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15000 workers have passed through its various courses. Teac~ing 
is largely through seminars and group discussion. The ~ub]ects 
included in the main course are management of enterprises, th_e 
organisation of Workers' Councils and Management ·Boards and their 
meetings, the organisation of production in t~e variou~ e~terprises, 
costs of production, the general and commercial orgamsatlon of . an 
enterprise and its financial activities, industrial relations, planmng 
of production, the· correct use of matel:ials, the interpretation of 
cost accountants' reports, balance sheets and other documel?-ts, 
These seminars are usually arranged on the premises of an enterpnse. 
A special short course has beer. started for members of Boards of 
Management, Chairman of Workers' Councils and trade union officials. 
The headquarters staff is small and it receives a great deal of assis" 
tance from part time teachers drawn from the enterprises or from 
other -professions like economists, lawyers and teachers. The funds 
of the University come from fees, sports and cultural shows, grants 
from Trade Unions and Chambers of Commerce and from local District 
administrations. 

The Yugoslav picture is unique. We see a great educational 
experiment. There is the education imparted by technical schools, 
seminars, ev~ning classes and tha like. There is the even more 
important education in the practical art of direct democracy. Though 
there· are complaints of apathy, hundreds of thousands of workers 
learn at least th~ rudiments of the business of their enterprise through 
me~tings of · the workers' collectives. Very luge numbers work 
as members of workers' councils and management boards. 
They are learning how to delegate and to control delegates. There 
is continuous guidance and orientation by Trade Unions and the 
Party. There is devolution within limits-limits which, according to 
prevailing thought, may be more stringently enforced in future. There 
is continuous self-criticism, but on the whole the results of the three 
year old changes are regarded as not unsatisfactory by the Yugoslav 
authorities. Pto~uction has increased. Productivity is, by western 
standards, said to be low and costs high but so far there has been little 
insolvency. It is claimed that the economy has been kept in balance 
and funds for investment do become available. · · 

The Yugoslav economic conditions are in many ways comparable 
to ours. There is the same preponderance of agriculture in the national 
economy and a low level of wages and of per capita agricultural income. 
Lik~ us, Yugos~avia also has the probleru of how to compete in the 
foreign market 1f wages and cost of welfare were raised. In the nation
alised sector, like us, the Yugoslavs had to cope with the charge 
that for the private owner the state· merely substituted a remotely 
controlled bureaucracy. What· then are the lessons for us from the 
Yugoslav experience? Have the Yugoslavs discovered the answer to the 
problems of industrial relations in under- developed countries ? We 

. cannot do better than quote two leading Yugoslav thinkers. "There 
is no need for you to follow us. We had no choice. We found a 
vacuum and had to fill it at once. You have the time and freedom to 
develop in your own way." Is it feasible to try auto-management in 
a few enterprises to see and test hew it works ? "I don't know India 
but on general principles I should say that the experiment would be ~ 

· failllfe in a -~~ed economy," These are impressive views. Industrial 
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relations depend on innumerable factors which vary from country to 
country, from community to community. To impose revolutionary 
solutions copied from a three or four year old exp~riment would be 
dangerous in the extreme. · 



IV· CONCLUSIONS 

~Though the need for close collaboration be~~ee~ W<;Jrkers and 
management is universally recognised, worker part1c1pat1~n m manage. 
ment has been given several meanings and can have different facet& 
in practice. To some the acid test, differentiatin~ it from comulta~ion, 
lies in the answer to the question: who has the fmal power to dec1d~? 
If the employer has the final power, then the workers cannot be s~1d 
to be participating in management, however strong the cosultat1ve 
machinery may be and however attentive the employer may be to 
the workers' views. On the other hand, it can be argued that a sharp 
line cannot be drawn between the rights of consultation and partici
pation except as a matter of dialectics. D~cision-making power 
cannot be absolute. The question is one of degree and if tha practi
cal arrangements ensure advance consultation and joint discussion and 
if the attitudes are those of co-operation and of consiC!eration for· 
each other's views, the workers would. in el:fect, be participants and 
not mere advisers. There will, no ~oubt, remain an area, large or 
small, according to circumstances; which would not be covered by 
this method.\\ But it is not necessary to look for. a complete panacea in 
one single concept. For the purpose of this report, we have adopted 
the wide! meaning. · 

This 'wider definition clearly can have validity only if the right 
attitudes are there. I How are they to be developed? If they have not 
taken root so far, it cannot be for lack of preaching./ Will they come 
about only after each side ha,s experienced more clash and conflict ? 
The Swedish experience is there to show that it need not be so. I A 
sustained educational campaign can be of great help in improving 
attitudes. So far, whenever we have talked of education, we have 
only talked of workers' education. That, of course, is very important 
but we have neglected management and particularly, that at the 
middle and lower levels. In every country we visited, emphasis was 
laid on securing the Wiling co-operation of junior managers and 
~visors and foremen. It 1s they w1io can make or mar JOint macli
mery. It 1s they who have to deal directly with workers and who are 
more likely to feel the restrictions on traditional rights involved in 
worl~ers participation. The employer or the managing director in his 
board room can more easily take the "big view", than the supervisor in 
the workshop, particularly if the pocket is not much affectedrApart 
from a beginning in· Training within Industry courses, verNittle 
systematic effort has so far been made in this directioO 

The content of this educational· campaign will need detailed 
planning. Some set lectures will undoubtedly be useful but the bast 
method would be that of group discussion at which experiences would 
be. compared and ~pecific problems debated. ~n our own cpuntry there 
ex1st examples wh1ch need fuller study. Prmted reports about these 
are indeed available, but few people read reports. To make the idea 
sink in and to make the managerial staff think on these problems the 
group discussion method should be adoped, supplemented of cou;se by 
pamphlets, arti<;:les, ta,lks, and the like, Training Within Ind\lstry 
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courses should be intensified. In the organisation of all this initiative 
must largely come from the employers but government should also 
hrlp.\ In the U.K. lead was taken by the Ministry of Labour in 
organising a conference in 1947 which made the policy recommenda
tions ~n which much of the current joint consultatiive machinery in 
the private sector is based. Apart from conferences at national and 
state level, a great deal of follow"up work will be necessary in our 
country, for filtering down is not so easy in our conditions as has 
apparently been the case in U.K. 

' 
We have quoted earlier a striking phrase used on our visit to a 

British private concern where joint machinery has been particularly 
successful: "Joint consultation should be inbuilt". This means that 
such consultatian is not merely a matter of bringing together two 
parties, workers on the one side and the employer or his representatives 
on the other. Jointness bas to be there all along the line. Technical 
experts and supervisors should cease to be mere links in the chain of 
command, they should be . organic parts of the consultative system; 
This will need a great deal of re-thinking by .those responsible for 
personnel management.\ 'N'e do.not think there should be any regula
tion by government in this regard, but government should providE\ an 
advisory service on personnel management, as bas been done by the 
U.K. Ministry of Labour. This should be a small *service to begin 
with, for the necessary expertise will have to be built up. The service 
should largely function not so much as consultants as disseminators of 
information. Many·employers, too small to be able to employ personnel 
experts of their own, may find it useful to have guidance supplied to 
them on the basis of the experience of others. 

Throughout our visit we were · impressed with the importance of 
adequate preparation for success of worker participation. Jn every 
country we visited, there are workers' colleges, schools, courses, even-' 
ing classes, seminars, printed literature and the like to train them not 
merely to become more skilled but also to acquire understanding o£-the 
work they are engaged in so that they·can really "participate" and not 
merely be passive tools in the bands of demagogues. In this initiative 
elsewhere has come from the trade: unions. But our unions have not 
always got the resources for this purpose and it will be necessary for 
government to assist. This has been recognised in the Second Five 
Year Plan and we understand that the Ministry of Labour has set up a 
committee to make concrete proposals for the purpose. It is not neces
sary for us, therefore; to go into further detail. We would only suggest 
that while government should accept leadership for organising a sustai
ned educational campaign, it would be unwise to make it a departmen
tal affair. Every effort should be mad eta build up a tripartite machinery 
of direction, and in implementation employers' organisations, trade 
unions, universities and non-official bodies similar to'the U. K. Insti
tute of personnel Management, the Industrial Welfare Society or the 
National Institute of Industrial Psychology should be fully utilised. 

At the risk of labouring the obvious, we have emphasised the 
importance of re-orientation of attitudes, for that is basic. At the same 

*Shti Rajagopal feels that a small service will not serve any useful purpose in 
a vast country like India. He is of the view that such a service should be tntrodu
ced only when the required e~ecutiv~ st;~l! h~s \>e~n built up throueh trainine of 
~deCJ:~~~~ per~OJ!~t:l, 
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time care has to be taken to secure the o.ther conditions under which 
joint' machinery can work. Good partiCipation machinery will contri
bute to good Industrial relations but succ~ssful participation itself is 
dependent on good industrial relations. The first interests of workers 
are wages conditions of work, security and a fair grievance procedure, 
~nd if the~e is bitterness over these, no real participation is possible. 
~atisfactory arrangements for coll~ctive bargaining and for the settle
pent- of unresolve~isputes are, therefore, essential for the success of 
worker participation. t is outside our scope to make suggestions on 
tliis wide subject b t we have considered it necessay to draw atten
tion to this aspect of tht' matter, as it will have bearing on the choice 
of th~ field where · the organisation of participation machinery should 
begin.\Connected with it also is the question of relationship wit4_ trade 
union~/J oint counCils of management cannot be a substitute for trade 
unions ~'in tlie first place, that would not be possible even if one 
decree it. Trade unions have a distinct protective role to perform and 
workers ~11 not abandon the organisations which have given them 
strength. Secondly, questions of wages and bonus may often require 
bargaining, -table-thumping and manoeuvring. That would not be the 
appropriate attitude for the joint machinery.~o- create conditions for 
success, one should recognise· that joint councils ·cannot cover the 
whole field of worker interestS\A demarcation of functions is necessary, 
What are known as collect~ bargaining matters should be left to 
trade unions. Even after division, care will be necessary to arrange 
that the latter co-operate with the joint machinery. If there is 
no connection between it. and trade unions, the latter might tend 
to look upon it as a rival for power and if they are hostile, it 
would be easy for union leaders to destroy the foundations of joint 
consultation or participation by labelling the worker representatives 
on joint bodies as "e~~loyers' men'/ The latter would then be tempted 
to cease being reasona le participants for fear of losing the confidence 
of their constitut'nts. \\For the success of worker participation, it is 
necessary that there should be a strong self-confident trade union,* 
closely connected with the machinery of participation and with a 
reasonably clear separation of functions. 

How is this close connection with the machin~>.ry of participation 
to be secured ? How are the difrerent functions to be defined ? Much 
depends on how the worker representatives are .selected. As will be 
seen from earlier pages, there is no uniformity of prac'tice on these 
points. It is p.Jssible to have a system of election, of nomination or of 
a combination of the two. The election system undoubtedly gives 

·the workers m:>re direct interest and power, but it has its disadvantages 
also. It may foster faction and put a premium on the election of 
rabble-~ousers r~thet: than: l>f .sturdy trade union~sts. We are starting in 
a new field and. In the begmnmg, at any rate, 1t would be advisable 
to devise some method for closely associating the trade unions in the 
selection of worker representatives. 

On the subject of division of functions, it would be prefe~able to 
exclude wages and bonus and individual grievancest from the purview 

• S~ri ~itra ~s o~ the view that the existence of a strong aild self-confident 
trade unton ts not tndtspensable for the success of worker panicipatian. . 

t Sbri Rajago~al is ~ t.be·view. tbat individual grieva,nces sltoulli not be ex
~ludec:l ~rQm the purv1ew of !Olllt l;>oc:l•es, , 
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of joint bodies, but otherwi$e leave the list a fhixible one to be settled 
by joint ~onsultat\o~ between the management and the representative 
tra~e umon. . The aim should be to leave as wide a field for the joint 
bodies as possible. . One should guard against thei,: functions being so 
attenuated as to lead to apathy. Lack of interest in joint committees 
has been a complaint in many countries: Even in Sweden, trade unions 
find it necessary to make continuous exhortations to members to take 
interest in these j:)Qdies. ([n our country, workers' apathy might be 
as great a danger to worker participation as their lack1 of 'education' 
or the employers' unwillingness to part with power) r' . 

With apathy will come the danger of "bosse.s". No shortcuts 
can be devised to counter this. The remedy must lie in the general 
development of the workers' mentality.\ We have des~;;ribed earlier 
the emphasis which has been put elsewhere on adequate arrangements 
for communication. There bas to be full cammunication not merely 
from management to . workers' representatives but · also from the 
latter to the general body of workers. All kinds of techniques have 
been developed for this purpose. Minutes of joint committees are 
publicised in various ways. Group talks are organised. Information 
in a readily assimilable form is given through posters, wall graphs, 
charts, bulletins, notice-boards, leaflets, film~ and exhibitions. In 
some places, the device has been adopted of conveying information 
through folders enclosed with pay-packets. In our country the written 
word will not go far and we shall have to develop methods suitable 
for our conditions. Widely disseminated information will be one of· 
the answers to the problem of broadbasing joint consultation or parti
cipation. 

\Worker participation can take place at various levels. \ In the 
foregoing paragraphs we have discussed some of the conditions nece
ssary for participation at the work-place level. . The question of 
participation in the highest organ of manag"ement, the Board cf 
Directors, has also to be considered. Attitudes in this.regard vary. 
On the one hand, there is the attitude in U.K., where notwithstanding 
pressure from certain unions, the British Trades Union Congress has 
officially repudiated the demand for such participation. On the other, 
there are the French and German Trade Unions which demand ii1creas• 
ing say at that level. Theoretically, there is a wealth of argument to 
be produced on either side. We do not feel justified. in suggesting a 
dogmatic answer on this issue. If an industry has been able to build 
up, over the years, a solid tradition of settlement of differences by 
agreement, no harm will result from worker representatives sitting on 
the Board of Directors and there may in practice be ~orne emollient 
effect. The trade union may itself, of course, not wish to accept the 

· dual responsibility but, given the right attitudes, these problems of 
loyalties can, in ti~e, yield to changed habits of thought. 

Participation of trade union leaders on the Boards of nationa
lised undertakings is not new in our country. They h.ave, however, 
been appointed as enlightened leaders of the trade umon movement 
and not as representatives of the concerned uade union. One may 
not go as .far as th.~ German. pr~,ctic~ ~f Co-det~rm!nation but 
introduction of the representation prmciple may, m time, have to 
be considered in the nationalised sector ·as the preparatory and· ·• _,._ . 
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educational measures bear fruit and by learning how to participate 
at the work place level, the workers fit themselves more and more 
for participation at the higher level. 

In all this discussion about institutionalised participation, 
there is some risk of the essence being overlooked. As experience 
elsewhere shows, formal machinery is necessary but it cannot take 
the place of informal consultation at the shop-floor. Such consulta
tion cannot obviously be ensured by law or even by collective 
agreement. The initiative for it must rest on the management 
and one of the objects of the conferences, seminars, study groups 
and the like which we have suggested earlier should be to 
"build in" the habit as a .matter of normal routine of administra
tion. 

In the background of thes·e general conclusions, many of which, 
we fear, are no .more than frequently urged and usually neglected 
platitudes, W;?. may proceed to attempt broad answers to some of 
the questions which we set ourselves (see the questionnaire in 
Appendix II) · 

The first question is whether the setting up of joint councils 
of management should be left to voluntary action as in Sweden 
or in the private sector in U. K. or whether they should be pres~· 
cribed by legislation. It can be argued that legislation has already 
been tried. Works committees with a wide scope were prescribed 
&everal years ago and it is generally admitted that they have not 
been much of a success. From their very nature, such joint bodies 
are dependent on the spirit in which they are worked and that law 
cannot pr~scribe the spirit. There is force in this view but in our 
circumstances, it is equally true that absence of legislation might 
mean inaction. Legislation may help to create the proper climate 
and the necessary sense ot obligation. There is something to be 
said for taking the horse to the water, even though one cannot force 
it to drink. The mere fact that there have to be joint meetings 
will, in many cases, give an impetus to joint consultation. We 
should analyse the causes of the failure of the present works commi
ttees and seek remedies for -them.· These committees became, in 
effect, mere grievance committees. It is possible that their 
relationship with the trade union had not been fully thought out. 
In any case, legislation has not been the reason for their lack of 
success. We believe that it would be helpful to hc.ve some permissive 
legislation to arovide the frame-work, the rules of the 2ame so to 
weak. Proce ures should be left flexible, to he developed by joint 
consultation. It would however be a mistake to applv compulsion 
universally.\ Government should have the power. to decide where 
the law should be applied and where it should not be ~pplied. Among 
the .considerations which should be taken into account in deciding 
whether the law should be applied to a particular undertaking are 
its size, the 'existence of local demand and the state of workers' 
organisation and of their preparedness for participation. n Bel ium 
the minimum limit for the application of the law about jomt counci s 
was, until recently, 2:JO w..>rkers. [n our country, a higher limit may 
be desirable. 'I here will then he greater chances of ·securing a 
sufficient number .of competent workers' representatives for d!JtY 
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on the management councils. If the undertaking has rival unions 
of approximately equal strength, internecine strife may ruin the 
chances of successful participation. Worker representatives would 
then be tempted to take up extremefattitudes. Again, the industry 
concerned should be a stable one. t would probably be advisable 
to leave alone the inductries wqose workers have to be protected 
under the Minimum ·Wages Act./[W e connot,.for example, visualise 
joint councils functioning in tbe Bidi industry./! It would also 
probably be advisable to begin with undertakings ~ich are not too 
complex. At any rate, in such undertakings the field of joint consu
ltation might be more limited than where the operations can be more. 
r:adily understood by workers, 

\we then come to the question of structure and composition. 
There may be a single council for an undertaking as a whole, provided 
it is not made up of unit3 at different places. For undertakings spread 
over several places, there may be separate councils at the local, 
regional or national levels. These bodies should, whenever necessary, 
have sub-committees, technical committees or study-panels to deal 
with different subj~cts. This would prevent overloadmg of agenda, 
particularly in big undertakings.\ Special provision may be made for 
the repres~ntation of technicians; for, in practice, success -will depend 
largely on their superior knowledge and initiative. Outsider5 may be 
necessary in the beginning but there should be a limit above which ~hey 
inust not come in. They should, however, be eligible like other non
members, to sit without restriction of numbers on the sub-committees, 
technical committees or study-panels set up by the main counciL 
Many countries ·have adopted the principle of equal representation of 
workers and employers. Strict adherence to this is, however, not nece
ssary, as the essence of joint consultation is decision by agreement and 

·not by voting, · 

As regards the functions,· we have already pointed out the 
necessity of excluding collective bargaining functions from the scope 
of joint management councils. It is not easy to draw a sharp line of 
demarcation to settle what are collective bargaining functions. In a 
sense the term begs the question. In certian circumstances, most 
matters can be converted into subjects of collective bargaining. The 
demarcation can.best be made by consultation between the manage
ment and the representative trade union.t But certain broad indica
tions, based on the experience elsewere and adapted to our own 
practice can be given. The object should be (1) to provide a means 
of communication (2) to collaborate in the improvement of working 
and living conditions (3) to collaborate in improving productivity 
( 4) to encourage suggestions and (5) to help in the administration of 
laws and agreements. The councils may be conveniently consulted 
over matters like (1)* alernatations in standing orders (2) retrenchment 
(3) proposals for rationalisation *( 4) closure, reduction in or cessation 
of operations (5) introduction of new methods (6) procedures for 
engagement and punishment. They may also have the right to receive 
information and make suggestions about (1) the general economic 
situation of the concern, the state of the market; production and sales 

*Shri )ohn is, however, of the view that these subjects are more suitable 
for collective bargaining and should be left out of the purview of joint 
councils. 
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programmes (2) organisation and"general running of the undertal!:ing 
(3) circumstance affecting the economic position of the undertaking 
( 4) methods of manufacture and work and (5) the annual balance 
sheet and profit and loss statement and connected documents and 
explanations. 

In drawing up the list we have attempted to exclude matters 
which would vitiate the atmosphere of .. Jointness" or which would 
cut across trade union prerogatives. For the former reason individual 
grievances have been excluded, for the latter, questions of remunera
·tion. Subjects like standing orders, retrenchment and rationalisation 
are on the border line and can also be excluded. But given the 
close connection between the union and the council of management 
which we have advocated-"'the . joint committee should be 
considered the elongated arm of the union"," the latter may itself 
find it profitable to have these matters thrashed out in a joint 
council. -

On the question of the information which must be given, two 
problems arise. First , there is the problem of how to present it 
in a form the workers will understand. This will need a ,great deal 
of study and effort and one should not be dej:erred if progress is 
slow.· T.he information given may not be full:;;· understood but the 
very fad that it is given should help to build up confidence. Then 
there would be the question of secrecy. One can, of course, provide 
a p~naltv for ·divulging of confidential information but that will be 
no check in practice. \All that we can su)!gest is that, on the .Belgian 
model, the obligation to supply information should not apply to 
information which could b~ used by a rival to the prejudice of an 
undertaking. Such an exemption will leave a great deal of discretion 
in the hands of the employ~r but there is no help for that. If this 
discretion is taken away, the only result will be disputes, in practice 
no employer would ever risk the leakage of information which will 
prejudice him vis-a-vis his competitors.· 

We have referred several times to the danger of apathy. To 
reduce that, councils of management may be given some administrative 
responsibility, apart from the right of consultation. and the right to 
information. \J"hese may well cover some of the following: (l)'the 
administration of welfare schemes (2) the scpervision of safety 
measures (3) the operation of vocational training and apprenticeship 
schemes, where such exist, ( 4) the preparation of schedules of working 
hours and breaks (5) the preparation of holiday schedules and (6) 
payment of rewards for valuable suggestions. Of these particularly 
important will be the administration of welfare schemes, which will 
give direct training in administration, and the "'suggestions' system. 
There will be a tendency to scorn the workers' ability to make 
suggestions of value. Many suggestions will of course be impractical 
and may even be puerile. But there will be some surprises also. 

Thete are all the suggestions we have to make regarding the 
framework of participation. There will arise in practice innumera bl& 
questions of detail. What should be the size of the· councils of 
management ? What proportion should the number of worker 
representatives bear to the n•tmber of workers ? Who will decide 
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the agenda ? At what hours should the council meet ? Should the 
worker memb~rs get any remuneration beyond compensation for loss 
of earnings ? Should there be provision for recall ? Should worker 
members function as delegates· or · as · rep~esentatives ? Should there 
be provision for a referendum on important issues on which worker 

. opinion is divided ? ·Should a minimum percentage of wages or of 
income Of of profits be placed at .the disposal of the. COUilCiJS for 

·welfare work? Should there· be provision' for arbitration ·at the 
choice of either side . in case the council fails to agree ? Should 
chairmanship alternate ? What facilities must the employers provide. 
for the work of the councils? We hope no one will attempt sweeping 
all-embracing prescriptions for these matter~. They are best solved 
by mutual discussion and mutual agreement in the undertaking itself .. 
The law should only provide the framework while all- the parti:es -· 
government, employers and trade unions, should combine to develop 
machinery for 'education', for re-orientation, and for guidance. 

·.. -



APPENDIX I 

List of Government departments, organisations, etc.' 
visited by the Study Group 

(a) France 

1. Ministry of Labour. 
2. Secretary General of the Employer's Association (CNPF) 
3. Secretarv General of each of the three Trade Union Federations 

(CGT, FO and CFTC) 
4. Principal Engineer of the French Railways. 
5. Labour and Social Relation~ Division of the Coal Industry. 
6. Electricity and Gas undertakings. 
7. Renault Motor Works. 

(b) Belgium 

1. Ministry of Labour ?f the Belgian Government. 
2. International Confederation of Free Trade Unions. 
3. General Federation of Trade Unions (FGTB) 
4. Confederation of Christian Trade Unions (CSC) 
5. Federation of Belgian Industries. 

(c) United Kingdom· 

1. Ministry of Labour and National Service. 
2. British Employers Confederation. 
3. British Trades Union Congress. 
4. Central Electricity Authority, 
5. Glacier Metal Co. Ltd. 

· 6. British Oxygen Co. Ltd . 
• 

(d) Sweden 

1. · Ministry of Socia!" Affairs and Housing, 
2. Government Board of Collective Bargaining, 
3. Social Welfare Board. 
4. Confederation of Trade Unions (LO) 
5. Swedish Employers' Confederetion (SAF) 

6. Central Organisation of Salaried Employees (TCO) 
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(e) Germany 

1. Ministry of Labour. 
2. German Employers~ Association. 
3. German Federation of Trade Unions. 
·4. German Federal Railways. 
5. Manensman Works. 

·Cf) Yugoslavia 

1. Mr. Moma Markovic, Member of the FedE'ral Executive Council. 
2. Mr. Franc Popit, Secretary for Labour to the Federal Executive 

Council. 
3. Mr. J ovan DJordjevic, Under Secretary, Federal Executive Council. 
4. Mr. Dobrivoje Vidic, Under Secretary for Foreign Affairs. 
5. Mr. Veljeko Vlabovic, Chairman, Foreign Affairs Committee of 

the People's Assembly of Yugoslavia. 
6. Chairman, Vice Chairman and Secretary of the Central Cqm-

mittee of the Trade "\Jnion Confederation of Yugoslavia. 
7. Chairman of the Producers' Council of the Federal Parliament. 
8. Federal Board for Social Insurance. 
9. Director General and the members of the Directorate General 

of the Yugoslavia Railways. · 
10. Workers' university. 
lL Rakovica Motor Works. 



APPENDIX. II 

QUESTIONNAIRE 

I. Method Of Establishment And Coverage 

1. Should the manag~ment councils be.set up

(a). through voluntary agreement ? or 
(b), through legislation ?_ 

2, If they are to be set up through legislation-

( a) shou)d setting up of such councils be mad~ compulsory ? or 
(b) should the law. empower Government t<i require -selected 

· undertakings to set up-such councils ? · ' · 

3. If powers are to be taken by Government to require establish
ment of such· councils what factors should be taken into account 
in asking -an undertaking to set up such. councils ? 

(a) size and stability of the undertaking ? 
(b) level of the workers' organisation in the undertaking and tlie 

workers' ability to participate effectively in the work of such 
councils? 

(c) existence of local demand for. the-- establishment. of-, S'QCh 
councils? · 

4. What should be the coverage of any such legislation ? 

(a) should it cover undertakings upto a prescribed minimum 
__ size, say, those employin~ 100 workers ? 

5. :Should a beginning be made in the public undertakings, as pro
posed in the Industrial Policy Resolutiqn of April 30, 1956 ? 

(a) If EO, in w¥ch of the public undertakings ? 

(i) In Railways which are the oldest public undertaking and 
where workers also are well organised ? 

(ii) In non-industrial undertakings like the Insurance 
Corporation, etc. where employees are likely to be 
b~tter able to practise participation ? 

II. Structure And Composition 

6. (a) should there be a singie- council for an undertaking as a 
whole ?,or 

(b) should there be separate councils at the local, regional and 
or national levels in respect of undertakings spread over the 
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whole country (e.g. Railw:ays) or having different units at 
·different places under the same D;lanagem~n,t ?. 

7. Should such councils (at whatever level) have separate sub-com
mitt_ees. or technical Committees to d~al with different subiects 
like welfare, .safety, etc., for instance ? · · 

8. How should t·he employees' representatiVj:S O!} the Council be 
selected?_ · · 

(a) by pirect secret ballot of the employees concerned ? 
(b) on th~ nomination of the trade unions concerned? 

9. I£ the employees' representatives;.are to be, elected-

(a) should they be elected in separate constituencies composed of 
different categories of employees, e.g .. manual workers, 
clerical staff, technicians etc. ? · 

(b) where only a part of the personnel are members of a. trade 
union or unions should such election take place on the basis 
of union and non'-union constituencies, seats being reserved 
for unions in proportion to their membership ? 

10.. If ~he employees' representatives are to be the nominees of trade 
umons-

(a) should 'the -inost representative union have the :sole right 
to nominate ? 

(i) which union will have the right to . nominate .where 
there are rival unions ? 

(ii) should the several unions have the right to . send nomi
nees ill proportion to their membership ? 

(b) bow are those employees who are not members _of.Rny trade 
union to be represen~e~ ? 

11. If Councih are set up at different levels how are the. e~nployee:;' 
representatives on the Councils at higher levels to be selected ? -

(a) 'on the nomination of Councils at the lower Ievell 
(b)- on the nomin~tion of the t~ade union or. unions ? . · 

12. Should persons who, are npt employees of the concern be allowed 
to sit on the Councils as employees' representatives ? · · · ·. · 

If so, should. there be any restriction regarding the proportion of 
such non-emploi'ee_ members ? 

13. If Councils are to have technical committees or Sub-Com
mittees how are these to be constituted ? 

(a) ShouU all members of such committees nec8$sarily be members 
of the Councils also ? 
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or 

(b) should it be permissible to have non-members to sit on such 
Committees in consideration of their technical knowledge ? 

Are the Councils to be composed on the basis of equal representa· 
tion of workers' and employers' representatives ? . 

(a) how is the chairman to be appointed? 
(b) what should be t:be method of votin.l! in the Council? 
(c) should decisions be taken by a majority vote or by 

agreement? 

III. SCOPE AND FUNCtiONS 

15; What should be the scope of activities of the Manageml•nt 
Councils? 

(a} should these be clearly demarcated from the. normal trade 
union function of negotiation and collective bargaining ? 

(b) should the Councils operate within the general frame work 
of agreements arrived at through collective bargaining ? 

(c) should they have the right to supplement or interpret such 
agreements if necessary ? 

16. It it practicable to assign to the Councils different. degrees of 
responsibility with regard to different subjects entrusted to them 
in such a way that they may exercise advisory functions in respect 
of some of them and administrative functions in respect of others ? 

17. (a) Does the followb:!g list provide a satisfactory categorisation 
on the above basis ? or 

(b) should further subjects be added and the categorisation 
~ltered? 

' 
List of Subjects 

A. General. 

(i) Providing a means of communication between. the manage
. ment and the employees. · 

(ii) Coll~b.oration in the improvement of working and living 
cond11:1ons . . 

(iii) Improvement of production through economic use. of per-
. sonnel and materials · · · 

(iv) Better use of working time and reduction of absenteeism 

(v) tili~otion of a spirit of co-operation, interest and responsi-

( vi) Encouragement of suggestions 

·(:vii) ;~~o~atiop., in the .... ob~eWllllCe of. labour. li!w~ and agree-
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(viii) Maintenance of -discipline 
(ix) Participation in inspection 

B. Functions where Councils will exercise direct powers of 
administration or take final decisions 

(i) Administration of welfare, mutual aid an4 allied schemes 
(i!) Supervision' of safety measures 

(iii) Operation of vocational training arid apprenticeship schemes 
(iv) Preparation of schedules of working hours and breaks 
( v) Preparation. of holiday schedules ~nd rosters 

(vi) Fixation of job and piece-rates for individual processes 
(vii) Supervision of disbursement of wages and salaries 

(viii) Payment of rewards for valuable suggestions 
(ix) Drawing up of standing orders. 

C. Fun.ctions in respect of which consultation with the. Council 
would be compulsory before action is taken. . 

(i) Disciplinary measures against individual workers 

(ii) Engagement, regrading and permanent transfer 

(iii) Lay-off, retrenchment, dismissal and discharge 
(i") Closure, reduction in or cessation of operations 
(v) Amalgamation or other important changes 
(vi) Introduction of completely new methods of product;ons 

D. Matters on which a Council would have the right to 
receive information and make recommendations 

(i) General economic situation of the concern-state of the 
market, production and sales programmes 

(ii) Organisation and general running, of the undertaking 
(iii) Circumstances ·affecting the economic position of the 

undertaking 
(iv) Methods of manufacture and work 
( v) Annual balance sheet and profit and loss statement and 

other necessary documents and explanations 

IV. GENERAL AND MISCELLANEOUS 
' 

18. Should there be any scheme for the training of workers so as to 
enable them to participate effectively in the work of the 
Councils? 

19. If so, (a) what are the subjects in which training is necessary 
(e. g., management pnctice, work shop democracy)? 

(b) H11w should such training be organisd ? 

I 
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(c) Who should bear the necessary expenszs? 

20. Should there be any legal protection ? 

(a) for the worker against victimisation for 'work done or 
opinions expressed in the Councils ; and 

(b) for the emyloyers against divulging of confidential informa
tion by members of the Council ? 

2t Should it. be obligatory on the employer concerned to provide' for 
the premises, material and personnel· necessary for carrying out 
the work of the Councils ? 



APPENDIX III 

ILO Paper on:· 

WORKERS' PARTICIPATION IN MANAGEMENT 

Divisions 

Workers' participation in manag.::ment by special bodies 

Under international standards 
Bodies set up by collective agreements 
Bodies set up by· legislation 

.... 

Workers' representation in the managing or supervisory 
· bodies of undertakings, publicly operated services 

and nationalised industries 

The system of auto-management by workers in Yugoslavia 

Note: 

... 

Aside from the .references given in the footnotes, information· 
regarding the position in different countries may be found in Appen
dix II of the McNair Report (Monographs relating to States Members 
of the Organisation). · · 



Workers' Participation in Management 

Workers' participation in-the management has been considered 
by the I,L.O. primarily in connection with consultation and co-op~ra
tion between employ~rs and ~orkers at the level of the _underta~mg. 

·This question was dealt with m the Report '?n Industrial Rela~10ns 
(Report VIII (1) ) submitted to the 31st Session of the International 
Labour Conference which adopted in !952 a recommendation and a 
resolution on the su'bject. Aside ft.om notes published from time to 
time in Labour and Industry showing the developments in different 
countries, a discussion of the principles and practices in this field may 
be fourid in a number of Studies and Reports, namely: 

Co-operation in Industry. New Series, 1951 (No.26.) 

British Joint· Production Machinery. Series A (Industrial 
Relations), 1944 

Labour~Man.agement Co-operation in United States War Pro
. duction, NewBeries, 1948; 

Labour-Management Co-operation in France. New Series, 1948. 

The most common method of workers' participation in manage
ment, viewed as a system of Labour-Management consultation and 
co-operation, is through special bodies variously denominated joint pro
duction committees, works' committees, works' councils, management 
councils etc. Another method is through workers' representation in 
the directorate or board of management of the enterprise. In Yugo
slavia the system of auto-management by the workers is practiced. 

Workers' J:>articipation in mana~rement by special bodies 

The machinery for workers' participation in the management or 
for co-op~ration between Labour and management at the level of the 
undertaking may lh set up by collective agreement or by national law 
or regulations. Each of these methods has its advantages and draw
backs. 

The establishment of the machinery by agreement offers the 
parties concerned greater freedom in choosing the type of organisa
tion, its structure, scope and functions-most suited to the undertaking. 
Furthermore, where this method is used, it may be supposed that each 
of the p~rties has . recognised the need for such machinery and will 
make effotts to ensure its success. 

. . On th~ other hand, est~blishmen~ by law has the advantage of pro
vidmg .a ~Iform system,· With the di~erent undertakings covered by 
the legisl~tion placed on an equal footmg. Legal compulsion also gives 
the quality of permanence to the machinery, whereas a collective 
agreement. m~y rema~n in force for a limited period only or is subject 
to dellUilCiatton by e1ther tJatty. 
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However, these differences are not as fundamental as they may 

appear at first sight. First of all, the legislation in question may rely 
on the good-will of the parties rather than on compulsion. ~part 
from laying down 'certain principles, it may leave the function of 
completing the statutory scheme to agreement between the parties 
concerned. And in any case, the question of whether the scheme is 
likely to expand and to be enduring will depend on how effective it is 
made in practice. 

Besides the question of method in the establishment of the 
machinery, other questions considered in dealing with this matter 
relate to the composition of the body, the method of selecting the 
workers' representatives the type of questions that t:he body may deal 
with, the effect given to its decisions (whether advisory or otherwise), 
measures to facilitate its proper functioning, etc. 

Under international standards 

The Co-operation at the Level of the Undertaking Recommen
dation, 1952 (No. 94) provides that "Appropriate steps should be taken 
to promote consultation and co-operation between employers and 
workers at the level of the undertaking on matters of mutual concern 
not within the scope of collective bargaining machinery, or not norm
ally dealt with by other machinery concerned with the determination 
of terms and. conditions of employment"• In accordance. with 
national custom or practice, such consultation and co-operation should 
be facilitated or promoted by (1) the encouragement of. voluntary 
agreements; (2) laws or regulations establishing bodies for the purpose 
or (3) by a combination of these methods. · 

The Recommendation is supplemented. by a resolution adopted 
on 26 June 1952 setting out in more detail the provisions by which the 
parties acting on a voluntary basis or the public authority making laws 
or regulations may be guided when making arrangements for the 
purpose. It prescribes that "bodies for consultation and co-operation 
should have the essential function of increasing undertaking of each 
other's point of view between all parties on a basis of real equality of 
discussion, and of assisting management by giving advice, information 
and suggestions on matters relating to production and the comfort and 
well-being of the works. The other provisions relate to the selection 
and removal of the workers' representatives on such bodies, the appro
priate measures that should be taken by the managements of undertak
ings to facilitate their proper functioning, the protection of the workers' 
representatives against discrimination because of the exercise of their 
functions and the obligation on the part of the workers' representatives 
not to. di~close confidential information brought to their knowledge 
during the performance of their functions. 

Bodies set up by collective agreements. 

(a) Practice .in Canada and the United Kingdom. 
' 

In these countries it· was the war effort which encouraged the 
establishment of joint production committees by collective agreements. 
As i~ well known. the experiment· was first tried ii~ the United Kin~-
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doin during the First World War upon ucommeli.dation of the W~itley 
Council. ' In Canada and in the United States, these committees 
acquired importance during the. Second World War, but the interest 
therein appeared to have subsided in the United States after the 
W ·-ar. 

At present, in both Canad:t-aitd the United Kingdom, the Govern
ments actively encourage the establishment . of joint production 
committees by .collectiv.e agreements with the. open support of emp
loyers' and workers' organisations. In. Canada,· the Labour-Manage
ment Co-operation Service of the Department of Labour is respon
sible for promoting the establishment of special committees ; it is 
assisted in its ·task by an advisory committee with employers' an!~ 
workers' representatives and has offices in · several centres.·· The 
principal of these production committees has been approved by repre
sentative organisations. of workers .and employers. 

I . . 

In Great Britain. the. object of the Government is to ensure the 
rapid· development of joint production· committees, ''so that what .is 
now the practice of some firms may become the practice of all". t · 

As fai: as the private sector of industry is concerned, the National 
Joint. Advisory. Council decided in January · 1947 to recommend 
employers' and workers' organisations that joint consultative machin
ery should be set up, where it did not already exist, for the regular 
exchange of views between employers and workers on production 
questionst ·it being understood that such machinery would be "volun
tary and advisory in character" , that it would not infringe upo.n 
the normal functions of trade unions and that - · · 

......... it would be •left_ to each industry to adopt· the form of 
machinery best suited to its own particular circumstances and to 
decide in particular whether such machinery could best be 
established at the factory level or over a wider area. 

The existing committees have been roughly classified 'into four 
main categories : · 

1. Industries where the national organisations on each side have 
agreed to recommend to their members the establishment of joint 
committeees in accordance with some form of model constitution 

. which specifically provides for the consideration of matters relating to 
production; engineering (it has been confirmed by both sides that an 
agreement of 1942 is still operative) ; iron and steel; ·film· production; 
electric cable making; rubber manufacture~** · 

• As to the experience in the United States, see LabOuJ: Management 
.Co-operation in the United States War Production. . · . 

t Ministry of Labour. and National Ser-Vice: IiulustriaL Relations 'H andbciok, 
Supplement No. 3, December 1949, "Joint Consultation in Industry" , p.3. 

t Ministry of-Labour and National Service; Industri~l Rel~tions Handbook, 
Supplement No, 3, December 1949, "Joint Consultation in Industry" , p.4. 

•• Since the preparation of the Ministry•s·rePort. model agreements have 
been concluded in certain other industries, in particular ... pottery. shipbuilding; 
biscuit~manufacture and light metal trades •. A. siipilar agreement also e~isu i'\ 
respe~ of co- operative wholeeale aocieties, · · · ~ · · · · 
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2. , Industries where. the national _organisations have agreed to 
reco~mend or 9;pprove the establishment of joint consultative machin
e.ry at factory. level' if such machinery is desired by both sides in any 
esta},\ishment, 'put have left the form· which such machinery should 
take for determination by agreement inthe establishments concerned·: 
C<!rpet !Jlanufacture.; boot and shoe manufacture;. chemicals;. rayon 
yarn prOducin$!; hosiery; ·silk; printing ·(the representation of the 
workers to be based on.the existing ~'chapel". organisation).* 

. 3. · maustnes wnere the pational -organisations are -satisfied 
with existing arrangeJ11ents for joint discussion which permit the esta
blishmen:t of works coml;Ilittees or councils by local agreement with 
powers to discuss matters relating to production: flour milling; cement 
(an agreement of 1920 sets out a model constitution for works commi
ttees); ca:sr~tone and cast concrete products; seed crushing, com~ 
.pound and provender; _ Welsh platEl and sheet; veneer producil!-g and 
plywood; asbestos manufacture; cocoa, chocolate and confectlonery; 
W_elsh engineers and founders; wallpaper making: match manufacture. 

4. Industries in which existing arrangements are ·considered 
adequate by both sides, although in general no formal machinery for 
the purpose-- of ·joint consultation E>xists in individual establishments: 
cotton manufacture; heating,_ ventilating and domestic engineering; 
paper and paperboard manufacture.t · · 

As far as the nationalisad sector of industry is concerned, the 
various Acts by which they were placed under public ownership 'im
pose an obligation on the management, except _where adequate machi
nery is already in existence, t'l seek consultation with t)le appropriate 
trade unions with a view to the establishment of machinery. for the 
promotion a11d encouragement of measures affecting the safety, health 
and welfare of personS employed .in those industries, an!l for' the -dis, 
cussion of other matters of mutual interest, jncludi!lg effi'ciency in 
the operation of the industries. . Considerable progress has been made 
ih. the establishment of_ machinery for this' purposeJ 

As· regards the operations and functions of the cuwrm,;,;ees, some 
characteristic features are noticeable both in the general agreements 
of certain British industries and in the history of· the Canadian com
mittees .. The Canadian committees (lre joint bodies; equal represen
tation is usual and in any case it is provided that .the representatives 
of the ·management shall _ not exceed ·those of the workers._ The 
management appoints its own representatives ; those of the workers 
may be electe<l. by secret ballot or be appointed hy the trade union 
(-this is quite a· general practice in Canada). •• The Chairman 

• It ,;ouid appear that the foliowing industries may also not be includ~d in 
this category·: ·quarrying; .Tobacco; chemicals, pharmaceutical supplies and fine 
chemicals: furniture ; soap, candle and edible fats~ · 

tIt Would appear .tba:t various other industries have also, subsequently, 
adopted this attitude and. in particular, the following: bacon curing building: 
brick indUstry; glass container ·industry leather goods. 

~Industrial :Relations Handbook, op. cit., p. 7. . 
•• See Department of Labour; Industrial Democracy at Work (Ottawa. '(1946), 

p. 35, where it is st.ated .that •·both manageme~t and tra~e U}lions ha.ve_test}fied as 
to the-adva .. n.tages of thts arrangement. It he.ps to matnta1n the dtsttnctlon bet
w.een queStions which are ·properly the subject of collective bargaining and those 
which come. undet--the jurisdiction of-the labour:..managem.ent production commi.
ttee." 



of the committee is generally a representative of the management; 
sometimes, however, the chairmanship alternates between the wage 
earners and the management or else co-chairmen are appointed. Very 
often there are two secretaries, one appointed by each of the parties. 

Members of the committee usually form specialised sub-commi
ttees on particular proqlems and often, also, departmental or branch 
committees. · Jn large 't~ndertakings, the committee representing the 
whole undertaking is in fact, often the apex of a pyramid, the workers' 
members being elected by the workers' members of the departmental 
or branch committees, who are themselves elected by plant committees. 
An instance is afforded by the agreement on joint committees in Impe
rial Chemical Industries, Ltd. At the base is the plant committee 
whose · .recommendations are, transmitted either to the 
management of that plant or to the divisional council.. The recom-. 
mendations of the latter are, in turn, transmitted either to the manage
ment of the division or to the central council for the undertaking, and 
it is only the recommendations of the central council that are transmit
ted to the management of the undertaking. * 

The agreements often contain provisions as to the representa
tion of the different branches. co-option of consultative members, 
frequency of meetings, circulation of agenda, preparation of minutes, 
quorum, period and termination of appointment of staff representa
tives, obligations of .the employer in relation to the committee, pay
ment as foi: working time in respect of time spent by the staff re
presentatives in attending meetings of the committee and protection 
of such representatives in respect of thejr activity as illembers. 

The functions of the -committees are strictly advisory. GenerallY' 
si:>eiiking, they "are required to -

(1) ' deal ·with all questions relating to the improvement of 
methods of production and to increased out-put, safety and hygiene, 
better use of working time, reduction of absenteeism, economic use of 
materials, etc .... : .• and to encourage suggestions on the part of the 
workers on all these matters ; 

(2) serve as a recognised means of communication between 
workers and management with regard to any questions concerning 
the welfare of the workers and the general benefit of the undertaking ; 

, .. (3) give th": v:age ear~e!s a greater interest in and more ·respon-
. s1b11ity for determmmg cond1t10ns that affect their work : 

( 4) · promote a spirit of co-operation in the undertaking. 

Their scope, therefore, is both varied and broad. In fact; 

. . .....•.• mariy f!rms are discussing matters of high leva! policy in 
the~r. works councils, including programmes, the company's financial 
pos1t10n and the equitable distribution of .profit. This involves ........ . 
the bpen disclosure to employees of financial information formerly 

' • See lncluSlrial Relations Handbook, <>p. cit. pp. 28-36. 
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regarded as the exclusive property of top management.* 

However, and this provision applies to nearly all the committees, 
they are not competent to deal with questions which normally come 
within the scope of negotiations between the undertaking and the 
trade unions. 

(b) Pr!lctice in the Scandinavian countries 

Industrial relations in Denmark, Norway and Sweden are con
ducted by powerful and centralised industrial organisations. National 
or basic agreements have been concluded by the central organisations 
of employers and workers providing for the establishment of production 
committees (in Norway) or works committees (Denmark and Sweden). 
These agreements become applicable in a given industry only when 
they have been accepted by the federations of employers . and workers 
for the industry concerned. 

The committees ·are set up in Norway in all undertakings employ-· 
ing at lenst 50 persons and in Denmark in all undertakings employing· 
25 persons, at the request of either the employer or the local workers' 
organisation in the case of Sweden or of a majority of the war kers in . 
the case of Denmark. · 

The Scandinavian committees are advisory joint bodies - not 
necessarily with equal representation. Generally in Sweden, only the 
workers who are trade union members have the right to vote.· In 
Norway, trade union membership is not required and all wage· earners 
in the undertaking have the right to vote, but one· of the. workers' 
representatives must be a union shop steward.·· In Denmark, the trade 
union delegates are members of the committee as of right. ' 

Since the committees were set up to mcrease production, they 
have, in this · respect, functions similar to those of the Canadian -and' 
British committees.t In Norway and Sweden, the workers represen
tatives have had a share in the Tationalisation of production more 
especially in consequence of time study agreements. · The Norwegian 
agreements stipulates that the production committee must be consul-:. 
t~d before such studies are undertaken and provides for the election· 
of staff delegates for the special purpose of examining these matters 
with the management. The Swedish agreement, which instituted joint· 
agencies at the national and industrial levels to deal with time and 
motion studies, odoes not expressly provide _that the works committee· 
should examine such questions, but it would appeal that these com
mittees do act in an advisory capacity, and as a go-between for 
management and staff in this respect. The works committees are not 
qualified to deal with questions which are normally within the pro
vince of the trade unions. 

The SCOJ(e of the Scandinavian committees-and this is one of 

*A. F. Stewart·; British Institute of Management ~ "Recenr: Developments -
Gf Joint Consultation in Great Britain''. in C.O.N.F. (monthly review of the 
Commission Nationale de 1' Organisation. Franchise), September 1948. p. 56 

tSee above. 
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the features which distinguish them from the production committees 
in Canada and Great Britain :.:._ covers both social and economic 
questions. With regard ·to social questions the Scandinavian com
mitte eS.must:endeavour to ensure good relations between the employer· 
and the wage earners, to improve conditions of work in the under
taking, especially as to the safety and hygiene, to see that 'the workers 
are happy in their work and to promote vocational training, 

The Swedish agreement gives 'he committees an imp:>rtant part 
to play in maintaining security of employment. from this point of 
view this constitutes an extension of the main agreement conclude<;!_ 
in 1938 between the national .central organisations of employers and 
workers. 

Should an undertaking in Sweden close down P.ither temporarily 
or permanently or reduce its activity to any considerable extent, the 
works -committees must meet to study the question as far ahead as 
possible. If any report is made to the authorities in this connection, 
it must be communicated to the committee, which muse _be kept 
informed of develQpments. The agreement also provides that tf there 

. is any question of dismiss!ng or suspending worke_rs who have been. 
employed in the undertakmg for not less than mne months, th~ 
employer muse, fourteen days beforehand, inform one of the workers 
representatives on the· committee of the step which is contemplated 
and give him a list of the workers who, in the employer's view, should 
be dismissed or suspended. The representative may demand that the 
question be- laid before the committee and, if the workers are not 
satisfied with the measures subsequently taken by the employer, they 
may submit the question for conciliation to the Employment Market 
Board. Finally, if a worker is dismissed or suspended, owing to lack 
of work, and it the question of engaging or re-engaging workers in the 
same category arises during th,e next four months after this has been 
done, the workers' representatives may request that a meeting . of the 
works committee should be held to determine which workers should 
be engaged or re-engaged. 

In economic matters, the Scandinavian agreements confer parti
cularly important functions on the committees. Stress is laid on the 
information which the employer must supply to the committee con
cerning both the economic and technical conditions under which the 
undertaking is operating and the position of the undertaking in the 
market. Such information bears on reorganisation measures con
templated, important changes to be made in the conduc~ of the business 
or in conditions of employment, new products and new methods of 
manufacture, particular economic conditions required ·for the fulfil
ment o~ produc~ion and ~elling programmes, etc In Sweden, the. 
production committee may Inspect the balance sheet, ·the profit and 
loss account, an~ the directors' and the auditor;! reports, where such 
repo~ts are prescnbed by law. The Dani~h and No~wegian agreements 
proVIde th~t the me.mber of. th~ productiOn committees must receive 
die same m~ormation as ~ 6Iven. to the shareholders. , On the other 
han~ ~ro(essto.nal secro:cy Is reqmred ?f the workers' representatives, 
and 1t 1~ sometimes specified that the, Information communicated to 
them must not be of a kind whose publication might cause prejudice 
to the employer. . 
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Under the Swedish agreement, the information is to be supplied 
regularly and, under the Norwegian agreement, quarterly or yearly 
according to its nature. In Norway, the management must jnform 
the production committee of any decision taken with regard to ques
tions which the latter has bad to discuss .. 

It is generally provided that the committees must consider 
workers' suggestions and, where appropriate, propose that the authors· 
of suggestions accepted by the employer should be rewarded. 

The agreements also contain various provisions concerning the 
·procedure and membership of the committees, and the protection of 
members. In one form or another, there is always a provision to the 
effect that the works or production committees must not deal with 
the regulation of conditions of employment and other questions which 
are normally the subject of collective agreements. In Norway, it is pro
vided that this does not prevent the committees discussing the intro
duction of new wage systems, although they have no power to 
conclude agreements on this question with management. The com
mittees, therefore, do not in any way compete with the trade umon 

0 0 ' organisatiOn 

(c) Practice in certain other countries. 

In Italy, in 1943, and again in 1947*, the national employers' and 
workers' organisations agreed on the institution of works committees 
in unjertakings employing more than tw<!rity-five persons. These 
committees consist only of workers' representatives and their terms of 
reference are mai!llY confined to social questions. The 1947 agreement 
had also given them wide responsibility in the matter of dismissals, 
but this agreement terminated on 31st December 19~8. and bas not so 
far .been renewed. On the · whole, however, the works committees 
have continued to perform all their duties except those concerning 
dismissals, that is to say, they operate in fact on the basis of the 1943 
agreement. 

With regard to dismissals, two agreements were recently con
cluded between the national employers' and workers' organisations, 
one relating to ·dismissals -in, the case of retrenchment (Aprill950), 
and the other to individual dismissals (October 1950). , The later 
agreement, concluded under the auspices of the Minister of L;,bour 
and with his assistance, provides like that of 1947, for the examination 
by joint arbitration boards. of cases. of individual dismissal. Even if 
the arbitration board considers that dismissal is not justified, the 
employer may nevertheless maintain his decision - and this is the main 
departure from the 1947 agreement, which provided for reinstatement 
in such cases-subject to the dismissed worker being paid compensation 
additional to the usual dismissal indemnity. 

When the country was liberated, management councils were set 
up under the direct influence of the trade unions in a number of 
undertakings-especially those of the I.R.I .group, and the Momecatini 
and Fiat concerns. Their terms of reference mainly covered economic 

•seei lnernaliona! Labour Review, Vol. LVil, ~c;, 1:.2; Jan··:Fel>' 1948, p; 12, 
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matters. In fact, it would appear that. during recent years their terms 
of reference have been appreciably whittled down and a numl:er of 
them have even ceased to exist.* 

A number of joint undertaking committees are also found in 
Ireland where, moreover, several undertakings make arrangements 
enabling employe~s to put forward suggestions. Thus, at the end of 
19~8 a system of mutual consultation on questions of common interest 
in the social field was instituted in the big concern of Arthur Guin
ness & Co. (Dublin). This system consists of a general works council 
for the wlicile concern and a departmental council for each of the four 
main departments. A system enabling . employees to put forward 
suggestions was also introduced in 1949. 

In Japan, in a memorandum published in 1946, the Govermr.ent 
recommended to employers and workers that they should establish 
management councils. The Central Labour Relations Council, which 
is ent~usted with the administration of the Trade Union Law, has been 
asked to draw up model plans to serve as a guide in the institution of 
the councils. Composition is to be settled by agreement, but the 
workers' members must be elected in accordance with a procedure laid 
down by the trade union. The functions of the touncils vary but 
must be• clearly defined in the agreement. The terms of reference 
cover conditions of employment, safety and hygiene, production and 
output. Recruitment, dismissal and transfer of workers and job classi
fication .may also be discussed by the council. With regard to labour 

·disputes, it must be provided that no step 'may be taken (strikes, lock
outs, etc.) until the question has first been submitted to the council.. 

The resolutions of the council are to be adopted unanimously. 
Provision must be made for conciliation or arbitration in the event 
of disagreement. These resolutions have the force of collective 
agreements, but are not compulsorily applicable to the undertaking un
less they have been approved at a general meeting of the shareholders. 

According to an en4.uiry made in July 1949, more than 12,500 
trade unions, with a membership of some 32,50,000 had concluded 
collective agreements .pr?viding for the establishment of management 
:councils; It would appear that the councils may act as machinery for 
.collective ·bargaining, as productio~ committees and as ·agencies entrust
ed with the settlement of labour disputes. In the majority of cases, 
they perform all three funt;tions at the same time or they may perform 
only two of th~se functions. It• appears that the councils have tended. 
in particular, to become agencies for the settlement of labour disputes. 

In June 1949, the Employers' Association suggested the abolition 
·of the councils and their replacement by three separate· agencies to 
carry out these three different kinds of functions. The Trade Union 

. Law, amended in 1949, deals with collective agreements and the settle
ment of disputes but makes no reference to joint councils. ·Its applica
tion was followed by a period during which no agreement was conclu
ded and this weakened the authority of the councils ·because their 

~·Draft- l~gi~lati<;>n concerning.m&;nagem~~ c.ouncUs has. however, been laid-
'hP:fnu: Parhament. · · •· · -
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standing appeared uncertain. However, a note addressed by the 
Ministry of Labour in 1949 to its local offices favoured the estab
lishment in the undertakings of three distinct agencies for these three 
kinds of questions, and this certainly appears· to represent the future 
Gm.rernment policy. -

Bodies set UJ) by Legislation 

Legislation concerning works committees now exists in the foilow
ing countries, namely, Austria, Belgium, Bolivia, Bulgaria

1 
China, 

Czechoslovakia, Finland, France. the Federal German Republic, the 
German Democratic Republic, Hungary, India, the Associated States 
of Indo-China, Iran, Luxembourg. tha Netherlands, Pakistan, Poland, 
Rumania, Spain, the U.S.S.R. and Yugoslavia. Only the systems in a 
number of these countries will be considered. 

In Luxembourg, the basic legislative text is the Grand Ducal Order 
of 8 May 19251 and its subsequent amendments. 

In most of the other countries, the existing legislation was only 
recently enacted, although in a number of countries, the new legisla
tion has been based .on pre-war precedents. 

In Austria, the Act of 28th March 19472
, subsequently amended 

by various Ordinances, established a system of represei)tation for the 
employees of establishments (works meeting and works council) which 
bears certain analogies to that instituted under the Act of 19193• An 
Act of 30th June 1948 altered the period of office of staff represen
tatives. An Act of 2nd June 1948 deals with. the representation of 
wage earners in agriculture and forestry undertakings. 

An Ordinance concerning production or management committees 
was promulgated in France· on 22nd February 19454 which was brought 
'into force by the Decree of 2nd November 19455• This Ordinance was 
amended by the Act of 16th May 1946, which widened the scope of the 
measure and gave the committees more powers. 

In the Federal Republic of Germany, workers'' participation in 
management dates back to the Works Councils Act of 1920. · The 
matter is now governed, as regards private undertakings, by the 
Employees' Representation Act of 11th October 195<:, by the Co
Management Act of 21st May 19516

; with respect to the federal 
administration, corporations, institutions and foundations set up 
under public law, by the Federal Employees' Representation Act of 5th 
August 19557

, supplemented by the works counc1llaws of the Lander. 

1 L.S., 1925-Lux. 1. 
' L.S., 1947-Aus. 2. 
3 See E; Adler: ''The Works Councils Act in Austria", in International 

Labour Review, Vol. V, No, 3, Mar. 1922, pp. 411-436. 
' L.S., 1945 Fr. 8. 
• L,S., 1946-Fr. 8. · 
'Industry and Labour, 1 February !953, p.91: Tho Development of Labour Law 

in the Federal Republic of Germany since 194S: II,. by H.C. Nipperdey : Inter· 
national Labour Review, August 1954, p.l48. 

7 Industry imd Labour,)5 Februa<y 1956, p. ~52. 
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In Belgium and the Netherlands, the legis~ati~n concernin~ works 
committees is directly related to general legtslation concernmg the 
organisation of the economy. In Belgium, the Act of 20th September 
1948* providing for the organisation of the economy set ~p the Cent;ral 
Economic Council industrial councils and works counctls. It con tams 
general· provisions ~nd specifies that the details and applicati?n of, the 
regulations· will· be determined by Royal Orders concermng e1ther 
industry as ·a: whole or certain industries. In the . Nether!al!dst, the 
. Act of 4th May 1954 deals only with works counclls, but lt IS closely 
related to the question of the general organisation of t~e econoii!Y• 
and provides in several cases for action by the Economtc and Soc1al 
Council. 

(a) Undertakings covered 

Generally the legislation applies only to undertakings employing 
a specified number of persons (not less than five in the Federal 
Republic of Germany, 20 in Austria and Luxembourg, 25 in the 
Netherlands and 50 in Belgium and France). The Belgian legislation 
does not apply to public and semi-public services. In France, the 
regulations apply to all economic and industrial undertakings 
of every kind. In Austria agricultural and forestry undertakings. 
public services and public transport e11terprises and public educational 
institutions are excepted from the scope of the general law. The 
legislation in Belgium and in the Netherlands, liowever, comtemplates 
the progressive application of the scheme laid down in the regulations. 

(b) Structure of agencies 

In Belgium, France, Luxembourg and the Natherlands, the works 
committees are joint bodies usually consisting, on the one hand, of the 
head of the undertaking, and. on the other, of a certain number of 
staff representatives, depending on the size of the establishment, 
subject to a maximum membership in some countries (for example, 25 

' in the Netherlands, 20 in Belgium, and 8 in France) .. 

_ In Austria and in the Federal Republic of Germany, the :works 
councils consist exclusively of staff representatives, also varying in 
number according to the size of the undertaking. In the Federal 
Republic of Germany in private undertakings normally having more 
than lOCJ permanent employees, there is also a second representative 
body known as the "e~onomic committee", comprising not merely the 
elected personnel (as m the case of works councils) but representatives 
of the owner and of the personnel in equal numbers the latter of 
whom include at least one member of the works co~ncil There is 
also provision for two further representative organs in the u~dertaking, 
namely the assembly composed of all employees, which receives a 
quarterly report from ~h.e works co"!ncil and may make proposals to it, 
and the general council m undertakmgs consisting of several establish
ments. 

As a general rule, staff representatives must be workers employed 

• L,S. 1948-Bel., 8; Industry and Labour, 15 October 1953, P. 32Q, 
t Industry and Labour, I October 1950; p. 284. ' 
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in the undertaking, In Austria, however, if ·a committee has more 
than· four members, one quarter may be trade union delegates not so 
employed, provided they may not belong to more than one works 
committee at one time. Staff representatives on the works committee are 
g"rierally elected by secret ballot by the workers in the undertaking, 
Hut the regulations normally lay down certain conditions for eligibility 
as electors or ·candidates, often contain provisions concerning the 
representation of different groups of staff on the committee, and lay 
down the procedure for elections and relevant disputes and terms of 
office. · 

(c) Functions 

The functions of works councils vary appreciably 'from one 
country to another. They may be classified either according to the 
fields in .respect of which the fun.ctions are exercised or according to 
the practical importance of those functions, that is to say, in accor
dance with the extent of the rights which they confer up!Jn the 
members of the committees. In the first place, they may relate to the 
social field, to the technical field, or to the economic and financial 
field ; but, on the other hand, according to the different cases, they 
are reinforced by rights the extent of which varies considerably : the 
memb~rs of the committee may merely have a right to receive· infor
matioR, or they may have a right to put forward suggestions and 
opinions, or they may have a right to press their demands before 
institutions outside the scope of the undertaking, 

In the Fed~ral Republic of Gerqmny, the Employees' Repre
sentation Act provides that action on a number of specific matters
including hours of work, the holiday schedule, .vocational training, 
piece rates, meth:>ds of remuneration and particularly the deter
mination of the works rules which govern the conduct of employees in 
the undertaking-can only be taken with the consent of 'the works 
council. This consent usually assumes the form of participation in a 
works agreement, i.e., the council and the employer together decide on 
certain rules which, like the stipulations of a collective agreement, 
apply directly and compulsorily to the individual conditions of employ
ment.* If agreement cannot be reached, the matter may be referred 
by either party to a mediation board composed of equal numbers of 
representatives of the employer and the workers, and its ,decision is 
binding. Works agreements may also deal wich other social matters 
not enumerated in section 56 of the Act, but such agreements are 
voluntary, and in case of failure to agree it is not permissible to insist 
on ll binding mediation award. 

In the technical field the works .councils have an advisory role 
similar 'to that of the production committees whose functions were 
described earlier. Their functions ig the social and in the 
economic and financial fields are described below. 

1. Social field. In the social field there are generally several 
aspects to the fu?ctions of the works conucils :the councils.are em-

*For the m:,ndatory effect of works agrell!:ments, see R. Dietz: Das .Betriebs
verfaiSungsgesetz,$ 52, notes 13 f f.: and H, Galperin ; VM Belrie/!$verfassunssseseli1 
(2nd edition), $ 52, note~ 55 ff, 
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powered to consider m~thods for improving the; _working and !ivil!g 
conditions of the staff ·and for developing a spmt of co-operatiOn m 
the undertaking ; sometimes, they have special functions with regard 
to engagements and dismissals ; finally they supervise or man.age 
welfare schemes in the undertaking. 

Improvement 'of Working and Living Conditions 

Under French legislation, the works committee has. no power to 
take decisions about such matters ; its role is purely advisory. It may 
make suggestions as to the better arrangement of hours of work,. 
scheduling of holidays with pay, equipment of workshops, health and 
safety {;onditions and even, since 1946, some aspects of wages. Nether
lands legislation gives the committees somewhat similar powers. 

Belgian legislation, on the other haud, allows the committees, in 
SO !De cases, to take decisions or to exercise· supervision. The works 
committee is expressly required to fix the dates for annual holidays 
and, if necessary, draw up a roster of the .employees for this purpose, 
·draft and amend workshop rules subject to the relevant legislation, and 
take all the necessary steps to keep employees inforn;~ed of these rules, 
suparvise the strict application of social and industrial legislation an-i 
the application of all general provisions affecting the undertaking*, both 
in the social field and· with respect to the specification of various· 
grades of skill and, ~ubject to the fulfilment of certain conditions, carry 
out the duties of safety and health committees. Austrian legislation 
and that enacted by the various Lander of the Federal German Repub
lic also places considerable responsibility on the works councils with 
regard to the improvement of workin!! conditions and the application 
of labour legislation. · · 1 · 

While the)" have general p:>wers in. these· various fields; the 
works committees may not, however, deal with questions which 
normally fall within the province of the trade unions. They do not as a 
rule take p1rt in collective bargaining, although they often have to 
supervise the· general application of collective agreements or adapt 
such agreements· to the undertaking (for example. adjustment of wage 
rates to suit local conditions, fixing of piece rates in the undertaking). 
For example, in the Federal Republic of Germany, following the rule 
giving statutory prec~dence to cJllective agreements, social matters 
already governed by a collective agreement cor by legislation) cannot 
be regulated by a works ag~e~ment. Furthermore, the regulation of 
ra~es of pay and other conditiOns of ·employment in works agreements 
is prohibited ~f these matters are usually governed by collective agree
ments m the mdustry concerned, even if. there is no such agreement 
actually in existence. Only the collective agreement itself may permit 
exceptions to this rule. 

Promotion of a Spirit ~f Co-operation 

Several enactments make the works committee responsible for 

• The Federation of Belgian Industries considers that this means "'general· 
measures taken by the head of the undertaking". The Christian Trade Unions 
on the other hand, consider that the law gives them the .right to supervise th~ 
applicatioll of "alllesal ptovi~iOilS OI asiee!llelltS COUCOII!in~ the undeftakin~"• 
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pr~moting good relations between management and staff. Belgian 
legi.slati?n make it a duty .of the works committee "to con~ider ·any· 
action llkely to promote the development of a spirit of •co-operation 
between the head of the undertaking and his employees, for example, 

· by the use of the language of the region in the internal affairs of the 
undertaking."* 

French legislation, while it does not make it a special function of 
the works committee, nevertheless indicates that the committee should 
·"~a-operate with the management" in the improvement of the condi
tions under which· the employees in general work and live. It there
fore defines very dearly the spirit in which the ·works committee 
should carry on its activities. · . · 

This marks the difference between works committees and other 
agencies representing the staff in some countries, particularly Belgium 
and France, namely, trade union delegates and staff delegates. The 
works committees are responsible for promoting co-operation whereas 
the staff delegates are responsible for submitting grievances. Thus the 
preamble of the French Ocdinance ·of 1945 declares that "the works 
committee cannot be a body for. formulating grievances", and the 
Reporter on the Belgian Act declared before the Chamber of Deputies: 
"It is important not to confuse the functions of the works councils 
with those of the trade union delegates. The latter have especially 
the duty of formulating claims with regard to wages and working 
conditions and of supervising the. application of collective agreements.'· 
This task is essentially different from that oi the works councils which, 
moreover, are founded on ari entirely different basis". · 

The distinction gives rise to difficulties, but it was the intention 
of tP.e legislative body that "there should be no opposition between 
the two institutions", the works committees and the staff dele~ 
gates. "Each of them, in· order to produce results, must be stimulated 
by a sound, vigorous, constructive and vigilant i:rade unionism".t , 

In some countries, on the other hand, the view· has been taken 
that, because the works committees were entrusted witb the promotion· 
of good understanding between the 'employer and his staff, they had 
power to intervene in, and help to settle, labour disputes. This is true, 
for example, in Germany under the Employees' Representation Act, 
which provides that if necessary a· conciliation committee must be set 
up to s~ttle disputes b~tWoilen the employer and the works council. 

Dismissals and Engagements 

In Belgium, the works.committee is an advisory body for such 
purposes. It has to consider what general principles ·should be follow
ed in regard to the dismissal or engagement of workers: French legi
slation contains no specific provision about this. In Austria, on the 
other hand, the committees have important functions with rega:r::d to 
the termination of contracts of wage earner~. If, contrary to the view of 

• On tbe occasion when this draft legislation was being discussed by tbe 
Senate. the Reporter indicated that this example .. obviously consdtuted only "One · 
suge_estion among many othersn. _ . 

t Les con1eil1 cl' enlreprise (Brussels, Editions d~ Ia .F.I,B., 1950), p .. 56, 
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the works council, the management decides to dismiss a wage earner, 
the council may, at the request of the worker concerne~, appea~ to. the 
conciliation board if it considers that th~ reason for.notlce. o.f ~hsm!Ss~l 
being given arises out of the employees trade umon acttvltle.s.o~ his 
w.Jrks cou neil activities or, again, if it considers that the ~1sm1~sal 
would constitute social hardship having regard to the personal s1tuat1on 
of the worker. In the Federal Republic of Germany, the wo~ks council 
has a right of objection in case of e~gagemen~s, changes o~ ]ob and re
grouping ( per&.onnel measures). If It does. ob] ect after ac;:t~o.n has been 
taken by the employer provisionally on h1s own respons1b1hty and an 
agreement cannot be reached, the council may appeal to the Labour 
Court for a reversal of the decision. But in cases of dismissal the 
council can merely insist on ,its objections being heard by the employer 
before the employment terminates ; the employer is not required to 
take such objections into hand, and the works council has no legal 
remedy (it is considered that the individual employee has sufficient 
protection under the Dismissals Act of lOth August 1951), 

Welfare Sche~es 

Works councils have wide powers as to the management of wel
fare schemes. In France, for instance, the terms of reference of the 
works counc.i!s cover all welfare schemes instituted in the undertaking 
for the benefit of employees <Jr former employees of . the undertaking 
and their families, irrespective of the method of finance.* As a rule 
the works committees mmage these schemes themselves. 'This applies 
to all schemes that are not organised as bodies corporate : canteens, 
day nurseries, holiday homes, spare time and sports schemes, instruction 
in do'Destic science, and vocational training centres (except apprentice
ship centres). In some cases, however, the works' committees 
merely exercise supervision. This is so in the case of mutual benefit 
societies, social insurance funds established in the undertakings, 
schemes to provide workers with housing or allotments, and so on~ In
such cases the hoard of directors which administers these bodies must 
include two representativ'es of the works committee. In other cases, 
again, the committees are responsible for the management of the 
schemes. This is so when the schemes are organised as bodies corpo
rate. At least half the members of the board of directors running such· 
schemes must then be representatives of the works committee. Finally, 
the industrial committees share responsibility for welfare and medical 
services whose man!lgers are appointed by agreement between the 
head of the undertaku~g and the committee, the appointment being 
referred to the labour mspector in the event of disagreement. . 

In ?rder to carry out its duties:· the works committee has legal 
personahty and funds are made available to. it. The funds are mainly 
derived from contributions made by the employer. · · · 

They a~e also supplemented by contributions which the commi~ 
ttee ma:r dec1de to levy on t~e staff without having power to make 
the l~v1es co.mpulsory, recetpts derived from events organised by the 
committees, gifts, bequests and subsidies, and income derived from 

. * S~e Rene Petit: ''La gestion des oeqvre, socia..Ies pat l~ eJ;ltreprise:f',. ill 
L)rg11 SoCial, Mar and }un~ 1946, 
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these ?ifferent forms of PJOperty. ' At the end of each year the works 
co~mtttee must make a detailed report on ii:s financial operations, 
whtch has to be made known to the employees of the undertaking by 
being posted up on the notice boards. 

Where several undertakings run welfare schemes on a joint basis, 
the works committees of these undertakings must constitute an inter
works committee consisting of a representative of the heads of under
takings concerned, acting as chairman, and two delegates from each of 
.the committees. · 

In Belgium, the works committee is entrusted with the manage
ment of all welfare schemes organised by the undertaking for emplo
yees, unless the schemes_ are independently administered by the 
employees themselves. · 

In the Netherlands, the works committee takes part in the 
-management of the social institutions of the undert<tking when the 
administration of such social institutions is not regulated by law or 
otherwise. 

· In Austria, the committee may establish and be solely responsi
ble/ for the administration of provident societies and other ftinds for 
the improvement of the well-being of the wage earners and of their fam
ilies, or have a share in their administration where such funds have 
been instituted by the owner of the undertaking. Similiar rights are . 
accorded to the works committees in the Federal German Republic. 

2. Economic and financial field. In the economic field the 
duties of works councils are, in some respects, purely advisory and" in 
others, supervisory or executive. · 

In the first place, works councils generally have the right to sub
mit opinions and suggestions on all important measures that might 
affect the organisation, management and general working of the con
cern. French law even specifies that in this field cohsultation with the 
works committee shall be compulsory, but this does not give the 
committee power to resist the employer's decisions. In order that the 

·committee may give its opinion with full knowledge of the facts, 
the head · of the undertaking must supply periodically (every 
three months under the Belgian law, every year under the Austrian 
and French laws) information concerning the general position of the 
unqertaking: nature and volume of production, orders in hand, sales, 
and plans to improve the efficiency of the establishment, etc. Austrian 
law imposes this obligation only on establishments in which more 
than 30 persons are employed. Under French law, the committee 
musf also be informed about profits and may suggest how they should 
be used; it may also express opinions on prize increases and may be 
consulted by the public authorities responsible for fixing and controll
ing prices. 

Jn Belgium, works councils may also submit opinions or reports 
recording the view of their members on all economic questions within 
their terms of reference which have been submitted to them by the 

. indus~~ial coqn~il fQr ~h~ b;-an9h Qf iqdustr;v tQ wlli~Q t4e l!qcl~;-cakin~ 
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belongs or by the Central Economic Council. 

If their suggestions are not adopted, the works councils may some
times apply to agencies outside the undertaking in order to have. their 
views considered further. Thus, in Austria, in undertakings emplaying 
more than 500 persons. the works. council may, if it comes to the con
clusion that the economic policy · followed by the undertaking is cqn
trary to the general economic interest, decide, by a two thirds majo
rity, to lodge a protest with the Austria. Federation of Trade Unions. 
This protest is then submitted for decision to a tripartite State econo
mic commission at the Federal Ministry for the Protection of Pro-
perty and Econcmic Planning. - · 

In economic matters, the works council in- the Federal Republic 
Germany has co-management rights only in the case of action by the 
employer that may- have a direct effect on the level of employment, i.e. 
in case of reduced production, the closing down of the ulildertaking, 
change of location, amalgamation_ with oth~r undertakings, a funda• 
mental alteration in the purpose of the undertaking or any of its plant, 
or the introduction of ess~ntia\ly new methods of work. In case of 
di~a~reeme£!t •. :he Employees' Represen.tation Act permit~ recours~. to 
a JOint med1at10n board; the employer ~s not bound by any deciSIOn 
which this board m3y take, but he must pay compensation if be dis
misses workers contrary to a conciliation proposal put forward by it. 
All other important economic action must be reported to the economic 
committee; in certain circumstances, the economic committee is 
entitled to offer advice, but the employer is not bound to follow its 
suggestions. 

The regulations sometimes provi4e that the bead of the under
taking !IlUSt supply tP,e works council with various reports and accounts 
showing the financial results of the, undertaking, that is to say, in 
general, a copy of the balance sheet and of the profit and loss account. 
These documents are normally supplied at the end of the financial year 
and the head of the undertaking must give any necessary explanations. 
Belgian legislation provides that,- if the members appointed to the 
works council by the workers so request, these documents shall be 
certified as correct ·and complete by a works auditor, whose rights 
and duties are similar, p~nding the enactment of'special law to define 
his status, to those of the auditors of limited 'comp&.nies. According to 
French law,- the cqmmunication ofsuch documents is compulsory only 
if the undertaking is a limited company* ; the committee then examines 
the documents. before the general meeting of share holders and may 
call upon the auditors to attend in orther to explain various items and 
the financial_situation of the undertaking, and may ·make any relevant 
observations which must be laid before the general meeting of share
holders together with the report of the board of directors. During 
the meeting at which it examines the documents, the committee inay 
have the assistance of a qualified accountant; at ihe expense of the 
undertaking. 

•odly in the case of limited companies ; "this, at least, is the opinion which 
, has~been generally held following a decision of the Criminal Division of the 
Hillh Court of Justice (CQur cle Ca~satiQn)-crim. 23 Dec. 1948-D. 1949, ].IS3 and' 
s.;~94g, 1, ?4, _ 



In the Netherlands, the 
gen~al supervision ov~ the 

Economic. and Social Council exercises 
~nforc:~m~n~ o(tl111 r~;l~;va.llt Act, and . . 
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industrial commissions instituted by the Economic and Social Council 
for groups of particular undertakings supervise the operation of the 
works councils. The members of the indus~rial commissions are 
appointed by the Economic and Social Council on nomination by the 
representative organisations of employers and workers.\ . 

Further, legislation often provides for the appointment of offi
cials to supervise the application of the regulations. Thus, in Belgium, 
officials appointed by the Crown have free access to establishments and 
may demand all necessary information for supervising the application 
of the regulations. At the request of the works council, the:y: may also 
attend its meetings in an advisory capacity. In France, labour ins
pectors are given comprehensive supervisory powers and, in some cases, 
power to arbitrate in matters concerning the application of the legis
lation. 

Supervision is generally reinforced by sanctions; Belgian and 
French legislation, for example, imposes a civil liability and penal 
sanctions in the event of contraventions or in that of 'deliberate 
obstruction. 

4. Obligations of the employer. Generally speaking, not only 
must the employer abstain from any act likely to obstruct the com
mittee but he must also do all he can to make the committee's work 
easy. First, he must provide the committee with various material 
necessities (premises, heating. lighting, etc.) ; the em!Jloyer, moreover, 
is usually liable for the committee's general expenses ; in Austria, 
however, a works council contribution not exceeding one half of one 
per cent. of the gross earnings may be levied on the employees. 

Further, the management must allow the members of the works 
committee time to perform their duties (apart from exceptional cir
cumstances. not more than 20 hours per month in France, excluding 
attendance at meetings) and must pay them for time spent in 
attending meetings held outside working hours. 

It is generally for the head of the undertaking to convene the 
works co.mmittee (except where, as in the Federal German Republic 
ani in Austria, the committee is not a joint body). In Belgium, the 
employer must convene the council when at least half of the members 
representing the employees so demand. In France, if he fails to 
convene the CO!llmittee, the latter may, at the request of half of its 
members, be convened by, and meet under the chairm'lnship of the 
labour Inspector. 

A further obligation on the part of the employer is, as already 
noted, to make available to the committee all the information it 
requires to perform its duties. 

5. Obligations and protection of committee members. 
The various regulations· also impose certain obligations on committee 
members, who, acting as intermediaries between the employer and his 
staff, have duties to both. 

It generally follows, if not £rolll the actual text of the ~elevant 
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legislation at least from work preparatory to the ·enactment, that 
m~mb~rs of the committee must respect the authority of the head of 
the undertaking and his decisions, unless these decisions violate a right 
which is clearly accorded to the committee by legislation. Nether
lands legislation, for example, stipulates that the works council must 
perform its functions "without prejudice to the independent nature of 
the employer's rqle". They must also respect the rules of the 
undertaking. · 

Being in a position of trust, members of the committee are also, 
under most regulations, bound to professional ~ecrecy ; they have no 
right to divulge or to make use of information of a technical or 
economic character· which has been communicated to them by virtue 
of their office and which is a professional or commercial secret. But 
French legislation confines professional secrecy to questions relating to 
manufacturing processes. 

The committees must also maintain contact with the staff whom 
it is their duty to represent. Accordingly, reference is made in many 
of the regulations to such points as the publicity which they must 
give to their activities and the account of their activities which they 
must furnish at regular intervals to the general me~ting of the staff 
(in Germany, for example). Most of the regulations provide that 
members of the com-nittees shall have special protection against any 
di~criminatory measures on the part of the employer, and, particularly, 
against dismissal on the ground of their activities as staff repre
sentatives. 

A discussion of the experience in the practical application of the 
legislation· concerning works committees may be found in page 77-84 
of the Report on Co-oparation in Industry, New Series, No. ·26. 

Workers' representation in the managing or supervisory 
bodies of undertakings, publicly operated services and 

nationalised industries 

Private undertakings 

Austrian and French laws confer on the works committees of 
limited companies the right to delegate two of their members to the 
boards of directors. In France, these delegates attend only in an 
advisory capacity; in Austri11, they have the same rights and obli
gations as other members of the board. 

In the Federal Republic of Germany, the Employees' Repre
sentation Act provides that in all share companies, except those of the 
mining and Iron & steel industries and some small units with not more 
than 500 employees, one-third of the members of the supervisory 
boards must be elected by the employees of the undertaking qualified to 
vote. A number, not exceeding two, of the employees' representatives 
must themselves be employed in the undertaking ; the remainder need 
not be so employed. The employees' representatives have exactly tpe 
same rights as those of the shareholders. 
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On the other hand, the Co-Management Act, which applits to 
share companies of the mining and iron & steel industries, provides 
for equal repres~ntation of employees and shareholders on the SUJ?er· 
visory boards. The nomination of all the employees' representatiVes 

, must be 'precede :I by consultation with the trade union represented in 
the undertaking dnd with their federation ; tv.:o · of these ~epresen-
tativas, who must be employees. of the undertakmg, are. nom!nated by 
the works council, the remainder by the trade umon ; m netther case 
can the nomination be challenged; It is further provided that the 
b:>ard of mana«~ment of each company must include a labour manag~~ 
with the sam~ rights as the other members of this board; he is not 
considered duly elected unless a majorty of the employees' representa
tives on the supervisory board vote for him. 

Publicly operated services 

In a number of countries the workers, through their representa
tives, participate in or are associated with the management of certain 
publicly operated services- in particular, the railways. 

. To mention a few examples only, one or more representatives of 
th~ staff are appointed to the boards of management of the State rail
ways in several countries (e. g., Belgium, Canada, France, Italy, 
Norway, Switzerland, etc. ) · 

. Three of the 21 members of the board of management of the 
Belgian State railways are designated by the railwaymen and two of· 
eight m~mbers of the Norwegian board are similarly nominated. 

In Switzerland the general secretary of the union concerned 
represents the staff on the board of mmag~meat of the federal rail
ways and, in the cas<: of some of the small private railways, a member 
of the staff sits on the board. of manag~ment as a member designated 
by the cantonal Government. · 

In France, since 1938, five representatives of the railway unions, 
of which four are designated by the National Federation of Railway
workers and one by the Federation of Chdstian Trade Unions, have 
sat on the board of management of the national railway company. • 

' 
:. · In Canada, the unions have o,ne representative on the board of 
dtrectors of the Canadian National Railways. · · 

Nationalised Industries 

: • While nationalisation in We;tern Europe has been limited to a 
few of the most important industries in France and the United King
dom and the electricity industry in Austria, in Eastern Europe bv far 
the greater portion of industrv has been nationalised. The problems 
of co-operation, and especially the man'!er of their solution, have been 
very dtfferent in the two cases. Only the position in Western 
European countries will be considered here. · 
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(a) Workers participation in Administration in France and 
Austria. 

In France, after the war, the main workers' organisations de
manded the participation of workers' representatives in the actual 
admimstration of n'ltionalised industries. ·They argued that the in
terests of the great c~pitalists should be eliminated, taat bureaucratic 
control should be avoided and that-the nationalised cJmpmies should
be administered by · boards ·of directors representing all classes of 
workers, the interests of consumers and the interests of the State." 

The legislature has, generally speaking, made the administration 
of the nationalised undertakings a matter genuine co-operation by 
giving to them the status of public nationabsed institutions of an 
industrial or commercial character, endowed with legal p~rsonality 
.and financial certain autonomy, and administered in ·the 
interests of the community by all the parties concerned- the public 
authorities, consumers, staff and producers. ' 

The most important and the most regularly ob.served of the gene
ral principles in this connection is that which brings together on 
boards of directors repr_esentative~ appointed by the State, represen-· 
tacives ot the staff appomted by the most representatives of the trade 
unions, and representatives of the general interests of the country, 
~hosen in most cases by trade union federations, larg~-scale family 
.associations or various groups of consumers and userst. 

The management of the nationalised fuel ·mines throughout the 
whole territory is entrusted to a national coal board, the Charbonnages 
de France. This board was given the functions ot directing; super
vising and ~o-ordinating the operation o£ the various coalfields; sub
mitting for Government approval a plan for coal produc;tioh and 
re-equipment advising· on import and export schemes arid fuel prices, · 
promoting research and the training of workers, etc. Each coalfield 
was "placed under a regional board established as a public corporation 
responsible for production, operation and marketing. . Six members of 
the national coal board represent the State and are app;>inted by the 
Ministers concerned, six represent consumers (three for industrial 
consumers and three for domestic consumers, one of the latter being 
appointed by family associations and two by trade unions) and six 
represent the different grades of staff (manual workers, salaried 
employees, supervisory stat£, engineers and higher grades), being 
appointed on the recommendation of the most representative trade 
unions. Through this two fold method of representation, therefore, 
the trade unions 11rovide eight of the 18 persons entrusted with the 
over-all management of this important industry. Of the 18 members 
of each regional board, seven, representing the various grades of staff, 
are appointed by the most representative trade unions in the coalfield. 
The director-general: of each regional board is appointed by the 
competent Minister on the recommendation of the board itself. 

The nationalised electricity a~d gas undertakings are administered 

• Labour~ Management 'co-operation.in France, L L. 0. Studies and Reports, 
· N. S. 9, Geneva, 1950, pp, 109 et seo · · 

t Inventaire tle'la situation fin·anciere, 1913•1946. 
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respectively by the electricity board, electricite de France, and the gas 
board Gaz de France. Each is placed under a council of 18 members
six representatives of the workers (three for administrative and tech
nical grades, one for salaried employees and two for manual. workers) 
appointed on the recommendation of the most representative trade 
unions. In each region there are electricity distribution _departments 
and gas production and distribution departments admmistered by 
boards appointed by the national services. Of the 18 me~bers of each 
administrative regional board, four represent the .Nat10nal Board, 
eight represent the consumers and six represent the various grades of 
workers and employees. 

With regard t:o banking ~nd insurance, there are no over-all 
administrative boards at the national level, each of the nationalised 
undertakings having its own separate board. Here.again, however, 
the direct participation of organisational representatives is equaily 
marked. 

The staff are represented on the Gerieral Council of 
the Bank of France. Each of the four main deposit banks ~ich have 
been nationalised is m'lnaged by a board of 12 members-four chosen by 
the Government from among persons engaged in industry, commerce 
or agriculture, and four appointed on recommedations made by the 
most representative trade unions concerned (two chosen from the high
er grades and two from the subordinate grades of the staff of the bank). 

· and four other members appointed by the Minister of Finance (two 
representing public credit institutions ·and two being persons with a 
wide experience of banking). The President of each bank is elected 
by the board, subject to approval by. the Minister of· Finance, The 
nationalised insurance undertakings are also managed by boards, each 
composed of a Chairman, appointed by the Minister of Finance after. 
consultation with the board, three members appointed by the N atioru~l 
Insurance Council for reasons of technical ability, three members 
representing the State, three members representing insured persons 
and three members appointed by the most representative trade unions 
(one representing employees, one representing senior staff and inspec
tors and the third representing agents). 

Although there are no general boards of management for bank
ing and insurance at the Industrial level, there are advisory agencies at 
that level in which trade union representatives also participate. The 
Fren.ch Act of 2 December 1945 concerning the organisation of credit 
set up a National Credit Council' as the Central agency of the new 
financial system. Of its 38 members, seven are nominated by the most 
representative trade unions, three to represent their general interests, 
appointed by the Minister of National Economy, and four to 
represent the various grades of bank staff, appointed by the Minister 
of Labour. The National Insurance Council is the Central agency 
which advises the Minister of Finance on all measures concerning the 
general activities of nationalised and non-nationalised insurance 
undertakings. Under the chairmanship of the Minister of Finance 
it is composed of 21 members-seven representing the State;: appointed 
by t~e Ministers. concerned, seven .representing · insured .. ·p-ersons; 
appomted respectively by the trade umons; the chambers of commerce 
the trade chambers, the French Chamber of Forei,gn.:Trade and th~ 
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fall'li!y associations, and seven representing persons empl.oyed in 
insurance, appointed by the federations, trade unions or other national 
associations concerned (one for managers, one for the higher grades 
and inspectors, two for clerks, two for agents, and one for the staffs of 
agricultural mutual insurance funds). 

,• 

The Austrian Government also has given effect to the principal 
of direct co-operation by representatives of occupational organisations 
in the management of tlie nationalised electricity services. The co
ordination of the regional and special electricity services is entrusted 
to a central company established C\11 a commercial basis. One third of its 
board of directors are appointed by the Central Government, one third 
by the various regions, while CJne ·third must consist of at least· one 
representative of the Chamber of Labour, one representative of the 
chambers of agriculture and one representative of salaried employees 
and workers in the nationalised undertakings. · 

In 1951 there was set up a joint Advisory Council for nationalised 
industries. composed of four representatives of the nationalised in
dustries and four workers' representatives, with the function of examin
ing any social questions concerning the workers in these industries*. 

(b) Joint· Advisory Machinery in the United Kingdom. 
In the United Kingdom, on the other hand, the· Government rejected 
at the outset theory that represen~atives of trade unions or employers' 
organisations as such should participate directly in the management of 
the nationalised industries. 

The Government .did not permit representatives of employers' 
or workers' organisations to sit as representatives of those organisa
tions on any of the public authorities it set up. It appointed independent 
persons to the boards of all the nationalised indnstries. Th~ boards as 
now constituted do in fact include ex-employers ·and ex-trade union 
officials. But when this has happened they have been chosen-Ly the 
Government i~se!f-purely on the ground of qualifications and not in 
a representative capacity. Moreover, when so chosen, they have been 
required to surrender their industrial interests or sever their trade 
union connections as the ca~e may be. 

At'the same time, the Government took steps to ensure devdop
ment on an advisory basis of co-operation by representatives not 
only. of the persons engaged in the industries concerned but also of 
consumers. Furthermore, the Acts all require the agencies of manage
ment 4:stablished under them to seek by agreement with organisations 
repre.enting the workers the institution of permanent machinery
unless adequate machinery already exists for the purpose of collective 
bar~aining and the avoidonce or ~ettlement of disputes. In fact, as 
will also be seen', agreements in th.e main natignalised industries have 
established joint agencies for consultation· cin much broader matters. 

·.The .present structure. when it was in the planning stage in 1944, 
was approved in gene.ral terms both by the Trade Union Congress al:}d 
by the Labour Party, 

*Industry and Labour, 15 September !951, P.231 
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The essential difference between consultation and control is that 
in consultation, the power of decision remains one-sided in the hands 
of the employer or management, however much the decisions may be 
intluenced by the attitudes of those who are consulted ... Trade unions 
could not pass beyond joint consultation to joint control without 
having to assume a degree of responsibility going far beyond that 
which mere consultation involves. In sharing in the power of 
dedsicn they would necessarily come to share in the responsibility 
for the proper conduct of the industry or establishment, in the public 
interest; and it is clear that this might involve for their repre~entatives 
a conflict of loyalties when what they thought desirable in the interests 
of industrial/efficiency clashed with what their members wanted, or were 
prepared to accept without seriou~ protest. Trade unions, in effect 
cannot easily double the parts of (a) protective agencies, democrati
cally responsible to their memb~rs and required to carry out .their 
members' wishes, and (b) joint policy-makers and managers of industry, 
responsible to the Public as a whole for carrying out its wishes and tor 
furthering the highest possible efficiency of production. In the last 
resort these two functions would be bound to show themselves .incom
patible at certain points ... many of those interested in industrial 
democracy judge that these difficulties make it undesirable for workers 
or their organisations to have a direct share in management, and that 
effective consultation, reinforced by a continual widening of the scope 
of collective agreements is the trade unions' best form of approach to 
industrial democracy.* · 

Proposals have been put forward at Congres~es held since the war 
fur direct participation by trade union representatives in the manage
ment of nationalised industries. 

One group has demanded that these branches should be ~rganised 
in the form of industrial parliaments. A representative of the Chemical 
Workers' union put forward the following resolution at the 1950 
Congress. . . 

Congress, whilst registering its complete support of the principles 
of nationalisation, i~ of the opinion that the existing methods of control 
and administration· are. not in keeping with · democratic' principles 
and have not fulfilled the hopes of the industrial workers. Congress 
therefore urges the General Council to consider at the ' earliest, 
possible mom~nt an entirely new structure of administration and 
C('ntrol based on the establishment of industrial parliaments for each 
of the nationalised industries, Such parliaments to have limited aims 
as laid down in the Nationalisation Acts but full· executive powers 
within the democratic limitations of the British Constitution~ 

The General Council's view was that ~ethods of parliamentary 
j!ovemment could not be translated into industrial affairs and that 
"the application of industrial democracy to industry has got to be 
through the development of the process of joint consultation" The 
resolution was defeatedt, · · 

*Hugh Clegg: Labour in Na.timalised Industr)l. Interim Report of a Fabian 
Research Group (London, Fabtan Reseaxch Seiies No.l41,1950), pp. 12-lS.. . 

tTrade Onion Congress, Brighton Congress, Report 1950, pp.512-514. 
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A second group, in which the National Union of Railwaymen 
bas been prominent, has urged that .some. direct trade univn repre
sentatives should be appointed to the boards, but not necessarily as 
many as· half the total. This kind of reasoning inspired the second 
cesolution on this question as the 1950 Trades Union Congress at 
Brighton which was put forward by a representative of the Associa· 
tion of Supervisory Staffs, Executives and Technicians: 

Congress places on record its concern at the nature of appoint
ments made to boards and similar bodies in nationalised i.nduscries at 
all levels. Feeling that insufficient use is made of the wealth of 
knowledge and ability to be found within all ranks of the trade union 
movement, Congress calls upon the General Council ~o make repre
sentations to H. M. Government .to ensure that :zt least one third rof 
the members appointed to the boards of nationalised industries shall 
be representatives of the trade union movement of whom at least half 
should have worked in the industries concerned. 

The General Council stated that the T.U.C. was committed .to 
a different conception than that envisaged in the resolution and 
declared that "we do not regard those boards as representative bodies 
cepresenting interests". This resolution also was defeated.* 

A third resolution, sponsored by the National Union of Mine
workers, was in the following terms: 

That this Congress is of opinion that trade union representation 
on the board of any 'nationalised industry or on the board of the 
nationalised section of any industry shall be from the union organising 
that industry and instructs the General Council, when consulted by 
the Government, to niake recommendations accordingly, after consul
tation with the union concerned. 

But the Council argued that the Government must be allowed to 
choose the best men available in the interests of the community as a 
whole. The resolution was lost .on a card vote by 5,613,000 votes to 
11,69,000. t 

Finally there is a school of th,mght which favours the appoint
ment of ·more members drawn from the working class movement but 
not representing the trade unions as such, thus leaving the unions free 
to follow their traditional function of independent protection of their 
m!!mbers' interests. This school, therefore, while accepting Ministerial 
n_omination as the method of appintment, witho•Jt any representative 
element, has asked for "the appointment ot more persons drawn from 
the -working-class movement, both as board members and as. senior 
officers." This demand has received the endorsement of the Trades 
Union CongressJ · . 

The Governmen~ has in f~ct fulfilled the princi'ple of independent 
representation in its constitution of machinery of management pursuant 

* Ibid , pp. 514-517 
t Ibid., pp. 517-521. 
~ Labour.inNationalised Industry. op.ci!.,.1.p 
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to the. nationalisation Acts while · at . the same tilll;e establishi~g 
advisory machinery in which organisatio_nal representatt.ves. play thetr 
part. It is with respect to the o~r.attons an~ func~1omng of t.he 
machinery of management of the nationalised mdust~tes that advrce 
is tendered through the advisory agencies set. up etther ·under the 
relevant statutes or by agreement. 

As already indicated. consultation with 'the unions, especially on 
terms and conditions of employment, is required under all the Acts 
nationalising industries, to be ensured through the ~stablis~ment of 
appropriate joint machinery, if it does not already ~xtst: Th_ts clause 
is being rapidly implemented in the case of each nattonahsed_ mdustry. 
It is of interest to note, however, that some of the bodtes set up 
pursuant to this general provision provide consultation· also on matters 
rather beyond the scope of ordinary collective bargaining. This is the 
channel, in fact, through which occupational organisation& can play 
their greatest part in rendering advice on the actual conduct of the 
·industries. 

-Thus, pursu&nt to the provisions of the Gas Act, 1948; a joint 
industrial council was set up in October 1949, to secure joint action 
between_ the Gas Council and manual employees for the safeguarding 
and development' of the ·.industry, · for general improvement of 
working conditions and for the attainment of higher output. The 
functions of the joint council with regard to wlages and conditions 
are specifically without prejudice to the general nature of th 
functions first mentioned. 

The British Electricity Authority' and nine unions concerned, 
by an agreement of 1 January 19~9. set up a national joint advisory 
council. with district joint advisory councils for each area and, at 
the lowest level, local advisory committees. The national council 
is to hav~ a maximum of 79 memb~n (57 representing the boards and 
22 representing the unions). Its functions are to promote and en
courage measures affecting _safety, health and welfare of employees 
and to discuss other matters of inutual interest including efficiency 
jn the op~ration of the services of the boards; to consult on measures 
for advancing the skill of emplovees and for improving the efficiency 
of their equipment; and to consider any matters in· relation to the 
afC?resaid subj~cts which may be referred to the council by an appro
pnate authonty for consultation or advice. This council does not 
negotiate term; and conditions of employment or undertake the 
prevention or settlement of disputes.* 

A na!ional consultative council for the coal mining industry 
was established by agreement on 27 November 1946. "It consists of 
27 members-;-six appoi?ted by th~ National Coal Board, riine appointed 
by _the NatiOn~! . Umon of _Mmewor~ers; nine appOinted by the 
Nattonal A~soctatlon o_f _CaUtery Ma_nagers and three appointed 
by t~e Nattonal As~octatton of _Colltery Overmen, Deputies arid 
Shotftrers. The ~hatrman of the National Coal Board a,cts as chair-
man of the counctl. Its functions are- · . . .. · . 

•Industrial Relations Handbook. op cit., pp. 80 et sq. 
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...... to provide a regular means of consultation between the 
Board and organisations appearing to them to represent substantial 
proportiong of persons in the employment of the Board, or any class 
of such persons, on: (1) questions relating to the safety; health and 
welfare of such persons; (ii) the organisation and conduct of the 
operations in which such. persons .are employed and other matters 
of mutual interests to the Board and such persons arising out .of the 
exercise and performance by the Board of their functions. Questions 
relating to terms and conditions of employment are excluded from 
consideration by the council Provision is made for the establish
ment of divisional, area and colliery consultatiye comt:Wttees*. 

· Finally, the British Transport Commission and the main unions 
concerned entered into an agreement in December 1948 to establish 
a British transport joint consultative council, to include among 
its members the members of the British Transport Commission 

· and its six execurives and represuntatives of the National Union of 
Railwaymen, the Associated Society of. Locomotive Engineers and 
Firemen, the Railwav Clerks' Association, the Transport and General 
Workers' Union and the Confederation of Shipbuilding and Engineering 
Unions. The purpose of the Council is- ...... to provide by regular 
meetings opportunity for the exchange of information ahd views 
upon matters of common interest in relation to inland transport and 

. the activities of the British Transport Commission and its executives. 
not being questions of wages or conditions of services or otherwise 
c0ming within the scope of the established machinery of negotiation 
or matters dealt with or to be dealt with by any statutory 
committeet. 

The System of Auto-Management by Workers in Yugoslavia 

A Basic Law respecting the administration of public undertakings 
and associations of undertakings by the staff employed therein was 
passed in Yugoslavia on 2 July 1950J It broughr an end to the system 
of economic administration and introduced the principle of self-govern
ment in the economy. 

U nd~r this new system, the workers carry out the administration 
of undertakings through two elected bodies, the workers' council 
and the management committee. The workers' council is elected 
for one year at a time by direct secret ballot of all tbe workers and 
officials in the undertaking. It elects from among its members the 
management committee, which controls the immediate administration 
of the· undertaking and is answeraQ.le to the workers' council. 
The workers' council may, if it considers necessary, dissolve the 
management committee before the expirv of its term of office and 
elect a new · committeee. The workers'· council also appoints and 
removes the managers of the undertaking; the manager is (ex officio) 
a member of the management committee, to which he is answerable. 

*. Ibid.,p.61 · 
t Industrial Relations Handbook. op. cit. p. 95. 
i L .• S. 1950 - Yug, 2. Industry and Labour. J June· 1954, p. 471, Th• 

Management of Undertakmgs by Workers in Yugoslavia, by Radivoj 
Uvalic: International Labour Review, March 1954, p, 235; co-operation 
1n industry· (N. S. 32) pp. 107 to 109, 


